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ABSTRACT 

RACE AS A FACTOR IN THE INTRAPRISON OUTCOMES OF 
~--~ .-~,~~.. . YOUTHFUL FIRST ,OFFENDERS 

by 

Shirley Ann Vining Brown 

Co-Chairmen: Rosemary C. Sarri, Paul M. Siegel 

The question of differential treatment of racial min

orities in modern correctional institutions has recently 

become an issue of major pubJic concern. Despite this con

cern, few analyses exist that have explor~d this issue di

rectly. This study has attempted to determine the relation

ship between race and various outcome experiences of 547 

young first offenders, using chi square and multiple clas

sification analysis. In addition, a comparative perspective 

was brought to bear on the data by observing the relation 

between type of institution and the outcomes. Three insti-

tutions were compared: a minimum, a medium, and a maximum 

custody institution. 

Because the study focuses on outcomes that occur 

prior to actual release from prison, they are referred to 

as "intraprison" outcomes. Specifically) three outcome 

variables are examined: institutional adjustment, parole 

recommendation, and the first parole decision. 

-1-
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A comparison of Black and White first offenders re

veal no important differences on institutional adjustment 

in this sample. However, all things being equal, Blacks 

are generally better adjusted than Whites in prison. 

tendencies in the data also reveal inter-institutioual dif

ferences. Inmates at the medium custody institution were 

rated well adjusted by counselors more often than inmates 

at the minimum and maximum custody institutions. The effect 

of ~ace varies according to institutional type: Blacks are 

rated better adjusted than Whites at the minimum and maxi

mum custody institutions; Whites are rated better adjusted 

than Blacks at the medium custody institution. The reader 

should consider the findings on adjustment with caution 

since for the most part, they are not significant. 

As decisions about inmates move from judgements of 

adjustment to important decisions about release, race is 

more important in the outcomes of inmates. The results re

veal that race is related to counselors' recommendations and 

the final actions of the parole board: 1) fewer Blacks 

than Whites are recommended for parole; 2) more Blacks than 

Whites are denied parole. These relations are strongest 

at the more custodial institutions. The findings do not 

support the notion of equal treatment of Blacks and 

Whites in prison. They do provide some evidence to support 

the perception of racism in correctional processing prac

tices. The final chapter discusses this issue, as well as 

the implications for research and for correctional policy 
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and practice. 

, 

-------
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INTRODUCTION 

The Problem 

qecent interest in America's criminal justice system 

has raised many ~uestions about whether the Dolice, iudi

cial, and correctional a~encies in America in fact onerate 

under a distributive system of justice with respect to all 

offenders. Previous accounts of differential treatment of 

racial and ethnic minorities have been confined to the 

nrocessin~ and handljn~ of offenders in the areas of nolice 

contacts, the courts, and numbers of of Penders sent to in

stitutions. Differential treatment has universally been 

assumed for adult minority offenders in these areas, ~nd 

ac counts aopear to be accented for juvenile offendsimil~r . 

ers as well. However J there are several gans which leave 

deficiencies in our knowledge with respect to ~eneralizin~ 

this assumntion across·the entire criminal justice system. 

There is little satisfactory evidence which directlv ex

amines the experiences of Blacks comnared t6 Whites while 

they are incarcerated in prison. Consequently, our know

ledge about whether differential treatment of minorities 

is presently nracticed in state and ~edernl correctional 

instiLutions is limited. 

American corrections handles anproxirnately l.~ 

million oPfenders on any ~iven day, and one third of these 

1 

offenders are under custody and supervision of correctional 

institutions. l Some estimates of state and federal prison 

populations indicate that Blacks and other minorities con

stitute over fifty per cent of the total offender nopula

tion bein~ sent to prison in nany states, and their repre

sentation is disproportionate in li~ht of their total per-

centage in the population. There is no definitive evidence 

which determines whether this disparity shows up in decisions 

made about prisoners of different races once they are in

carcerated in prison. Few stUdies have examined this area, 

partly because of problems of research in the field of 

corrections. 2 The investigations that have examined the 

hypothesis that the treatment of offenders in prison is 

related to their racial characteristics have found si~nifi-

. cant differences between Blacks and Whites with respect to 

several variables - length of stay in prison, per cent pa

roled, and the per cent executed. These findings sug~est a 

need for more exploration about whether the decisions made 

about inmates by prison officials can be attributed to the 

racial characteristics of these offenders. 

More recent inf.ormation about the selective practices 

of prison officials has come from the unsystematic investi

gations of impaneled lay-groups who have been charged with 

the task of uncovering the determinants of prison disturban-

ces. Among the findings of these investigations is the 

su~~estion that there may be a relationship 
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between the racial characteristics of offenders and the pro

cessing and hnndlin~ of inmates in prison. There are two 

important problems with such investigations, however. First, 

temporary lay-~roups are faced with factors which may be too 

complex for the time and resources needed to disentan~le the 

racial and non-racial aspects of this situation from the total 

constellation of factors underlying prison disturbances. 

Secondly, these groups have lacked adequate methods to assess 

the nature and extent to which racinl and non-racial factors 

effect prison practices which on the surface appear to be 

discriminatory. 

Most systematic observations of prison organizat~ons 

have not treated differential treatment of racial ~roups in 

prison as problematic. The implicit assumption of most re

search in the adult correctional literature has been that 

prisoners of all races are universally treated alike. This 

may be an invalid assumption. Notable differences in the 

treatment outcomes and attitudes of Black and White offend

ers have been found in studies of adult and juvenile in

stitutions. 3 

Finally, past studies of inequities in corrections 

have failed to consider adequately the fact that changes in 

correctional philosophy have produced a differentiated system 

of adult corrections, particularly with respect to the intro

duction of modern rehabilitation ideology and technology in 

some penal systems. Variations in the institutional 

context, philosophy, and techniques suggest that different 

models of operation may very well produce differences in 

the degree to which inequities are found among racial 

~roups in prison. Therefore, the comparative method could 

be useful for determining what effect, if any, these con

texts have on the degree to which differences exist between 

inmate racial ~roups in various types of prisons. 

The Purpose 

In contrast to previous research, this study brings 

a comparative perspective to bear on data from three adult 

institutions. The findings should have implications for 

the proposition that the nature and extent to which minori

ty inmates are treated differently varies with the larger 

organizational context. Questions for this study were 

developed by considering first the race of offenders in 

prison, and secondly, the organizational context in which 

they were incarcerated. In order to determine the extent 

to which assumed differences occur among offenders of 

different races, the primary purpose of this study is to 

examine certain aspects of the processing and handling of 

inmates in adult institutions for youthful first offenders 

which result in the following outcomes in prison: institu

tional adjustment and parole-related outcomes. These are 

defined below. 
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Intra-Prison Outcomes Defined 

In this study, an intra-prison outcome is defined 

as any judgment or decision made about an offender which 

occurs while he is under custody and supervision of a cor

rectional institution prior to his first release from 

prison. Specifically, two types of outcomes have been se

lected for analysis: 

1. Institutional Adjustment Outcomes: those be

havioral assessments of inmates made by correctional staff 

vegarding the degree to Which the inmate conforms to the 

behavioral requirements of the organization. Specifically 

this behavior is evaluated in terms of the degree to which 

the inmate has adjusted to the institutional setting as as

sessed by prison counselors. 

2. Parole-Related Outcomes: correctional decisions 

made by prison and parole board officials that result in 

various experiences for inmates. Specifically, the focus 

will be on decisions concerning parole recommendations and 

the first parole outcome of first offenders. 

These outcome categories, while arbitrarily selected, 

represent important processing activities from which some 

type of outcome can be expected. They ~enerally affect all 

inmates, and are represented in each of the institutions in 

this study. 

Chapter I presents a historical review of inequities 

experienced by Blacks in the criminal justice system which 

-~~----

G 

focus on persistent disparities between Blacks and Whites 

despite variations in temporal, cultural, and regional fac

tors. Chapter II covers the literature on complex organi

zations from which the conceptual framework for this study 

was derived. Special eMphasiS is given to the variations 

in structural characteristics of or~anizations which may 

affect the degree of manifested racial differences in 

prisons. Chapter III describes the area of study, the pre

investi~ation) the research desiRn, and the type and the 

sources of the data. In addition, several limitations of 

the study are pointed out in this chapter. In Chapter IV, 

a profile of the three institutions studied in tllis investi

gation is presented. A description of their similarities 

and differences is given on several dimensions in order to 

distinguish their positions on an organizational continuum 

which ranges from custody-oriented to rehabilitative-oriented 

institutions. Chapter V presents the findings of the 

study. In Chapter VI, these findings are summarized and the 

concluding discussion focuses on their implications for fur

ther research and for correctional policy and practice. 
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LlarGh!111inr.: Citizen PO\'Ter to I10dernize 0.orrections 
('.'lanhinr:ton,lJ.C.: \I.S. Ch[lmt;e!.~ of Commerce, 1972), r. l. 

2Por nroblens of research in the correctional field 
see Alfred C. Schnur's "Some Reflections on the :~ole of 
Correctional Research," in Lawrence Hazelrigf, (cd.), 
Prison \'/1 thin Society (Nei-T York: ;)oubleday and Co., 19 69), 
pp. 385-388. 

3For reported differences among adult prisoners see 
"1eorr.;e Simpso'n alld J.;<1, Yinger, Racial and Cultural 
Hinorities (:lel-T York: Harper and I{ow, 1:n2), p. 1158; also 
the follo'.'linr,: :1arvin 'dolfgang, Arlene Kelly, and Hans 
iJolde, "Cor.1parison of the Executed and the COr.1muted Amonr; 
Admissions to Jeath HoVT," in Hichard Quinney (cd.), Crime 
and Justice in SOCiety (Boston: Little-Brown, 1969); 
Daniel Glasser, The Effectiveness of A Prison and Parole 
S?stem (Indianapolis: I3olJbfJ-ilcrrill, 196 11). For diff0ren
ccs arlOn~ ,j uveniles see Ashley \leekR, Youthful Offender at 
Hir;hfields (Ann Arbor: Universit;! of ilichir:an Press, 
1~5B); Javid street, Robert Vinter, and Charles PerroH, 
Or~anizations for Treatment (New York: Free Press, 1966); 
Sidney Axclrn.d, "ller,ro and Hhite ~-1ale Institutionalized 
Delinquents," American Journal of Sociolor;v, :10. 117, 
(l952)~ p. 509. 

CHAPTER I 

THE BLACK OFFENDER AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: 

A HISTORY OF UNEQUAL JUSTICE 

In different periods of American history, various 

racial and ethnic minorities have been overrepresented in 

1 the statistics of correctional agencies. During the peak 

irnmip.;ration years from 1882-19211, European immi~rants con

centratin~ in the Northeastern United States found that 

cultural differences bett-teen themselves and the "nat i ve s" 

among whom they settled often resulted in patterns of 

antagonism and conflict which strn.ined inter~roup relations. 

As a result, "mass crim'inality" was attributed to these 

groups and they frequently found themselves in contact with 

2 various local and state law enforcement agencies. 

In the late 19th century, it was the Irish and German 

immigrants who were disproportionately arrested, convicted, 

and sentenced to prison. By the early 20th century, there 

was a shift to the Italian and Polish immigrant groups. 

Over time, assimilation and acceptance of immigrant groups, 

and passage of the Immigration Act of 1924 reduced the 

distinction of these ethnic minorities in the intake pro

cess of correctional agencies. 3 These groups began to be 

replaced by racial minorities (Blacks, Puerto Ricans, 

Mexicans, and Indians) in the second third of this century. 

8 
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Although these racial minorities face similar prob

lems with respect to the manner in which justice appears to 

be administered to them, this discussion will focus on the 

experiences of Blacks in the criminal justice system. Blacks 

ha~e had the largest disproportionate representation of any 

minority group in national criminal statistics. Docu

mentary evidence points out that historically and con-

temporarily, Black Americans are processed in a manner 

which puts them at a greater disadvantage relative to Whites 

in the structures of justice. In the North, this situation 

has been produced by structural and ecodomic constraints 

which biases their treatment in the areas of law enforcement, 

the courts, and correctional processing. In the South it 

has been a function primarily of the commonly accepted norm 

of caste differentiation which results in a double standard 
4 of justice based on race. 

To describe the experiences of Blacks in the sys-

tem, we will discuss the extent to which they have experi-

enced police contacts, their treatment in courts, their ex

periences in correctional agencies, and finally, the extent 

to which they ha!e been selected for capital punishment. 

Blacks and the Police 

We do not know whether Blacks commit more serious 

crimes or not, however we do know that presently, as well 

as in the past, they are arrested more often than Whites 

i 

10 

in the United states. The Uniform Crime Reports indicate 

that Black Americans are arrested three to four times more 

frequently than Whites, and even though they constitute 

little more than one tenth of the population, they repre

sented one third of the persons arrested for all offenses 

in 1967. A similar distribution by race is shown in 

Table 1 for all arrests reported in 1972. 

TABLE 1 

TOTAL ARRESTS BY RACE, 1972 

(ARRESTS 18 AND OVER) 

Black White Other Total 

Per Cent 28.7 68.0 3.3 100 

Total 1,LI3l,794 3,395,384 165,951 11,993,129 Number 

Source: Arrest data from Uniform Crime Reports, 
1972 T bl 36 P 133 (6,114 agencies,' 1972 estimated • a e ,. , 
population 150,922,000). 

In his review of the Negro migration of 1916-1918, 

Donaldson notes that one of the reasons why Blacks migrated 

to the North in large numbers was their resentment of the 

law enforcement tactics of Southern county and police 

officials - that is, these officials were paid so much per 

head for every man they arrested. As a result, large 

numbers of Black men were rounded up for petty infractions 

of the law such as loitering and disorderly conduct. 

5 Others were arrested on various charges of suspicion. 
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Heavy fines were often levied for such small violations and 

frequently those who could not pay were imprisoned. Carlton 

notes that at the turn of the century, Black men were often 

picked up in Louisiana when the labor market was in low 
. 6 

supply and workers were needed for road work. 

The migration of Blacks from the South had a pro

nounced effect on arrest statistics in the North. In 

Pittsburgh, the arrest of Blacks for one seven month period 

during 191G-17 showed a substantial increase over the same 

period in 1914-15 for crimes in the petty offense category. 

During 1914-15 the total number of arrests was 1,681, 

whereas during 1916-17 the total number was 2,998. 7 In 

particular, there was a disproportionate increase 1n ar

rests for disorderly conduct, drunkenness, and suspicion. 

The increase in arrests for major offenses was said to be 

insi~nificant by comparison. Tyson reports that in many in

stances in Cleveland, Chio, Blacks were summarily picked up 

by police and sent to prison on the mere charge of suspi

cion.
8 

It was this type of action by police that accounted 

for much of the "Negro Crime" reported during this period 

in the United States. 

Differential arrest rates for Blacks and Whites 

have persisted for some time and have been of concern to 

criminologists. Some contemporary writers explain this 

relationship between race and crime as a function of the 

processing activities of law enforcement personnel.9 
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Others contend that the lower socie-economic status of 

Blacks, their youthful population, and the differential 

opportunity structure found among Blacks, explains the 

relationship between bein~ Black and having a greater 

liability for arrest. Skolnick, however, notes that ••• 

"Every study of police activities in the North as well as 

the South has commented on the different standards that 

police employ in the ghetto."lO Whether the charge is 

police brutality or lack of police protection, the result 

has been to increase mistrust and resentment toward the 

police by Blacks in ghetto areas as was noted in the Kerner 

11 Commission Report. 

Studies of ne~ative contacts between the police and 

~hetto communities find racial prejudice to be an important 

aspect of this s tua on. ~ i ti 1\ C~ime Commission Survey found 

that a majority of White officers hold anti-Black atti

tudes. 12 Westley's study of the police in a midwestern 

city near Chicago found that the police officer's general 

stereotype of Blacks in this city was that they were slum 

cultu~ally and biolo~ically prone to criminal dwellers, and ~ h 

activities. In addition, he found that every policeman he 

contacted mocked or used some type of stereotype cate~ori

zation when referring to Blacks. 13 Skolnick reports the 

same findin~s for the police he studied in the Eastern and 

\'iestern re~ions of the United States. Hm-lever, he points 

out that actual discrimination by police may vary with the 
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policeman's assignment. In high crime areas, a dispropor-

tionate number of Black men may be arrested who are other-

wise innocent, because of va~ue descriptions of suspects 

given by police dispatchers. While the actions of the 

police assigned to these areas may be independent of 

prejudice, they result in resentment which serves to 

llei~hten tension between both the policemen and the ghetto 
111 community. 

Although more research is needed in the area of 

arrests, Wolf~an~ and Cohen speculate that the consistency 

in the data showing hi~her arrest rates for racial minori-

ties tend to support the assumption that discrimination 

affects the disparity between these ~roups and Whites.15 

Whatever the case may be, the disproportionate arrest of 

both Black adults and juveniles has a significant affect 

on their greater proportions at every subsequent stage of 

the judicial process. This can be seen in the discussion 

below of Blacks in the court and correctional systems in 

tho United States. 

Blacks and the Courts 

The criminal court is perhaps the most important 

institution in the criminal justice system, yet frequent 

attacks have been made against the court system for either 

bein~ too lenient with criminals or for the non-uniform 

manner in which the law is applied to certain racial and 
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economic groups in society. The weight of accumulated 

evidence give credence to allegations of discrimination 

both historically ~nd contemporarily in America. 

It has been generally accepted that Blacks receive 

longer prison sentences than Whites for most criminal of-
16 fenses. However, a closer look at studies investigatin~ 

discrimination in the judicial system indicate that indul

gent and non-indulgent patterns of discrimination exist, 

particularly in Southern courts where local attitudes are 

reflected in the judicial response to Black offenders. 17 

On the one hand, Blacks are given more lenient sentences 

than Whites who commit the same offense for crimes of an 

intra-racial nature. On the other, Blacks are more sever

ly punished than Wllites for offenses involving actual or 

potential danger to the White social order. Myrdal's 

description of Southern court procedures not only high

lights this point, but also illustrates the careless 

judicial treatment of Blacks in the courts in local Southern 
18 jurisdictions. Recent observations of Southern justice 

indicate that similar treatment of Blacks and their sup

porters occurred during the civil rights litigations in the 

1960's.19 

Racial discrimination has always been more open in 

the South where the caste-like stratification of Blacks 

and Whites (n residual aspect of slavery) is t~ansformed 

into behavioral patterns of racial interaction in courts 
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and other social institutjons. However, unequal treatment 

has been observed in Northern courts as well. One of the 

earliesi studies of judicial discrimination, by Sellin, 

found a higher rate of conviction and heRvier sentences 

for the same 

offenders in 

offense among Black offenders than among White 

MiChigan. 20 Moreover, in a later study for 

the Bureau of Census National Prisoners Reports, (1931-

t11at Blac ks received more and longer inde-32), He found 

terminate sentences for seven out of eight offense cate

gories, were committed to prison more often, and remained 

h 't ff d rs 21 Similar evidence in prison longer than W 1 e a en e . 

was found by Lemert and Rosenberg in their study of a Los 

t 22 They concluded that the greater An~eles County cour • 

severity of the punishment for Blacks and Chicanos ViaS pri-

f ti of the degre ~ to which non-Whites were marily a unc on ~ 

perceived as threatening to the White power structure - a 

thesis similar to Myrdal's regarding Southern judicial 

motiva.tions. 

Disparate sentencing practices are often the result 

of another aspect of differential treatment accorded to 

minorities by the court - bias~d jury selection. Since 

1875, the systematic exclusion of jurors on the basis of 

race has been unconstitutional. However, the innumerable 

ways in which racial and economic discrimination has eli

minated minorities from jury service are well documented. 

11 t ' one of the more subj ective methods The "keyman sys em lS 

used to limit minority participation on juries in some state 
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and many Southern Federal courts. Under this system, the 

court appoints one prominant member of the community who 

is permited to select the other members of the prospective 

jury for service. Overby notes that " ••• the keymen are 

usually White, and know few members of minority groups. 

Even where such persons are known, those who are selected 

are likely to be unduly sensitive to the hThite community.,,2 3 

Consequently, the resultant jury is almost always composed 

of White jurors. 

Unrepresentative sampling methods from voter lists, 

teleDhone directories, lists of real property taxpayers, 

and membership lists of civic organizations are among the 

more objective means used to exclude minority jurors. Where 

these methods fail to screen out minorities, more subtle 

methods are used such as th~ preemptory challenge, which 

24 insures the formation of an all-White jury. 

It is questionable whether a Black defendant can get 

a fair judgment from a jury of all-White peers, especially 

at the local level in some jurisdictions. However, even 

where overt racial prejudice is absent, the intrusion of 

class and cultural variables often place barriers between 

the Black defendant and the jury. Consequently, the Black 

defendant could very likely be at a disadvantage with re-

spect to sentencing. 

Fina~ly, Burn's statement summarizes the thinking 

of many who have observed the obstruction of justice in 

'j& 
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courtroom procedures: 

The likelihood of the legal process being entirely 
uncontaminated by bias in any given case is small. 
Individual Blacks can and do win civil suits, and 
individual Blacks can [be] and are acquitted of 
criminal charges, but in an institutional sense in 
almost all instances the law functions in a dis
criminatory and unfai~5manner when Blacks (and poor 
people) are involved. 

Blacks and Corrections 

Above it has been established from documentary 

evidence that Black~ are arrested, convicted, and sentenced 

to prison more often than Whites for almost all types of 

offenses. This has had significant consequences for the 

American correctional system. Although national tabulations 

of the minority offender population are unavailable, recent 

estimates indicate that increasing numbers of racial minori

ties are being sent to state and federal institutions, and 

presently constitute over 50 per cent of the total offender 

pOPulations. 26 Black Americans comprise the majority of 

this percentage, and have the highest recidivism rates of 

any racial group in correctional statistics. While other 

factors may account for this latter fact, a review of penal 

history sug~ests that the higher return rates of Blacks 

compared to Whites could partially be attributed to the 

differential handling and processing of inmates according 

to race. 

The recorded history of penal systems in the United 

States is inadequate and incomplete, despite the extensive 

:8 

literature dealing with general theories and discussions 

of penology. As one author states, " .• • just as convicts 

are generally unworthy of assistance, so penal systems 

have been largely dismissed as being unworthy of his

tories." 27 Despite the lack of historical information, 

some general comments can be offered about the position 

of Blacks in correctional structures across the United 

States. 

In the South, both the facilities and the philosophy 

of prisons were tailor-made for Black convicts in the post

Civil War period. Furthermore, even with gradual reforms 

and nominal progress, these institutions remain in the same 

relative position as they were in at the early turn of the 

century - penologically, racially, and economically two 

generations out of date. 28 Since the Civil War, Southern 

prisons have been predominantly Black, devoid of modern 

rehabilitation methods, and dependent on agricultural pro

grams as the principle mode of operation. In order to 

understand the virtual impasse in Southern penal progress, 

one must understand the motivation, philosophy, and the 

evolution of the penal system in the South during the 

Post Civil War Period~ 

After the War, the crime problem in the South be-

came equated with the "Negro Problem" as Black prisoners 

began to outnumber White prisoners in all Southern prisons. 

This unprecedented increase has been noted by such 
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historians as Carlton, who observes that " ••• it is im

possible to determine how many convicts had been 'framed' 

as a result of false arrest, hostile judges and juries, 

indifferent defense and the like.,,29 

The sudden change in the racial composition of 

Southern prisons produced changes in various penal practi

ces. Of these, the prisoner lease system is the most 

notable. Under this system, prisoners (the majority bein~ 

Black) were leased to local farmers and plantation owners 

as a profit-making venture for the penal system, or as a 

means to avoid the maintenance of these men. In the insti

tutional mind and philosophy of most Southerners, assign

ing prisoners to plantation work suggested that the terms 

"slave," "Negro," and "eonvict" were interchanp;eable. 

Many prisoners were treated brutally by Southern 

plantation owners. The nature of this brutality in the 

early 19th century is best illustrated by the attitude of 

one Southerner who comments: 

Before the war we owned the Ne~roes •.• But these 
convicts

30
we don't own 'em. One dies, get 

another. 

Simpson and Yinger also note that "accidents" happened al-

most exclusively to Blacks in prison and a large number 
31 

of Blacks left Southern prisons brutalized and embittered. 

Many of the methods used by prison officials to force 

prisoners to work were reminiscent of pre-Civil War sla

very. Floggings and armed guards were more the norm than 
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the exception. Essentially, once a Black man was convicted 

in the South, he was viewed as incorrigible and any attempt 

to rehabilitate him was considered wasted money. 

This viewpoint is prevalent in many Southern penal 

systems today. Penal standards in the South have always 

been behind those in the North. Partly this is due to 

"strong political traditions which prevent rapid change in 

the status quo of prison administration.,,3 2 Moreover, 

funds are more limited in Southern states such as Arkansas 

where prisons are expected to pay for themselves by means 

of prison labor and agricultural production of items for 

public sale. Treatment of Blacks in these prisons have 

not changed substantially, although the cruelty exposed by 

the Arkansas scandal in 1969 33 has provoked new efforts 

toward reform in prison conditions by legislative bodies 

throughout the South. 

At the turn of the century, prison systems in the 

North and West had largely White populations. As Blacks 

began to mi~rate to the more industrialized areas in these 

regions, their numbers began to increase significantly in 

prison statistics. One of the concomitant variables in 

this increase was the introduction of official se~regation 

of prisoners according to their race. Racial segregation 

was practiced in various Northern prisons well into the 

1960 1 s. 34 At the present time most prison officials in 

the North would deny that racism is an implicit part of 

, 
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1 Phenomenon amon~ prison staff, 
prison policy or a ~enera 

racism is systematically encoura~ed by 
but the notion that 

i r eported to be accepted by inmates i~ 
prison officials s 

35 
many Northern prisons. 

In some penal systems in the North, Blacks are pre-

dominantly 

Whites are 

concentrated in one or more prisons while 

sent to others. 36 However, as prison popula-

i 1 Black, these differences become 
tions become increas ng Y 

when one observes the distribution of in
less discernable n 

mates throu~hout the correctional system. 

There is little contemporary evidence about the in-

ternal operations of prisons generally, and even less in

formation is available with respect to the differential 

handling of racial ~roups in prison, particularly in the 

North. What little information we have carnes primarily 

accounts and special investi~atory committees. 
from inmate 

indicate that patterns of discrimination can 
These reports 

be found in various correctional practices: 
biased work 

"administrative" or' disciplinary transfers, 
assignments, 

disciplinary dispositions, and parole processing. Unfor-

iti have surfaced only after 
tunately many of these inequ es 

bli investigation of condi
a major disturbance forced pu c 

tions inside the affected prison. These investigations 

and Other minorities are overrepresented 
reveal that Blacks 

i t receive harsher punishment 
in the menial work ass gnmen s, 

i les and are transfered more 
for infraction of pr son ru , 
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often for disciplinary reasons. 37 

Glaser's study illustrates how the uneven enforce-

ment of correctional policies and the selcctj,ve assir;nment 

practices of officials resulted in punitive consequences 

for Black Muslims in one correctional institution: 

The Muslims were disproportionately represented in 
an unskilled labor crew of inmate 'trouble-makers' 
which was used mainly for clean-up or miscellaneous 
unpleasant tasks, but generally did very littlc 
worle. Also officers placed the Muslims under close 
surveillance; they would stop these prisoners and 
frisk them for contraband or search their cells, 
more frequently than was their ~ractice with most 
inmates. In addition, it was the impression of 
some staff that conduct rules .•. were more str~8tlY 
applied to the Huslim inmates than to others. 

Perhaps the most salient area where discrimination 

occurs in the correctional process can be seen in the fi~-

ures on parole in the National Prison Statistics Report. 

Acproximately ten to fourteen per cent more Whites than 

Blacks are annually granted some form of parole in the 

United States. 39 Data from California reveal that of all 

prisoners paroled for the first time in 1967 and 1968, the 

median len~th of time served was five months longer for 

Blacks than Whites in seven offense cate~ories.40 There 

is tacit agreement among correctional experts that the 

parole process is structured to permit wide discr~tion in 

decision making. The President's Commission reports that 

the lack of accountability to other agencies is one of the 

major determinants of differential release rates found 

among various offender groups. 
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Blacks and Capital Punishment 

At the end of the correctional continuum is capital 

punishment, an area of corrections where differential 

treatment results in the gravest type of injustice suffered 

by Blacks. In effect, statistics and studies have shown 

that race becomes a significant variable in the differences 

found for those offenders who suffer the full extent of 

the law and those who benefit from administrative reconsi-

deration. 

The South has always made the widest application of 

the death penalty and Blacks have come in for more than 

their share of executions. An examination of ten Southern 

states over various periods of time found that 60.9 per 

cent of the Blacks sentenced to death were executed. In 

contrast, 48.7 per cent of the White offenders under death 
111 sentences experienced the same fate. 

Findin~s from studies in other systems indicate 

that similar patterns of selecting prisoners for execution 

can be found in the North. The Pennsylvania study by 

Wolfgang, Kelly, and Nolde found significant differences 

among Black and White felony murderers. Among the 

commuted, 11.1 per cent more Vlhites than Blacks received 

this disposition. Conversely, 11.1 per cent more Blacks 

than Whites were executed. They concluded: 

•.• the fact that Negroes on death row do not com
prise a significantly higher proportion of felony 
murderers than do Whites, combined with the fact 
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that a significantly hi~her proportion of Negro 
felony murderers are executed than White felony 
murderers, focuses the direction of differential 
treatment [sic]. It is the Negro felony murderer 
more than any other type ij~ offender who will 
suffer the death penalty. 

To summarize, at every stage in the criminal justice 

system, Black offenders appear to have experiences that 

are significantly different from those of White offenders. 

Moreover, it was pointed out earlier, that these differences 

become greater at each step in the judicial process. Even 

when age and sex are considered, these differences do not 

disappear. Studies of various outcomes for juvenile and 

female offenders indicate that skin color is an important 

differentiating factor among the types of experiences 

Black and White offenders encounter in the law enforcement, 

43 judicial, and correctional process. When one compares 

juveniles and females of different races, the probability 

of Black juvenile and Black females being selected for 

court appearance, sentencing, and institutionalization is 
44 almost as high as that seen for Black adult males. In 

some instances, Black females have been treated more harshly 

45 than Black males, particularly in prison. 

Although we are in the last third of the 20th century 

and some progress can be seen for Blacks, there is still 

the notion that no substantial reduction in the differences 

between Blacks and Whites has occured in any area of the 

criminal justice system. One judge notes that racial 

disparities in all areas of the criminal justice system 
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are large enou~h to suggest that we still operate under a 

1I ••• double standard [of justice]: 
116 and present." 

subtle, yet pervasive 

The Attica riot and the Arkansas scandal, are two 

examples of how the disarticulation of racism, confinement, 

and outmoded correctional practices and policies can be 

costly in terms of human lives, resources, and loss of 

confidence in the correctional system. We clearly have 

not arrived at a position where we can unequivocably say 

that nationally we have achieved an equitable and fair 

distributive system of justice. 

In this study, we will be concerned with one area 

of the criminal justice system - corrections. In addition 

to determinin~ whether disparities exist between the hand-

lin~ and processin~ of inmates who differ by race in one 

state's penal system, the focus will also be on the extent 

to which racial disparities are manifested in a differenti-

ated system of corrections - one with varying organizational 

structures. It is to these ends that our attention is now 

direated. 
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CHAPTEH II 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

Recent theories of organizational behavior have 

moved away from Weber's theory of the ideal-type bureaucracy 

to a more general theory which recognizes differences in 

organizations along such dimensions as technology, goals, 

and structure. In Perrow's comparative framework, tech-

nolo~y is the major independent variable which is said to 
1 

influence the ~oals and structure of the organization. 

Other studies have also examined the role of technology in 

the analysis of organizational behavior, although varia-

tions in the operationalization of this concept have been 

problematic. 2 

For the purposes of this study, Perrow's conceptual 

scheme seems useful for the analysis of one class of organi-

zations - people-changing organizations - which include 

prisons, mental hospitals, and other organizations which 

provide an integrative function for society.3 In their 

book, Organizations for Treatment, Street, Vinter, and 

Perrow characterize people-chan~ing organizations as those 

which "work not only with or through people but also on 

them.,,4 The type of work that is done in organizations to 

produce transformation in the "raw materials" (e.g. prison-

ers) is called the organization's technology. Perrow 
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believes that or~anizations devise structures and technolo

gies to accomplish this chan~e as a result of how they per

ceive their raw materials and their tasks - as well unrter-

stood or not well understood, uniform and stable or non-

uniform and unstable. Horeover, he contends that these 

strate~ies, that is the technology, influences the organi

zation's ~oals and the tvpe of structure thRt is developed 

in order to increase its compatibility with other dimensicns 

of the or~anization's character. 

Following this conceptualization, we could expect to 

find that in maximum security prisons, where prisoners are 

seen as well understood and more alike than different, the 

major tasks become those of protectin~ the community, main

taininr, discipline, and ensuring conformity among inmate 

groups.5 Routinized procedures are developed to achieve 

security and compliance to numerous institutional rules. 

Emphasis is on punishment rather than rewards to reinforce 

the organizational requirements of discipline and order. 

Since relatively unskilled persons can handle these tasks, 

heavy reliance is placed on the skills of custodial rather 

than professional staff. Hence; the ~oal is a system goal -

one that emphasizes security and stability for the organiza

tion. In the jargon of inmates~ prison officials try to 

"keep the joint qUiet.,,6 In or.der to operationalize these 

activities into a well-run, well-coordinated security sys-

tern, management considerations require that the structure 
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b ti ht authoritarian, and centraof custodial prisons e g , 

lized. Studies of juvenile institutions have found that 

these characteristics also exist for some juvenile fa-

cilitiese 7 

On the other hand, rehabilitation and social rein-

becomin~ more salient in the philosophy of tev,ration are f~ 

American penolo~y and have influenced the introduction of 

the rehabilitative prison model in adult correctional svs

terns that are considered to be more enlightened and pro-

The rehabilitative prison perceives inmates as gressive. 

complex beings in need of individualized assessment before 

ff tive Emphasis on treatment techniques can become e ec • 

defines the major task as one of attempting to achieve 

change in the inmates attitudes and values by means of 

como lex esoteric techniques and skills which are provided . , 
by trained professionals. Since protection of the communi-

and containment are comparatively less important, the ty 

~oal is one of resocializing the individual for a sucess-

ful return to the community. To achieve this aim, a 

structure is developed which permits more flexible hand

ling; the perception that inmate problems are not well 

understood and require professional attention focuses 

heavier reliance on the professional staff who participate 

actively in the organizations' decision-making process. 

The result is a structure with a greater distribution of 

power amon~ administrative and clinical staff, resulting 
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in a more decentralized arrangement. 

Perrow's conceptual scheme identifies three im-

portant properties in organizations that should be examined 

in a comparative analysis of adult prisons: variability in 

the emphasis in organizational programs, variability in the 

emphasis of organizational goals, and variability in or-

ganizational structure. 

Several studies of juvenile institutions have found 

that variations in organizational ~oals influence the in-

mate social system \;ith respect to solidarity opposition 

amonv, the inm~tes, influence the character of the or~ani

zation, and influence the perspectives of the inmate ~roup. 

In all of these studies it waG found that in the attempt to 

increase efficiency, there was a tendency to maximize the 

congruence between the technology, the structure, and the 

goals of the organization. Consequently, custodial in

stitutions varied significantly from treatment institutions. 

Among those institutions that were found to have mixed 

goals, the bifurcation between treatment and containment 

often resulted in the dominance of one goal over the 

other. 8 

The extension of these findin~s to the adult settinR 

could prove useful for characterizing adult institutions 

with major patterns of similarity and dissimilarity. More-

over, bv examininr, the effects of different prisons on the 

disparities seen between inmates of different races, we 
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may uncover another aspect of how variations in organiza

tions are related to variations in the inmate group. 

The underlying theme of most literature applicable 

to this study is that the universalistic orientation of 

custodial institutions, as opposed to the particularistic 

orientation of treatment settings, result in basically 

different consequences for inmates. However, the extent 

to which these orientations affect different races may vary. 

Observations in recent correctional research sug~est that 

staff perceptions of Black inmates differ somewhat from 

those of Whites. 9 Generally, the perceptions and responses 

to Blacks are reported to be less favorable. Most penal 

experts a~ree that prisons are a microcosm of the larger 

social order where attitudes and values are reflected in a 

truncated fashion which si~nificantly affects relationships 

in prison. IO However, the question to be answered is, to 

what de~ree are external forces allowed to permeate and 

affect the or~anizationts behavior toward different racial 

groups in prison? The answer to this question may be a 

function of the type of pressure that official norms place 

on organizational members for social conformity. 

Social scientists have found that in situations 

where racism is constantly rewarded (in terms of apnroval, 

prestige, and power) and tolerance or "color-blindness" is 

punished, most dominant group members will exhibit preju

dice and discrimination irrespective of personality factors. 

On the other hand, where official norms favor non-
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discrimination, latent racism may exist but will in all 

probability remain latent when rewards are absent. In the 

words of Robert IvIerton, the Itprej udiced non-discrimina

tor" in a tolerant society is the mirror-image of the "un

prejudiced discriminator" in a racist society. Both types 

are behavioral conformist, irrespective of their atti

tudes. ll 

Prisons differ in the degree of tolerance exhibited 

towards inmates and also in the degree to which they have a 

universalistic as opposed to a particularistic orientation 

to inmates. Perrow notes that there is less tolerance and 

less particularism in custodial institutions,while institu

tions with rehabilitative goals reflect more of these charac

teristics. Given these conditions, selective response toward 

different racial groups may differ among institutions. For 

example, Perrow notes that prisons with treatment goals 

tend to perceive differences among inmates and respond ac

cordingly. Thus, irrespective of an inmate's race he would 

be treated as a unique individual. On the other hand, 

Perrow's contention that custodial institutions focus on 

uniform characteristics rather than the individual dif

ferences may be qualified for racial sub-groups: Black in

mates and White inmates may be seen as basically similar, 

but only to their respective racial populations. Therefore, 

in comparison to treatment institutions, one would assume 

that more differences in the treatment of Blacks and Whites 
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will occur in custody-oriented institutions. 

Several studies provide evidence which tends to 

support this assumption. A study by weeks l2 compared the 

treatment outcoMes of Black and White youth who had received 

short term treatment at Hi~hfields (a treatment institution) 

with a control ~rouD of Black and White youth at the 

Annandale reformatory. Although the focus was on comcnrinR 

Blacks with Blacks and Whites with Whites, the findings are 

of interest in that they reveal that the outcomes also 

varied by race as the following table indicates: 

TABLE 2 

TREATMENT OUTCOMES BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Annandale HiC;hfields 
(Custodial) ( rrrea tment ) 

Treatment Outcomes Treatment Outcomes 

Success Failure H Success Failure N ----
Black 33% 67% 51 70% 30% 33 
White 61 39 62 79 21 155 

The above table indicates that: (1) There are 

differences in outcomes between Blacks and Whites within 

both institutions. (2) There are differences in outcomes 

by race between institutions. (3) The de~ree of difference 

in outcomes appears to vary with the type of institution 

the boys were confined in. Weeks concludes that differences 

in the experiences that the boys had as a result of being 
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sent to the respective facilities accounted for the large 

differences in their success and failure rates. Followin~ 

this line of reasoning, we can assume that Blacks had dif-

ferent experiences than Whites in both institutions, par

ticularly in the custodial institutional settin~. 

Comparative studies of adult institutions also show 

similar differences in outcomes between inmate groups con

fined in various prisons. Evidence of a relationship be

tween recidivism and custody level was found by Glaser 

in his study of the federal prison system. 13 His findings 

indicate that the highest success rates are consistently 

found for minimum security prisons, while the differences 

in the rates between medium and maximum security level 

prisons are less substantial (these findings bear some 

similarity to the small differences in outcomes seen for 

mixed-model and custodial juvenile institutions). 

Ohlin's analysis of solidarity opposition among 

inmates in prison also reflects differentials by custody 

level: 

There is a ~reat deal of variation in penal in
stitutions throu~hout the country in the degree 
of conflict and opposition between inmates and 
the administration. The solidarity of inmate body 
is perhaps ~reatest in maximum security institutions 
where more inmates are found with mature identifica
tions. In ••• many minimum security institutions14the 
lines of opposition are far less clearly drawn. 

These studies indicate that the prisons should not 

be treated as a discrete type of organization, but like 
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other or~anizations, they exhibit variation in character

istics that make them more or less bureaucratic in struc-

ture. The present challen~e to research is to determine 

how these differences affect inmate outcomes, particularly 

those of inmates with different racial characteristics. 

To summarize, the comparative approach to or~aniza-

tional analysis provides a useful frameVlorl<: for speculatinp.: 

about adult correctional institutions and how the inter-

actional effects of race and organizational type might 

further influence the decision-making practices of officials 

in various prisons. 

The principle assumptions and questions that guide 

the analysis of this study are presented below. 

Questions for Research 

From the literature we have attempted to identify 

those factors which might affect the outcomes of racial 

~roups confined in prison. First, it is assumed that race 

plays a major role in the differential selection and pro-

cessin~ of inmates. Second, it is assumed that there is a 

relationshop between the or~anizational characteristics of 

the prison and the degree to which differential selection 

and processing of racial groups occur in prison. 

Based on these assumptions and the attempt to mal<:e 

an objective study of differential out~ames in prison, this 

study has set forth two guidin~ questions: 
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(1) Does race, as a me~surable factor, differentiate 

the outcomes of first offenders in prison? 

(2) Is there evidence that the de~,ree f di 
r, 0 fference 

in the outcomes of Black and White offenders vary by insti-
tutional type? 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PROCEDURE 

The present study was formulated on the basis of the 

i 1) the risin~, Black prisoner popula-writer's interest n: ~ 

tion in American correctional institutions; 2) char~es of 

racial discrimination arising out of the intense prison 

disturbances in the last decade; and 3) dissatisfaction 

with the lack of available empirical evidence on these 

made by minorities confined in ~enerallY accepted char~es 

prison. 

The initial proposal was to compare the outcomes of 

Blacks and Whites in all institutions in one state serving 

(e. ~., camn pro~rams and correctional first offenders /"" ..., 

centers as well as prisons). However, due to limited time 

and resources, this idea was modified to restrictin~ the 

comparison of outcomes to Blacks and Whites ~ho were in

carcerated in three specific institutions; a minimum, a 

maximum security prison which primarily medium, nnd a 

serves youthful first offenders. 

This direction was taken in order to determine to 

what extent a relationship between race and intraprison 

outcomes differs when one considers the type of nrison in 

which the offender is confined. Bv studvin~ important 

orRaniz~tional factors, we miFht he ahle to shed some li~ht 

on the extent to which various correctional nractices which 

affect Black prisoners are representative of the correc-

tional practices which affect White prisoners in the same 

institutional context. 

Few studies have provided sufficient empirical 

evidence which clearly delineated the important dependent 

and contin~ent variables that would manifest areas of dif-

ferential treatment in prison prior to parole. Consequently, 

data were collected which permitted an evaluation 0: the 

specific questions ~uidin~ this study, as well as data 

from. other areas oP the correctional process that miRht 

allow for exnloration into the broader question of the re-

lationship between race and the exneriences of inMates who 

are confined in prison. 

Moreover, bv nlacin~ the study of raoe and outcomes 

in a comparative framework, it was not known whether vari-

ous or~anizational patterns and modes of operation mir,ht 

produce differences in the type of data need~d for the 

analysis. Therefore, the exploratory nature of this re-

search presented both anticipated and unanticipated prob-

lems for this investi~ation. Some of these problems, along 

with the areas of study, the pre-investi~ation, the sample 

desi~n, and a description of the sources types of data, are 

presented in more detail below. 



Area of Stud'! 

In order to determine the feasibility of researching 

the scecific problem outlined in this study, the prooosed 

research plan was initially presented to the Deputy Director 

in charge of correctional facilities in one large mid-

western state. This state has under custody and sucervi-

sion approximately 13,000 male and female adult felony of-

fenders. More than 50 ner cent of this nonulation is Black, 

as Table ~ reveals. 

Initial resistance to the project led to both for-

mal and informal reouests to the Director of Corrections 

for permission to conduct the investi~ation.l ~he Director 

responded favorablv to the proposed plan and arran~ements 

were made with the Denartment's research division to fa-

cilitate its iMplementation. 

One of the advanta~es of selectin~ institutions from 

this system is that one could study various types of adult 

institutions that were differentiated by size, custody level, 

~oal orientation, structure, and by the a~e and type of in-

mates served. Another advanta~e is that similar to nenal 

systems in other industrial states, there is a sizable 

minoritv inmate oopulation in a system which is substantial

IV controlled by White personnel. 2 As of December, 1973, 

the total confined inmate noculation in this state was 

7,867 inmates, ,·[hich is down from the total count of 9,55 11 

recorded in December of 1971. 3 Reflectin~ recent trends 

~ non-y ite inmate in national correctional stat i st .I.e s, the IIh 

population of this state represents 57.2 per cent of the 

total offender copulation in prison, with Blacks constitu

ting 97.4 per cent of this proportion. In contrast, White 

inmates constitute 38.7 per cent of the total prisoner po

pulation (see Table 3). ~h - ese percenta~es are in sharp 

contrast to the racial nroportions of a state where Blacks 

are on Iv 11.1 per cent of the r,eneral coculation. 4 From a 

sociolo~ical noint of view, these factors nresent this svs

tern as an anpropriate settin~ in which to conduct research 

on the relationship between race d t \~ , an ou comes in various 

prisons. 

Comnared to other svstems, this state is considered 

to have a very nro~ressive correctional focus. In addi

tion to operating various types of institutions, the 

Deoartment operates a separate Reception and Dia~nostic 

Center (hereafter called the RDC) which initially receives 

all adult male offenders for a 30-day dia~nostic period. 

At the RDC, trained professionals administer a series of 

intelligence, aptitude, and oersonality tests to all con

victed males enterin~ nrison for the first time. In 

addition to considerin~ the type of crime for which the of

fender was convicted, these tests are used to determine the 

type of custody and the tYne of institutional crogram most 

suitable for the inmate. This attemnt to match the 



TABLE 3 

INMATE POPULATION BY RACE AND INSTITUTION AS OF DECEMBER 31) 1973 

Institution Total \'lhite Negro Indian Mexican Oriental Other' No-Info 

A (Rehab) 192' 88 45.8 1Q2 53.1 1 .5 1 .5 
B 163 38 23.3 76 46.6 1 .6 1 .6 47 28.8 
C 21 5 18.5 13 48.1 9 33.3 
D 51 26 51.0 21 41.2 1 2.0 3 5.9 
E (Traditional) 780 280 35.9 476 61.0 5 .6 16 2.1 1 .1 2 .3 
F 3605 1357 37.6 2184 60.6 12 .3 33 .9 1 6 .2 12 .3 
G 724 421 58.1 280 38.7 7 1.0 11 1.5 3 .4 2 .3 -t:::-

H (RDC) 675 179 26.5 272 40.3 3 .4 1 .1 6 .9 214 31. 7 
-4 

... 
I (Tralninp.;) 656 328 50.0 310 47.3 4 .6 11 1.7 3 .5 
J 167 51 30.5 114 68.3 1 .6 1 .6 
K 643 224 34.8 .;02 62.5 /" .9 7 1.1 4 .6 0 

L 184 45 24.5 13 1\ 72.8 1 .5 1 .5 3 1.6 
TOTAL 7867 3042 38.7 11384 55.7 39 .5 82 1.0 1 18 .2 301 3.8 
PAROLE 5428 2250 41. 5 3045 56.1 27 .5 66 1.2 3 .1 2 35 .6 

[?OTAL] 13295 5292 39.8 7429 55.9 66 .5 148 1.1 4 20 .2. 336 2.5 

----------------------------~----------- -- - - --- ----------
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inmate's needs to the institutional pro~ram supposedly in-

creases his chances for returnin~ to the community more re-

habilitated than he was prior to enterin~ the prison system. 

After the results of the 30-day screenin~ process 

have been obtained, offenders are tnansferred to one of the 

state's several institutions which include: three maximum 

custody institutions, one medium custody institution, one 

minimum custody institution, 12 camps and 15 correction 

centers. The Department also has one correction center 

and one prison facility for female offenders which is op

erated under contractual agreement with a large urban city. 

In recent years the Department has moved in several 

directions to improve its correctional nrogram. Among the 

innovations that are being tried are: 1) a Darole-contract 

system; 2) the hiring of a Black female counselor to work 

inside a medium custody institution; 3) the hiring of a 

Black ex-inmate as the Assistant Deputy Warden at one maxi

mum custody institution; 11) the establishment of an ombuds

man office;5 and 5) the reportedly active support of a 

minority recruitment program. One of the major sources of 

minority recruitment comes from the Department's participa

tion in the Federally funded New Careers Program. This 

pro~ram provides on-the-job training and education for the 

unemployed, the underemployed, and disadvantaged persons 

who desire career opportunities in civil service employment. 

Under this program, participating state departments are 
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reimbursen 100 per cent of the trainees' salaries and bene

~its for one year, after which their salary becomes the to

tal responsibility of the department. The Department of 

Corrections has attempted to recruit a number o~ minoritv 

~roup members into the system under this program who other

wise mi~ht find entry into the system more difficult unner 

present civil service requirements. 

Three correctional institutions were selected non

randomly from this system to ensure variation in organiza

tional characteristics. The criteria used for their selec

tion were that: 

1. ~he institutions were representative of varia
tions in custody level, technolo~y~ ~oals and 
structure. 

2. The institutions primarily served male first 
offenders between 16 and 2~ years of a~e _ 
those defined as youthful offenders by the 
state's Department of r.orrections. ' 

~ost of the prisoners assi~ned to these institutions 

are received directly from the RDC, although some are trans

ferred from other institutions. nenerally, the maximum se

curity prison receives offenders who have been convicted 

of crimes of a more serious nature, e.g., murder, rape, and 

armed robbery, and those offenders who indicate a need for 

close custody based on their juvenile history of escapes. 

The medium custody institution ~enerally receives 

men who have been convicted of such crimes as breaking and 

enterin~, larceny, and burglary, and who need closer super-
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vision than a minimum setting would provide, but less su

oervision than a maximum security settin~ requires. More

over, academic criteria are also important in decidin~ 

which prisoners are sent to this institution. Men who 

score higher (7th ~rade and above) on the Avera~e Grade 

Rating Test and who score above average in IQ tests are 

sent here in order to participate in the academic-vocational 

pro~ram which is primarily designed for inmates who can com

plete enou~h hours for a hi~h school diploma before release 

from prison. 

Men who are sent to the minimum institution are 

~enerally those who have been convicted for breakin~ and 

enterin~ and other dru~-related crimes that carry a one to 

three year maximum sentence. They are also selected on the 

basis of acanemic aptitude tests that ~enerally indicate a 

need for more emnhasis in remedial and intermediate educa

tional trainin~ which is the crimarv focus of this in

stitution's educA.tional pr,ogram. 

We will defer to the next chapter a more detailed 

description of these institutions which delineates those 

factors that characterize them as more or less custodially

oriented in their policies and practices with respect to 

the handlin~ of confined offenders. 

Research Desi~n and Samplin~ Method 

The sample for this study was drawn from the total 
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nODulation of male first offenders, 2~ vears of a~e and 

under, who had heen admitted to, and caroled or dischar~ed 

from one midwestern state prison system hetween the neriod 

of 1969 and 1972. The sample was selected from this oar

ticular poculation based on the fact that male offenders 

make up the bulk of all prison inmates, and male offenders 

in this a~e category are of major concern to all criminal 

justice a~encies as well as to society at lar~e. Offenders 

in this ar,e ~roup commit the largest number of crimes, more 

serious crimes, are amon~ the largest proportions of offen

ders sentenced to crison, and are among the hi~hest nro

nortions to recidivate. In liRht of these factors and the 

need for prevention, there is a need to advance our know

led~e about the role that correctional institutions nlav 

in the increase or decrease of these behaviors between the 

various races of youn~ offenders durin~ their first prison 

eX!1erience. 

The samnling procedure used to select the cases for 

this study consisted of dividing the entire population into 

two strata, White and non-White, and taking a simple random 

samnle of equal proportions within each stratum usin~ the 

table of random numbers. 

Several initial problems had to be resolved before 

the sub-samples could be drawn. It was discovered that 

the 15 lists nrovided by the Department for draw,in!"; the 

sample contained duplicate case numbers for men 'Nho had 
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been paroled mo~e than one time durin~ the 1969-72 neriod.
6 

To ensure samnlin~ without renlacement, a nheck for du-

plicate In numbers was Made on each list and all dunlicates 

were eliminated so that each case in the population had an 

equal chance for selection. Cases with Spanish surnames 

were also eliminated. It is not believed that serious bias 

has been introduced by excludin~ other minorities since 

these ~inorities constitute only 1.7 per cent of the total 

prison population (see Table 3, p. 47). 

Other eliminations had to be made because of recidi-

vism or because it was discover~d that some cases had 

never he en confined in the three institutions. 7 The final 

samnle in this study consisted of 547 Rlaclc and White of-

fenders. Blacks comorise the larRest nercenta~e of the 

sample distrihution (see Table 4). 

TARLE 4 

SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION BY RACE (NUMBER AND PER CENT) 

Frequency 

Per Cent 

Black 

286 

52.3 

White 

261 

47.7 

Total 

547 
100 

Because inmates from the minimum custody institution 

were oversampled, and because the races mi~ht be dispro-

portionatelv renresented in the institutional samnles, a 

wei~htin~ procedure that accounts for the avera~e population 
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size and racial pronortions within each institution was 

used in the analysis of combined data in Chapter V. 

The Preliminary Investi~ation 

To minimize as many unknown factors as oossible, a 

pre-investigation was conducted at the three institutions 

where all educational data could be obtained, and at a ma

jor maximum security prison where records of all paroled 

and discharged offenders are stored. In order to retrieve 

necessary data from inmate files, an additional number of 

coders had to be hired from the Deoartment of corrections. 8 

The ore-investi~ation revealed several difficulties 

which had to be overcome before data collection could 

reasonably be~in. First, it was discovered that to fa

cilitate the search for inmate personal folders, it had to 

be determined wh~ther the inmate had been naroled or dis

char~ed f.rom an institution. To make this determination, 

an extensive search of the card file system (which contained 

the current correctional status of inmates) was conducted. 

Second, it was discovered that information about the ini

tial placement of inmates was not always recorded in the 

inmate's personal folder (nor was this information available 

from the Deoartment's data storage system). This infor

mation was obtained by a tedious search of the card file 

system which contains the most reliable information on the 

initial placement of all confined offenders. Third, it 
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was discovered thnt there were diPferences in the manner 

and extent to which data were recorded in the personal and 

educational folders, a1thou~h a major nroblem of missin~ 

data pertainin~ to trainin~ outcomes was not picked un in 

the prc1iminar~ investi~ation at one institution. This is 

discussed later in the section describin~ the data. 

Fina11~, it became salient that cooneration from the 

institutions a1wavs denended on advanced n1annin~ and noti

fication bv not on1v the writer, but also bv orCicia1s i.n 

the Denartment's central administrativ" ofP1ces. Tt was 

clear from the outset that the de~ree of cooneration varied 

nmonp' these institut:tons - from the minimum securitv in

stitution which was raci1itative of R11 nhases oC the nro

i ect, to the m?.ximuM austod'! insti tu.tion which rarel v had 

materials or acaomodations available to nxnidite the data 

collection nrocess. 

The Data Sources 

The data for this project were obtained from several 

sources. ~he Denartment of Corrections provided the 1 t nro, ee 

with information on ma~netic computer tape about the SOCiRl 

back~round characteristics and the correctional history of 

offenders. A code book, copies of various Denartmenta1 

forms, anct written docuMents about the history of this 

state's nenal system were R1so provided. 

mhe data nertainin~ to the lnst~tllt1_onal d1 t t a . us r.len 
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of inmates and data concerning the administrative decisions 

made about offenders were obtained from inmate personal re-

cords which are centrally stored at one maximum securit~ 

prison for a period of 10 to 15 years after narole or dis-

char~e from the s~stem. 

~he data on the organizational characteristics of 

the three institutions was obtained from structured inter-

views with the warden and/or his associate staff nt each 

institution. Moreover, staff Questionnaires, oPficia1 re

norts, descrintive institutional brochures, informal inter

views with inmates, and on-site observations nrovided in-

formation which characterized the institutions. 

The information on the educational trainin~ of in

mates was obtained from the educatiofta1 files of each in-

mate who had participated in some type of academic or voca-

tiona1 pro~ram while in prison. These files were located 

at the three institutions and only include information about 

inmates who had been placed in an educational prop;ram. 

~his latter information was by far the most 1ncon-

sistant and variable of all the information collected. Aeine 

from the fact that the institutions used difrerent forms to 

record educational data ann used different standards of. 

~radin~ within their nro~rams, additional nrob1ems were 

found that had not surfaced durin~ the nreliminary investj-

gation. First, at the medium custodY institution, ctis

crecancies were fou.nd between the interim ~rades and the 



final ~rades for course work which was a composite of these 

interim rrrades. Officials could not provid~ a satisfactory 

9 reason for these discrepancies.- Although data on the num-

ber and nature of discrepan~ ~radin~ we~c recorded, they 

proved to be too few in number to be useful for analytic~l 

purnoses. Second~ at the miniMum institution it was found 

in some cases that vrades recorded on credit slins did not 

factual Iv a~ree with ~rades for the same cotlrse renorted on 

the ofPicial school transcrint. To avoid problems of vali-

ditv in the data, we were advised by the Director oP Edu-

cation ~o lise only those ~rades that were officiallY desi~na-

ted on the school transcrint. 

Th most serious problem encountered occured at the 

maximum security prison. Over seventy-five ner cent of the 

cases had.lar~e amounts of missin~ data on the indicators 

of interest to this study. ~o the extent that most of the 

data were unavailable,the collection of educational data was 

aborted at this institution. When asked where this data 

mt~ht be located, the Director of Education indicated th~t 

all educational data prior to 1972 had been filed in the 
. 10 

nersonal folrters of inmates. A check for these data in 

the n~rsonal folders revealed that little or no data could 

be found nertainin~ to education, ~rades, or test scores of 

men who hRrl heen enrolled in school at the maximum security 

~rison. Consenuentlv, because oreliminary testin~ revealed 

considerable Rosence of in~ormation (either because data 
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were missing or cases had never been assi~ned to school), 

and because there were serious questions about the validity 

of these data, educational data were omitted from analysis 

in Chapter V. 

Work assiRnement data were also unusable for several 

reasons. In some cases, it was difficult to distin~uish 

between work and school assi~nments that were mutuallY ex

clusive (e.~., cooking course vs. kitchen work assi~nments). 

~urthermore, some job descrintions inaccurately described 

what were actually menial work assi~nments. Finally, the 

absence of Bufficient information about the work experiences 

of many inmates precluded a productive analysis of this 

variable by race and institution. 

There were also questions about the validity of 

other data. Several staff members noted that disciplinary 

reports do not always reflect the actual facts of misconduct 

c~ses, and further indicated that once these records are 

stored, special coding may be removed from such reports 

(which have si~nificant meanin~· for institutional staff). 

This raised the Question of whether- actual differences by 

race could be obtained from disciplinary data. Several 

staff were confident that no racial difference would be 

found in these data, primarily because information may have 
11 

been manipulated or misrepresented in these records. 

However, these data are used in the analyses'of race and 

certain outcomes in Chapter V. 
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The data recorded on the maF-netic tape provided by 

the Department were used to obtain measures of possible con

tin~ent variahles such as tvpe of offense, previous educa

tion, IO and antitude scores, family status, previous school 

adjustment, and juvenile correctional historY. Also data 

concernin~ the inmate's race and initial confinement status 

(e.~., first oPfender) were ohtained from this tane. 

Manv wild codes were found Por those variahles indi

catin~ the institutional location of jnmates. ~hese were 

finally clarified by Department officials and recoded nrior 

to the analysis of the data. 

The Limitations of the Study 

The findin~s of this study are presented with the 

reservation that they are based on a sample of voun~ first 

offenders who were incarcerated in three particular insti

tutions in one midwestern state. It cannot he accurately 

known whether the ~eneralizations from these data can he 

extended to other inmates incarcerated in other institutions 

in ~eo~ranhiCRllv different re~ions of the country. At the 

very least, the rindin~s should ~enerate interest in more 

intensive investi~ations oP those areas that anpear to he 

narticularlv vulnerable to differential nrocessin~ of ra

cial ~roups in prison. 

One important limitation of this study is that of 

the 547 cases, there are considerable missing data on the 
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institutional adjustment of inmates at all instithltions. 

Consequently, the reader should exercise ohvious caution in 

drawin~ inferences ahout the differential adjustment of 

Black and White inmates. 

A second limitation is familiar to most investi~a-

tors who have relierl on secondary data sources. Data that 

are not recorded on one or more variahles can he nroble~atic 

for simUltaneous control of important intervenin~ variables. 

However, the present findin~s should not be taken li~htly 

since there are rather stable patterns by race and by in-

stitution. 

Essentially, the findin~s cannot definitively es-

tablish that race causes differences in the various, out-

comes during incarceration, but is simply limited to ob-

servin~ that there is a relatioh between race and certain 

outco!"les prior to and includinr.: the decision that is made 

at the first parole hearin~. 
.... 

The ~hi snuare si~nificance test is us~~~to test the 
'-

null hvnotheses that no relationshin exists between··the race 

of inmates and intranrison outcomes, nor is there a rela~, 

tionshin between the degree of difference between the races 

and the institution of confinement. It can then be ob-

served to what extent the present data deviates from the 

null hypothesis presented here. A probability value of .05 

will be use.d to re,i ect the null hypothesis. 
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HOTES 

lIn addition to the writer, several formal and in
formal requests \'lere made to the Director of the ')epartment 
of Corrections on behalf of this project by individuals who 
have invested years of professional interest and study in 
the area of criminal ,j ustice. Ho doubt their support ViaS 

instrumental in elicitin~ a favorable response from the 
Jirector for conductin~ thin research. 

21\. memo provided by the fUnori ty Hecrui tment Office 
of the Department of Corrections indicates that 2,185 or 
89.1 per cent of the Department is 2, JI:';2 institutional 
employees are of the Hllite race. 

3~hiG decline represents an effort to reduce the 
prison population b~/ both the courts, whu place more 
offenders on probation, and the Department of Corrections 
\'lhich more often recommends early parole. Tl1G5e actions 
are in direct response to the overcrowded conditions that 
existed prior to 1971 in the institutions. 

4This nercenta~e is estimated from fi~urcs obtainert 
from the 1':170' statistics survey of this state's population 
in the U.S. Sureau of Census. U.S. Census of Population 
(Hashin~ton, D.C.: u.3.u.1'.O.', 1970). 

,-
JT\ecently (June 197 11) prison officials \'Jere ordered 

by the state's Correction Commission to ignore the ombudsman. 
Two issues are under question: 1) the constitutionality of 
the legislature creating tile ombudsman position, and 2) 
possible violation of the separation of powers between the 
executive and leBislative branches of government. The 
latter branch has been criticiz~d for the issuance of 
[\uidelines to the ombudsman which "supercede the authority 
of the [correctionsJ department." Essentially, some 
ler;islators have charGed that tht;'! corrections department 
has never wanted an ombudsman. Prison officials deny this 
charge, saying that inmate complaints should p;o through 
the re~ular grievance procedure first. To date the issue 
has not been settled. 

G flany instances of men 1JTho had been paroled, returned 
to prison on a parole violation, and reparoled were ob
served on the lists. In some cases, there were as many 
as t\'lO duplications of an inmate ID number. 

7Initial placements of innates cannot be determined 
fron comouter tane which does not have these locations re
corded i~ the Oc~artmentls comnuter files. Consequently, 
unwanted locntio~s could not b~ filtered out amonB those 

----------=-"".--.;~ .. 
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cases that were included on the 15 lists. 
done manually by the nroject coders in the 
in the text. 

These had to be 
m~nner described 

8This state has a law which prohibits anyone exceot 
employees of the Denartment of Corrections from raviewin~ 
the personal files of inmates. While this resulted in the 
hirin~ of additional coders and some problems in refinin~ 
the data collection form, some latitude was accorded to 
the writer bv the Department so that essential chan~es 
could be made intelli~ently on the data collection forms. 

9Two exnlanations were given for these ~iscrepancies. 
One teacher informed the writer that subjective criteria 
often played a part in the final grades assi~ned to course 
work. He later returned to su~gest that this initial 
interpretation was inaccurate. Instead, he said the dis
crepancies reflected the heavier wei~ht ~iven to some test 
scores over others. However, a recalculation of the final 
~rades according to those scores weighted heavier in the 
final ~rade did not support this interpretation. 

l°l\.fter searching files at both the instjtution and 
the central location where personal folders ar, 3tored, it 
was our conclusion that educational records arc virtually 
not leept current or or~anized at the maximum security 
institution. Officials at the central administration 
office sucported this conclusion. 

lIlt should be noted that one staff member also felt 
there would be no differences between the races, but nri
marilv because he believed the races were treated equitably 
at his institution. Interestin~ly enou~h, he did not be
lieve this to he the case at other institutions in the 
system. 



A P!Wf'ILE OF rEHREE IiJSTITUTICHlS 

It is generally accepted amonr:, casual observers t lmt 

correctional institutions can be lumped into one cate~orv 

and are basically alike in their function, their operation, 

and the effect they have on the men the'! receive. Basic 

differences were found between the institutions in this 

study. 

In this chapter, a conceptualization of the differen

ces of the three institutions (usinr the concepts of tech-

nology, ~oals, and structures) will acquaint the reader 

with specific contextual variables and the atmosphere of 

the settinr"s from I'Ihic11 the caaes for this otud:! were drawn,. .;:> 

'rhe data for these characterizations were obtained from in-

terviews with staff, on-site observations, and the admini-

stration of various questionnaires to staff members at each 

institution. Placed on a continuum from custodial to re-

habilitative in orientation, they are identified by the 

mnemonic labels: Traditional, Trainin~, and Rehab. 

I3....;1.clu~round In format ion 

Sim1.1n.r to correct ional ins titut ions in most penal 

systems, the institutions in this state are located in 
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out-lyin~ areas near small farmin~ communities. Traditional 

and Trainin~, being less than one mile from each other, 

were closest in proximity. 

Traditional is a lar~e maximum security prison 

(capacity 1,318 inmates) which is enclosed by an 18 foot 

wall with ~un towers placed at strate~ic points. Built in 

1877 Dn 5'1 acres of land donated by the farmini': community 

nearby, it is the oldest facility in the state. Most of 

the staff members who work here live in surroundin~ small 

farm towns "thich are virtually all-Hhite in racial comnosi-

tion. The people who live in these areas are described as 

be inn: If~ood people" but narrow in their vieNS with respect 

to change and lt outsiders. 1l1 The minorities \'/ho "IOrl~ at 

the institution commute from distant urban areas which are 

as much as 80 miles away from the institution. Consequent-

ly, residence is one of tho contributin~ factors to the 

fact that the majority of the 366 full-time staff members 

are White. ~ost Black employees who were interviewed prefer 

to commute lon~ diotances rather than move to the nearbv 

town which they describe as a racist community.2 

The inmate population, which now avera~eG about 

800, is housed in two five-tiered cell-blocks which are 

obsolete Rnn inadeouate for the type of inmates ~ent here, 

and the tyne of nror;ram the institution attemnts to pro-

vide. There is also a special 185 man dormitory outside 

of the walls which provides livin~ quarters for inmates 
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who arc on trusty status. In addition to housin~, the in-

stitution nravines for its total custodial needs. Ar.1Onr: 

these arc nrovisions for food service, maintennnce, counsel

linr: services, educational services, medical care, and re

li~ious and recreational services. 

Traininr:, a fairly large medium security institution 

(capacity 73 11 inmates), \'laS opened in 1958 and until recent

ly was the newest facility in the state's system. The 

double cyclone fences (with gun towers) that surround the 

institution detract somewhat from the beautifully maintained 

~rounds, its modern construction, and its modern equipment. 

HO',,:ever, it is a s trikinr; contras t to Tradi t ional \'Thich is 

located directly across the hi~hway. ~ost employees come 

from the sane communities as those \'lho \'lork at the naximum 

security institution, therefore it also has a larr;e contin

r;ent of '.'/hite staff members and fe\'l Blacks. Black eT!l-

ployees constitute about 18 per cent of the total orison 

staff which numbers 1::>2 full-time employees. 

'.Pile physical plant consists of G livinr; units for 

inmates \-I11ich j'lOUGe up to 120 men, a hospital \'ling, a food 

service building, a fieldhouse, and an administration 

bUildinr;. 'l'ilere is also a s\'limminl3 pool \'Thich has caused 

some concern amonr; taxpayers in the nearby community. 

Hehab, the most unique facility in this study, is 

situated on a beautiful lake-site \'Ihich \'las once used by 

the National Youth Administration as a trainin~ school. 
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In 19 43, the Department of Corrections obtained a loan of 

the facilities froM the ~edernl r.;overnment, and in ISlII5, 

the institution was opened as a miniMum security institu

tion for trustworthy first offenders in need of educational 

and resocialization experiences. The Departm~nt has since 

acquired ownership of the entire compound and its facili-

ties. 

A small facility (capacity 284 inmates), there 

are no visible signs of seburity at Reha~. Similar 

to the other institutions, most employees live in nearby 

Hhite farminr; communities and Black employees make up ap

proximately 10 per cent of the 49 full-time staff. Un

like the other institutions, however, it is within sixty 

miles of t~o of the state'~ largest cities. Since most 

Black inmates orir:inate from these areas, visitin~ by 

families and friends is facilitated by the location of the 

institution. 

The newer facilities at Reha~ include an arlministrR

tion building, a food service buildinG, a modern school 

plant, and a l3ymnasium. 1\ new chapel and new housing for 

inmates are in the process of being constructed. Presently, 

the inmates live in small log cabins which accomodate nine 

men. Each cabin ~roup is responsible for its maintenance 

and the self-~overnment of their unit. Since no officers 

or unit personnel live with the men, one inmate is desi~-

nated the anchor-man for each c8.b 4 n. m~e n h ( . ~ .,,~ a c or-man an 
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inmate with status amon~ the ~roup) is responsible for 

providin~ leadership in the areas of inmate relations and 

cabin maintenance operations. Counselors, officers, and 

administrative personnel only intervene when nroblems can-

not be resolved amonr, the ~roup. 

Comparative data on the inmate and staff distribution 

bV race and institution aopears in Table 5 below Q 

'l'ABLE 5 

INMATE AND STAFF DISTRIBUTION BY RACE AND 
INSTITUTION 

Instit. 

Inmate 
iSTStrTbu. 

Rehab 
Trainim.; 
Tradit. 

Staff 
Distribu. 

Rehab 
Traininrt 
Tradit. 

Black 

51.1% 
117 • 3 
61. 0 

9.4 
?,O.l 

~). R 

Hhite 

115.8% 

50.1 

35.9 

90.6 

7~1. 3 
89.8 

Other 

.5% 
2.3 
2.8 

o 
.5 
• j 

No Information N 

.5% (192) 

.5 (656) 

.j (780) 

o 
o 
o 

( 51) 
(184) 
(125) 

If we comnare Black inmate nercenta~es with those 

of Black employees at each institution, it becomes clear 

that the complaints of Black inmates re~ardin~ the lack 

of Black staff at each institution has some merit. 

Race relations at the three institutions varied 

accordin~ to whether conflict was manifested primarily 

between inmates and inmates, inmates nnd staff, or staff 

and staff. There were few opportunities to observe rnce 

relations at Traditional, but from our discussions with 

reliable sources amon~ the staff, there were several indi-

cations that racial problems did exist there. 

Racial problems at Traditional appear to be between 

both White staff and Black inmates, and White staff and 

Glack staff, (particularly newer Black employees on the 

custodial force). For example, some of the White correc

tional of~icers have become disgruntled with the New 

CQreers employees whom they feel are ~iven preferential 

treatment by the ndMinistration.~ Of more importance how-

ever, is that i'lhite officers feel that these Blac1<: trninees 

nre takin~ jobs away from their people, even thou~h it has 

clearly been eXl11ained to them that the; oalariofl of these 

men come from a source other than the institution's ~enernl 

appropriated funds. 'Ellis r.1isunderstandint:; may be the basis 

of sevGral complaints of harassment from ;Je\'1 Careers 

Gmployees who feel that the- guards on the ~ate subject them 

to excessive search procedures before allowin~ them to enter 

the institution. 4 Some trainees have had difficulty ad

justin~ to the prison system and have either quit or been 

tired. This has occured at Traditionql as well as other 

institutions in the system that have participated in the 

New Careers pro~ram.5 

The relationship between White stafr and Black 
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inmates has been r0ported to bf) undor ~3imilar strain nt 

this institution. We were told by sevoral staff Gources 

that many of trw older officers on tile force lack expel~ienct; 

\'Ii tIl Blacle people in r;eneral, and particularly find that 

they hnve difficulty relating to Bluck inmates from urban 

areas. Officials said that the current Black inmnte popu-

lation is more militant, questions authorit~ morc, nnd iG 

more "difficult to understand" than previoun inmates \'11'10 

hrtvc beon incarcerated here. r·1oreovcr, SOr.1e l1il':h rankin~ 

Gt.'lf'f members in the Department describe the nituation at 

'!.'r,1rl 4 t:1onrtl ;).n a "powder ke~." :10st fcel that thi.s situn.-

tton is not only due to the attitudes and bohnviors or 

',./hi to Der'GOnnc 1, but nlno due to j.nsuffl cient numhers of 

f.llnck stn.cr \/110 could perhaps \'lorl~ better with Black inmrttcs. 

Trninin~'s race relations arc aaid to be simllar to 

those found in most prisons, where inmntes of both races 

5e~re~nte tllemselves during leisure-time nctivities. Our 

observationa support these contentions. Inmates were sol-

dom seen in m:!.xccl ~roups either \'lnH::in~ to class or in the 

dlninR area. Mixed ~roups occured only in classroom situa-

tions where a quota system had to be maintained b'.T orders 
6 from the central aclministl'ation. Simj.lar observations 

were made ut Rehab, althou~h inmate seRre~ation did not 

seem quite as strikin~ as the situation at Trainin~. 

~here also appeared to be some tension between 

Black inmates and White staff at Trainin~.7 This may have 
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been partly due to the lowerin~ of academic standards by 

the Department so that more Blacks could be sent to this 

institution. This action has required certain adJustments 

resented by the teaching staff such as including remedial 

education in a curriculum which previously had been oriented 
8 towards high school course work.' The major problem for 

Blacks here was reporte~ to be the same as that for 

Traditional: the need for mora Black staff at the institu-

tion to work with Black inmates, particularly since these 

are the only Blacks these inmates frequently see. Visitin~ 

is hindered by the long distance that relatives must travel 

from the urban areas where most Blacks in this state are 

concentrated. 

Rehab's rncial problems have mainly been manifested 

in poor inmate relationsllips which resulted in several dis

turbances between the period of 1969 and 1971. Although 

the officlal explanation for these disturbances was that 

the inmates were dissatisfied with food and other such 

common complaints, unofficially the cause is said to have 

been due to lack of discipline, reports of one race plan

nin~ attncks on the other, and the polarization of Blacks 

and Whites reflectinR the trend of the free community. 

Black inmates at each of these institutions felt 

that they were discriminated a~ainst by correctional offi

cers, especially in the areas of work assiRnmsnts and 

disciplinary transfers. 9 
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The Perception of Inmates and the Technology 

One of the stark variations between the institutions 

in this study i3 that the general perception of inmates was 

quite different among the three facilities. According to 

the institutional brochure, inmates at Traditional are seen 

as rebellious, hostile, belligerent and suspicious indivi

duals who nre not as amenable to t~eatment as most first 

offen~ers. This perception was also reported by staff 

members who were interviewed. Rehab, on the other hand, 

perceived its inmates as trustworthy youn~ offenders whom 

t; rer;arded as "students" in need of l:'esocialization 

experiences. Similarly, Training saw its inmates as 

"students," but tended to also see them as untrustworthy 

men who had not acquired self-discipline skills. Informa-

tion about the latter two institutions also came from bro-

chures and staff interviews. 

These perceptions led to quite different techniques 

for "'correcting" young men at these institutions. For 

example, althou~h Traditional perceived most of its inmates 

as bein~ in need of basic academic and vocational trainin~, 

it also ~aw them as being in need of more training in the 

area of "steady work habl t s" and "meaningful wor\{ 

experiences." Most of these assignments however, turned 

out to be mediocre or poor work experiences such as kitchen, 

laundry, and custodial work. In addition, an average of 

280 inmates are employed in five prison industries which 
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~re located on the ~rounds. These industries provide wood 

furniture, officer and inmate clcthing, cleaning nroducts, 

laundry se~vices, ~nd machine repair services fo~ the pri

son and other state agencies. Farm oporations are gradual

ly being nhased out since the majority of inmates are from 

urban areas and dislike a~ricultural work. 

In Table 6 below, differences in tenhnolo~les em

nloyed at these institutions are reflected in the percent

a~e of inmates serv~d in the school nro~rams. 

TABLE 6 

INM}\TES SERVED IN SCHOOL PROGRAMS BY INSTITUTION 

Inmates S*rved 
in School . Traditional Tr'aining Rehab . 
None 16% 25% 28% 
Part-time 117 a 01 

Full-time 17 75 71 
TOTAL 100 100 100 

*Based on inmate count, November, 1973. 

The data show that the minimum and medium custodv 

institutions place more emnhasis on assi~nin~ inmates to 

educ~tional nro~rams. Of the percenta~es served in 

school, hi~her percenta~es of inmates were enrolle~ in 

full-time study at Training and Rehab, while fewer than 

twenty per cent of the inmates at Traditional had a full-

____________ ~~. _______ ,~L ___________________________ __ 
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time schedule. These data are supported by data from staff 

questionnaires which indicate that between E={enty-six and 

ninety per cent of the inmates at Traditional participate 

in some form of work experience. In comparison, Trainin~ 

and Rehab indicate that all men are expected to be enrolled 

full-time unless they have completed a school pro~ram. 

,]~he averar;e inmate at rrraditional and Rehab achieves 

r nj.net;y three on intelli~ence tests taken at the 8. score 0" 

ROC. ~ost have not advanced beyond the ei~hth ~rade in 

their previous school experiences, and ~enerally score be

low the sixth ~rade level on the Department's Avera~e Grade 

• r t Urltil recently, Training's ~eneral inmate l1atlnr; J.es . 

population had a hi~I1er tban average I(:.l ratine; Rnc1 a p;reA.ter 

th i t ~ at the other potential for academia success ~ an nma eo 

two institutions. Consequently, the level of academic 

course work varied amonr; the institutions with ~raininr pro

vidin~ mere hir;h school courses and Traditional and Rehab 

providin;; more courses on the remedial and intermediate 

level. 

All academic teachers at the three institutions had 

four or more years of colle~e trainin~, however, variation 

in traininp; was noted for th~ vocational : taff amonr; the 

institutions (Table 7). Whereas no teacher Rt Traditional 

had a colle~e dep;ree, 78 and 100 per cent respectively, 

had four or more years of college ~t Trainin~ and Rehab. 
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TABLE 7 

PROFESSIONALISM OF THE VOCATIONAL STAFF 

BY INSTITUTION 

No Der:ree B.A. ~1. A. N 

Rehab 0% 67.0% ~~.O% en 
mr~lin:l.n~ 22.0 33.0 l~ 5. 0 ( 9 ) 
TraditlonRl 100.0 0 0 (5) 

E0ually important is the vnriation in trRinin~ of 

the treatnent starf amon~ the three institutions. Treat-

ment was mentioned bv each administrator Rnd all Directors 

as bein~ of the hir,hest priority. Yet a comoarison of the 

amount of trainin~ received by counselors varies by insti~ 

tution (Table 8). 

TABLE R 

EDUCATIONAL rrRAINING OF THE COUNSELLING 
STAFF BY INSTITUTION 

Less than 
B.A. R.A. ~1. A • N 

Rehab 0% 75.0% 25.0% ( Ij ) 

Trainino: 12.5 7'5.0 12.5 (8) 
i"f1rarl,1.tional ~~.O 50.0 17.0 (12 ) 

Table 8 shows that the ~reatest percenta~e or 

counselors with four or more years of colle~e nreparation 

are at Rehab, followed closely by 87.5 'Per cent of the 
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counselors at Training. Counselors with the least amount 

of preparation are at Traditional. Moreover, when asked 

about the areas of spcialization of those counselors 

without a bachelor's degree from colle~e, the Director 

of ~reatment Rt Traditional was unable to respond to this 

question definitively. 

More information about the emphasis on treatment at 

each institution is shown irr Table 9 from data on the per

centa~es of inmates who were re~ularly seen (once per 

week) by staff members who provided treatment services at 

the institutions. 

TABLE 9 

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF INMATES SEEN FOR REGULARLY 
SCHEDUTJED TREATMENT BY STAFF AND INSTIT,," :ON 

Social Psvchia- Security Chao- Unit Vo1un-
Horker trist Staff lain Staff teers 

* 0% 25% 10% Rehab 100 % 25% 50% 

Tr'ainim~ 60 0 0 5 20 110 

Tra.ditional 17 1 0 15 3 16 

*This Dercenta~e is lar~e because all men are seen 
in ~roun therapy as well as some who are seen individually. 

Two factors characterize these institutione from 

the above data. First, among those inmates who were 

scheduled for treatment, more men were Been regularly at 

Rehab and Training, with Reha~ shm'ling the largest per-

n 
d 
i1 
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centa~e of men seen for treatment at the two institutions. 

Second, Rehab was the only institution where the conceptu

alization of custodial officers as counselors was actually 

nut into nractice in the treatment nrocess. These factors 

indicate that both Trainin~ and Rehab were more concerned 

than Traditional about the resocialization aspect of their 

correctional tasks. Furthermore, Rehab was the only in

stitution where the professional staff appeared to have 

some success' influenc~ng the custodial staff in the direc

tion of treatment. 

These data and observations tend to support the as

sumption that these institutions vary in their perception 

of inmates, and also vary in the technioues used to bring 

about change in their behavio:, The influence of the 

various technolo~ies can be seen in the ~oals that were 

actually pursued at each institution. 

~he Primacy of Correctional Goals 

The statement oP ~oals made by tOD officials at the 

minimum and medium institutions in this study indicate 

that the rehabilitation of young offenders (by means of 

education and treatment fechno1o~ies) was the most im

portant goal of their correctional programs. On the other 

hand, the warden at the maximtim sec~rity institution indi

cated that the first priority at Traditional was to keep the 

climate "open and wholesome" by means of both custody and 
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treatment,lO Behabll1tatlon (e.~. educational and voca-

tional nro~rnms) was rated second in nrio~ity bv Tradi-

tionFtJ.' s 8,dministration. 

mwo correctional orficials stated that custody was 

the nrimarv ~oal of the narent orranizatirn. ~s one nd-

mintstrntor nut j.t, "rnenRrtmentall rer:ulati ons are p:eneral

Iv ~earecl tOl'mrd mRxir.1Um securitv institutions." 

Goals are conceptually nroblematic; besides tho 

problem of defining ~oals, they are also hard to observe 

and measure. loals may be re~arded as the or~anization's 

concention of its task as reflocted in its work toward a 

desired end product, the exi~encies of the task, the "raw 

m::tterial" it must \'/ork ''lith, and its ability to accomplish 

the task. However, the major difficulty is one of recon-

cilinr: the or~an1zation:s actual ~oal with the professed 

~oFtl of ton or~i~ials. 

This section will examine how these institutions 

actually nllrsued the ~tated r:oals of top administrators. 

qv doin~ so, the ~oal-orientation can be rou~hlv classi-

fied alon~ a custodial-rehabilitative continuum: Traditional 

had the most custoclial ~oals, while Rehab's r;oals were the 

least custodial of the three facilities. Traininr:9 s goals 

fell somewhere between the two types and can be charac-

t~rized as moderately custodial. These ~oal-orientations 

were determined by assessin~ the means by which these 

institutions: 
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1) mnintained security, 2) maintained discipline, 3) dis

tributed staff resources, and 11) affected public relations 

in pursuit of their correctional ~oals. 

Goals ahd Securit~ 

Manifestations of security are omnipresent at 

Traditional. Aside from the security provided by the wall 

and the guritowers, buildings and doors are locked inside 

and out around the clock; all cell-blockS, ~ates, and 

fences are, kept locked. In addition, two electrically op

erated gates are additional features which separate the 

outside area from the inside area of the prison. InmateE: 

who were permitted to leave the inside area must carry iden

tification cards with photos, or a special pass to and from 

their destination. 

Training WdS similar to Traditional with respect to 

locked areas, althou~h buildinBs arc reportedly not locked 

durinr: the day. Rehab, on the other hand, locked only 

certain buildings at ni~ht such as the administration and 

school buildin~s which were not in tise. 

The above information came from questionnaires and 

supports tield observations of security enforcement which 

are mentioned at various pOints through9ut this section. 

Evidence of greater emphasis on security at the maximum and 

medium custody institutions comes as no surprise; this ib 

consistent with the mandate issued to these facilities by 



the parent organization. 

the idea that the competing 

it clearly challen~es However, , 

1 of rehabilitation can goa 
ontrol led environments. 

be achieved in such over-c 
actually 

Goals and Discipline_ 

difference found amon~ the in

rrraditional 

li d with respect 
been institutiona ze 

haJ unit. Ranr;ing from 

segregatinf, inmates 
in the disciplinary 

t i corresponds 
each level of segrega on 

Grade I to Grade V, 
and deprivation for 

containment 
to a different degree of 

form of isolation where 
the most severe 

Grade I is inmates. the inmate and 
. 1 contact allowed between 

is no Phys~Ca i 
there' i through an open nr; 

tlleal s are handed n " 
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allowed out of h s c 
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in the cell door an Due to the psychO-
day for exercise. 

for thirty minutes per ~ 
isolation, containment at 

e ffects of thiS extreme ~ 
logical 1 seven consecutiv~ 

officially allowed for on y 
this level is 

d but still consider
relaxe 11 Grade II is a bit more 

days. tion Men 
close form of se~rega • 

ed by officialS to be a . d t the segre-
~nmates conf~ne 0 

1 with other ..L. 

take their mea s 1 hen in the dining hal w 
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Grade IV are further relaxed levels of se~regation where 

inmates are permitted to have yard priviler,es, readine ma

terials, and radios. In addition, recreational and unspeci

fied special therapeutic activities are part of their pro

gram. Grade'V is used for the administrative sep;regation 

of inmates who need or request protective custody. Also, 

men who are considered by officials as beinR too aggresive 

for release into the general population are placed under 

this type of segregation. These inmates are allowed all 

the privileges that are permitted at Grades III and IV, 

with the additional privileges of attending movies and eat-

ing meals at a special table in the dininR room with the 

general population. With the exception of Gradel, all 

disciplinary cases in Grade II to V are reviewed every 

thirty da~s. This in effect means that for some men, sep;

regation can last up to five or six months and lon~er de

pendin~ on the disposition of the case at review time. 12 

Trainin~ also has a special disciplinary unit which 

holds as many as fifteen men at one time. However, more 

serious disciplinary cases are usually transferred on an 

emergency basis to such institutions as Traditional vlhere 

close custody can be provided. Since their segreeation 

procedures are less sophisticated than those at Traditional, 

they rely more on confining men to their rooms or withdraw-

ing rewards as the principle means of discipline control. 

With res~ect to the latter procedures, this institution 
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resembles Rehab more than the maximum security prison. 

Rehab routinely uses withdrawal of rewards and mild 

forms of punishment (e.~. extra duty in the kitchen) for 

inmate infractions. Serious disciplinary cases are tranA

ferred immediately to the RDC for reclassification to 

another facility. When transfer is impossihle, the inmate 

is confined to the hospital room (which serves as the iso

lation unit) and he is transferred the next day. 

Goals ~nd Staff Resources 

More evidence on where the emphasis on ~oals is 

placed is conveyed in the questionnaire data on inmate-

staff ratios presented in Table 10. 

TABLE 10 

INMATE-STAFF RATIO BY INSTITUTION 
FOR NOVEMBER, 1973 

" 

Traditional Training Rehab 

Inmate-Treatment 
Stafr Ratio 24.1 19.1 11. 4 

Inmate-Custody 
Staff Ratio 3.5 5.8 13.6 

Higher ratios of inmates to treatment staff and 

hi~her ratios of custodial staff to inmates characterize 

both the maximum and medium custody institutions. More

over, the ratios for Traditional and Training do not 
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reflect the additional officers that have been added to the 

custodial force at these two institutions. 13 As a result 

of demands mnde by correctional officers who were concerned 

for their safety, seventeen new officers were added to 

Traditional's custodial staff and thirty four new officers 

were added to Tralnin~'s custodial staff, givin~ a total 

increase of nine per cent and twenty nine per cent re

spectively, in custody personnel at each institution. 

Rehab did not ask for, nor did it receive, additional cor

rectional officers. 

At Trainin~, correctional officers were routinely 

assi~ned to both the academic and vocational divisions of 

the school buildin~. It is clear that their purpose is to 

provide security and surveillance services for the teachin~ 

staff who also are concerned for their security at this 

nrison. 14 
Althou~h they dress in attractive blazer out-

fits and refer to the inmates as residents, their role in 

to ensure that the inmate population is kept under control, 

order, and containment at all times. 

We have already noted that Rehab's correctional of

ficers are inte~rated into the treatment progrdm at the 

institution. From our observations we noted that they 

were addressed by inmates and staff as "Mr." rather than 

by the militaristic terminology that is used at the other 

two institutions. For example, correctional officers at 

the maximum institution were not only dressed in the 
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distinctive olive-drab ~arb of the old state uniform, but 

A.lso wer0. referred to bv rank an "set'~eant" or "Corporal" 

in the tradition of the military. 

10nls and Pu~lic ~elationB 

Pinally, from the perspective of public relations, 

there were major differences in tho treatment of visitors 

to the inotitutio1ll3. 'rhe most bureaucratic-type of ex-

parience occurs at Traditional where office~a follow expli-

citly the policy of searchinG hand carried items (e.~. 

handba~s, briefcases) for contraband. In addiuion, not 

only must one's l1andbar", be checl:ed, but a solution \'/hich 

is exoooed under an ultra-vi,olet lirr,ht is painted on each 

visitor's hand'before beinr; alloNed throu~h the electric 
F, 

~ntes to the vjsitinrr area. J We found that more concern 

for securitv and less concern for the nublie created Rn ~t-

mospherc '.'Thicl! vms Iluite fo:rbiddinf~. It \'mn evident thnt 

mnintninin~ control and custody over the inmate pODulation 

\'Jns morc important than achievinr; [';ood public relations 

such as was found at the otller insti tutions in this stud~/. 

Persons visiting the medium custody institution must 

leave all keys at the r;ate if they \'fish to r;o inside the 

compound. Unlike rraditional, few visitors are searched 

for contraband at Trainin~ and females may ~o inside the 

compound i f aCI~ompanied by male staff. (Ho remales are 

permitted inside the institution at rrraditirmal except 
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Presently, one female counselor and one female sec-

retary work inside the walls at Trainin~. Although this 

is a progressive step, we cannot be certain if this pro-

gressiveness is due to the Department, the institution, or 

both structures. Despite the concern for security, there 

is less emphasis on extendin~ excessive search procedures 

to the public. In the attempt to protect its ima~e, formal 

courtesy is accorded to all visitors to Training since good 

public relations is of hi~h oriority. 

mhe free atmosnhere at Rehab is highli~hted b~ the 

fact that inmates are not kent at a distance from visitors 

and often escort them around the site. PeMales are emnlov-

ed here as teachers, secretaries, and receptionists in 

both the school and the administration buildin~. There are 

no armed staff at this institution such as was found at the 

other institutions. Inmates move freely about the grounds 

during their leisure time and although there are perimeters 

beyond which they are not allowed, the extent of their 

freedom is manifested in the risk that is taken here by 

officials who allow the inmates nersonal freedom in their 

dress and ~rooming habits. Any inmate could walk away from 

the institution without much notice since most dress in the 

latest styles of free citizens. Conseauentlv, at this in-

stitution, more reliance is placed on the internal controls 

of inmates rather than the external controls of armed 

. , 
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guards, walls, and fences. However, reliance on internal 

controls may place considerable pressure on inmates. In

mate fighting, walk-aways, and racial confrontations may 

be symptoms of this pressure. 

The Structural Effects of Technology and Goals 

Structural differences found among the three insti

tutions centered around two specific decision-making areas: 

a) decisions made about the treatment program, and 

b) decisions concerning changes in the prison program. In 

addition, observed transactions between the administration 

and staff support the notion that these institutioDs had 

quite different internal staff relations, specifically in 

the area of how authority relationships were utilized among 

the various o~ganizational components. 

From the treatment questionnaire and interviews with 

administrators, it was determined that there were different 

perceptions about who made the policy decisions concerning 

the treatment program at Traditional. Treatment staff 

indicated that they made treatment decisions while the 

administrators saw these decisions as a function of both 

the executive and the treatment staff. An examination of 

the treatment questionnaire suggests that administrative 

objectives may have an influence on the priority that the 

treatment staff listed as the major objectives at Tradition~ 

al which were: 
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1) " ... to assist the offender in becoming economically ef-. , 

ficient" and 2) to help inmates to become " ..• civically 

[sic] responsible.,,17 

Both of these objectives appear to be related to 

the custodial goals of keepin~ inmates busy by hard work 

18 and discipline than to the rehabilitative ideolo~y of 

providin~ therapy and education to chan~e inmates at ~ra

ditional (many who were described as havin~ psychiatric 

problems). Put another wa:', Traditional annears to be 

less concerned with inmate self-improvement and more con-

cerned with the needs of the institution. Ror examnle, the 

institutional brochure states that the classification pro-

cedure (conducted by treatment personnel) attempts to meet 

the "individual's needs insofar as possible within the 

structure and needs of the institution. ll (Italics mine.) 

Moreover, the brochure and top officials indicate that 

most inmates at Traditional cannot reform, which may ex

nlain the de-emphasis of school assignments at this insti-

tution. It is very unlikely that factory, custodial, and 

other unskilled labor will facilitate the two treatment 

objectives mentioned above by the Director of Treatment. 

On the other hand, these tasks may keep the climate "open 

and wholesome" bv keeping inmates bus;,. 

~he renuirements of organizational stability and 

control have resulted in a gradual abrogation of the 

executive's authoritv to other staf~ persons in the organi-
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zation. This is seen in the heavy reliance at Traditional 

on the prison's custodial staff who function as the major 

links of communication between the inmates and the 

warden's office,19 as well as being the control agents 

for the institution. The apparent power that the custodial 

staff has accrued can be seen in the pressure that was 

brought to bear on the administration and the parent organi-

zation to hire more officers at the institution. By organi-

zing as a union, their threat to strike has influenced 

Traditional's goals toward more custody and less treat-

mente In addition, their resistance to a major policy 

change (the hirin~ of minorities) has resulted in inter-

gr~up conflict which has been problematic for the adminis-

tration. Officer complaints have resulted in the firing 

of one New Careers trainee and letters of reprimand for 

others. 20 The influence of correctional officers on de-

cisions can also be seen in the direct and indirect manner 

in which disciplinary reports and behavior reports de-

termine the recommendations of counselors concerning in-

mate release. 

vlhile officers have a great deal of power at Tra

ditional, on the for~al level policy decisions are still 

said to be made at the top levels of administration which 

the staff is expected to follow. As one top official 

revealed, the staff at Traditional is obsessed with rank 

amon~ its personnel. Any decisions made at subordinate 
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levels are first sanctioned at higher levels of authority. 

The apparent result is a bureaucratic and highly centra-

lized structure. 

Trainin~ bears some similarity to Traditional in 

its concern for security and order amon~ inmates, but dif

fers in the effort put forth to approximate the institution's 

educational ~oals. In one sense, the staff tries to en

hance the self-imap:e of inmates by lahellinp.; them "students" 

and crovidinp them with a complete hi~h school curriculum. 

At the same time, this ima~e appears to be diluted hv nla

cin~ officers in the school as overseers to monitor inmate 

behavior. ~he emnhasis on enforcin~ pules has resulted in 

a structure that is similar to the nunitiveness seen at 

Traditional, althou~h there is some counter-balance from 

the educational aspect of its program. 

Information ~athered from the executive interview 

revealed that decisions about the overall internal func-

tionin~ and policies at Trainin~ are made by the Suoer-, .. 

intendent and the Assistant Superintendent. Treatment, 

part of the stated primary goal at this institution, is 

not the rna.! or focus of Trainin~' s prop;ram. Education, 

combine~ with security and discipline, appeared to he the 

actual ~oals pursued hy the staff. Official concern with 

security and discipline had an attenuatin~ inPluence on 

the effectiveness of the treatment staff. For example, 

the institutional brochure identifies the treatment staff 

___ ~ _____ ~ ______ Ji _ 
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as essential in the maintenance of security and discipline 

at Trainin~.2l 

In order to handle large numbers of offenders with 

similar ability, a routine method of operation and proces-

sinp; of inmates has developed over the years at Trainin~. 

However, chan~es in the inmate population (increasin~ num-

bers of less able inmates) has introduced problems in the 

school crop;ram. Notably, the school has resisted chanp;in~ 

its curriculum to accomodate the chan~in~ inmate popula-

tion. For examole, the Superintendent revealed that the 

treatment and teachin~ staff are in conflict over the 

classification of inmates. Teachers want inmates removed 

~rom their classes whom they feel ar~ not nrofitin~ from 

the educational pro~ram. Oounselors, on the other hand, 

refuse to reassign these inmates. They believe that the 

teachers need to invest more time and effort in tryin~ to 

work with inmates who are academically deficient. This con-

flict will more often than likely continue until the edu-

cational processinp; of inmates at Trainin~ becomes less 

routine and less bureaucratic in structure to accomodate a 

more heterop;eneous ahilitv-group inmate population. 

Rehah is the only institution in this study that 

came close to achievin~ con~ruence between its technolo~v, 

~oals, and structure. J;.n this facility, where fort:v two 

per cent of the staf~ have earned colle~e de~rees, where 

the goal is to rehabilitate youn~ offenders, and where the 

treatment staff makes most of the decisions about the 



treatment pro~ram, a colle~ial staff structure has emerged 

which permits flexibility for trying out new ideas to en

hance the total prORram. In fact, the interview data re

veals that shared advice in staff meetin~s and informal 

contacts between the administrator and staff members leads 

to most major decisions at the institution. Cooperation 

is also reflected in the lack of conflict hetween custodial 

and oro~essional staff members, resultin~ in the partici

nation of correctional officers in the treatment process. 

~oreover, the organization's flexibility allows the i~mates 

to develop internal controls and self-esteem by permittin~ 

self-~overnment and inmate participation in the institu

tion's policy decisions by means of a representative inmate 

council. In contrast to the other institutions, decentra

lization of authority was greatest at this institution. 

Summary 

While the stated goals of each institution were 

similar in the priority ass~~ned to them by their adminis

trators, one is reminded by Zald 22 that " .•. rehabilitation 

is a va~ue and difficult to establish criterion ••. " which 

too often makes the transformation hetween ideolo~v and 

or~anizational behavior an incomnlete task. The ~act that 1 

these institutions had different perceptions of inmates led 

them to select those technolo~ies they saw as most appro

priate for the type of inmates they had to work with. In 
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the maximum security institution, inmates were seen as a 

new type of orisoner who could not conform,therefore work 

and.discinline were the primary tasks of the institution. 

Hence, the ~oals of containment and stability resulted in 

a structure where authority relations were more vertical 

than horizontal. The medium security nrison saw in~ates 

in need of self-discinline skills and more education. To 

achieve this, it relied unon surveillance and education, 

resultin~ in an attemnt to achieve hoth custodv and treat-

ment Roals slmulta~eouslv. The result was that security 

~oals were more ~anifest and the resultin~ structures were 

more cent~alized than decentralized. The minimum institu

tion came closest to realizin~ congruence in its treatment 

and educational techniques, its rehabilitative Vooal, and 

the colle~ial nature of the staff decision-makin~ arran~e

mente The result was a ~ore open atmosnhere, where rela-

tions between inmates and staff were ohserved to be more 

con~enial than in conflict. 
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NOTES 

IThe conment was made in reference to mv ~uestion 
about the attitudes of the townsneople towards Blacks in 
this s~all community. Durinr, the data collection period 
(one week) we also found that there was a ~reat deal of 
curiosity about what our business was here. (We assumed 
their curiosity \laS because we \'lere 31acl':. since no Blacks 
live in this town.) 

20ne Black official who had lived in this town said 
it was the most racist experience he had ever had in a 
northern com~unity. 

3In our interview with one official, it was reported 
that White offi,':~rs resented the fact that the Black 
Trainees (who had traveled over fifty miles to work here) 
were usually late and nothin~ was bein~ done about this by 
the prison administrators. They felt that th~ prison rules 
were bein~ relaxed for the minorities. 

Ilseveral complaints by 1Je\'1 Careers people indicate 
that they have been mistal{en for inmates and "shaken ctO\m" 
by ~uards on ~he ~atc. This has caused a ~reat deal of 
r~sentment between the minorities and ~uurds (who refuse 
to admit them witllout identification even thou~h they see 
the~ daily). Mv source indicated that the ~uards have 
been told to watch their behavior tO~Rrds the trajnees, 
since th~y will be accountable for their actions. 

50ne Nm'l Careers trainee ViaS fired for "reports" of 
sleepin~ on the job. State employees at another lar~e in
stit~tion said that trainees were also ouittinr, after the 
six month probation period because many did not like workin~ 
in the prison system. 

6The recent order to integrate all classes racially 
has been resented by both Black and White school officials 
who find tllut this is difficult to do when one ~roup is 
not at the level of the other. Many Black inmates have 
been placed in inappropriate learninv, situations because 
of the administration's attempt to balance the races in 
class. This was one of the major problems at Rehab where 
Blacks outnumbered Whites. 

7Durin~ the data collection period, encounters were 
observed between White staff (teachers) and Black inmates. 
On one occasion, a Blacle inmate brou~ht us ice water and 
was severely reprimanded by the principal because he did 
not receive permission to r,et the water. The inmate said 
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that, he was only "bawled out ll because we \'lere Black and 
that White visitors received better treatment than we were 
being given during our visit. 

S There was a great deal of resentment by the teach-
ing staff who had to develop a remedial curriculum to ac
comodate some of the Black inmates who were sent to Train
ing. One White female data collector for this project said 
that complaints were being made to the RDC by teachers who 
were upset over the new policy to lower the academic re
quirements for admission to the institution. Moreover, 
the assistant superintendent reports that conflict between 
teachers and counselors have arisen over the issue of 
keeping students in classes who are having learning problems. 
The teachers want these stUdents out of these classes and 
reclassified elsewhere. 

9Complaints ~ preferential treatment given to 
Whites was common among the Black inmates at each facility. 
Many felt the officers VIere trying to "bust" them only be
cause they were aack. Their claim of discriminatory 
transfers was substantiated by one Blacle teacher who said 
that at Training, the Blacle inmate population was only 
forty seven per cent because Blacks are sent out more on 
disciplinaries. He said the Black population here should 
be more like sixty per cent. 

10It was not clear from the interview what treatment 
actually meant to the administrative staff. We were told 
of the importance of keepin~ the "lines of communication 
open" between staff and inmates, but there \'lere no indications 
that they had a therapeutic conception of treatment. 

llpreviOUsly detention at Grade I had been for ten 
days. The Deputy in charge of facilities changed this 
policy to seven days in 1972. 

12 In this study, one inmate was placed in seBregation 
for refusing to \'lork and spent over five months in isolation 
before being released. Several disciplinary dispositions 
had "rema in in segregation at inmate I s ov·,rn request II even 
though most of these cases had initially been placed under 
segregation for punitive reasons. 

13Due to the killing of a guard at one maximum se
curity prison in the system, guards at several institutions 
have been demanding more custody personnel. At Traditional 
g~ards threatened to strike in 1972 because they wanted 
more protection at the facility. As of December 1973, 
101 new positions were added throughout the system. 
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Seventeen w~re added to Traditional's staff of lq~ ~ivin~ 
them a total stren~th of 211 officers. ~hirty four new 
nosttions were added to the ei~hty four man custody force 
at Trainin~, hrin~fn~ their stren~th un to 118 officers. 

III One teacher at TraininR said he would not work in 
a settinp: like Rehab because there "wasn't enour;h securitv" 
(provided by ~uards). We were also cautioned to stay to
~ether at all times at Training unless we were accom~anied 
by a ~uard or male staff member. . 

15At Traditional it was easy to understand why New 
Careers people felt harassed by the ~uard on the ~ate. We 
had a similar experience with one ~uard (who had seen me 
at the institution with officials on at least four different 
occasions). This ~uard made us expose our hands each and 
every time \'Ie passed throu~h the p;ate. This hanpened at 
least six times in one hour. We had several telenhone calls 
to make this particular morninR. The booth was on the other 
side of the ~ate! On previous occasions when I had ~one 
to Traditional alone, this had never hanpened. Of more 
importance was the hostile attitude he exhibited towards us. 
On several occasions he and other officers referred to us 
as "r:als ll which t'le found an insult since we tllere official 
visitors to the institution. The concensus of all data 
collectors was that the experience at ~raditional was worse 
than any we had encountered durin~ the entire data collec
tion nrocess. 

16 Officials at Trainin~ jokinp;lv asked me if I were 
going "inside" 'Tlraditional. The" then told me nbout R 
female psvcholo~ist who was taken inside on one occasion 
but she was surrounded by an "armv of p:uards." Traditional's 
Deputy exnlained to me that no females are allowed inside 
the institution because most of the men had "nsychiatric" 
problems. L 

l7Quoted directly from the treatment questionnaire 
which listed the objectives of the Director of Treatment 
in rank-order. 

18 "Refusal to worle" and "poor Nork habits" were 
violations noted on a number of disciplinary reports amon~ 
the inmates assi~ned to Traditional. This appears to be 
related to the exir,encies of institutional maintenance, 
particularly at large, maximum security institutions which 
depend heavily on inmates for these services. 

19The Warden at Traditional explained that twelve 
years ago he ran the institution with the help of inmates 
who kept him informed of "rumblinp:s" amonp; the prisoners. 

Now with so many urban inmates, he relies more on his of
ficers to establish relationships with inmates to keep him 
informed. 

200ne administrator at Traditional was writin~ a 
letter of reprimand on one trainee on the day of our inter
view. He said that several officers had complained of the 
trainee sleeping on the job. (It was my impression that 
this individual was res~onding more to the pressure of the 
officers than to the trainee's infraction of the rules.) 
Furthermore, he explained that the two most pressing prob
lems facing the institution involved correctional officers: 
1) higher war,es, 2) demands for more custody staff - (the 
seventeen officers had not been added at the time of the 
interview. 

21Under the heading of Security, the following in
formation appears in the brochure: 

As a medium security institution, we rely basically 
on three areas to maintain security and discipline: 1) A 
select staff of custody and treatment people who advise, 
~uide and counsel. 2) Double cyclone fences with guard 
~owers placed at strategic points. 3) Small housin~ units 
so that adequate supervision is always available. 

22 zald , r~ayer, IIrl'he Correctional Institution for 
Juvenile Offenders: An Analysis of Or~anizational 'Charac
terlll in L. HazelriF?;p;'s Prison Hithin Society (New York: 
Anchor Books, 1968). 

-------------'------------------------~ 



CHAPTER V 

THE FINDINGS 

Insti tl.ltional Ad.iustment Outcomes 

There are two major orientations in the analysis of 

prison adjustment: psychological and sociological. Stud

ies in the former tradition have relied on intelligence and 

personality tests to determine the adjustment of inmates in 

the prison environment. Similar to studies in the latter 

tradition, this study is more concerned with the behavioral 

aspects of adjustment; that is, the institutional adjust

ment of inmates as determined by prison personnel. The im

portance of focusing on the institution's evaluation of ad

justment lies in the fact that this information becomes an 

important part of each inmate's official dossier; it can be 

used administratively for or against the inmate by prison 

staff, particularly in determining eligibility for parole. 

Thus, the question this section seeks to answer is to what 

extent do adjustment ratings disadvantage one racial group 

as opposed to another in prison? 

The adjustment of inmates in this study is based on 

the perceptions of various staff members (e.g. teachers, 

correctional officers) who have daily contact with inmates. 
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Their verbal and written reports are roughly sununt.l.11 ized by 

counselors into an overall adjustment rating which is re

corded in the Parole Eligibility Reports submitted to the 

parole board. 

The measure of adjustment used in the following 

analyses was taken from data recorded in these l~eports. 

Inmates were grouped into two categories based on these en

tries: Well adjusted (e.g. rated as excellent or good in 

adjustment by counselors), and Less well adjusted (e.g. 

rated as fair or poor in adjustment). Thes~ are the mea

sures that will be used to compare the adjustment outcomes 

of Blacks and Whites. 

Previous institutional comparisons have largely been 

confined to the analysis of adjustment relative to social 

correlates such as type of offense, previous work history, 

and the informal inmate social structure. In contrast, this 

3tudy has focused on race as a primary source of variation in 

the adjustment ratings of inmates. In the following analyses 

of adjustment outcomes, there were few statistically sig

nificant relationships fnund between race and adjustment 

ratings, However, just as statistical signifioance does not 

always indicate a meaningful relationship between variaoles, 

the lack of significance does not always indicate that a 

modest relationship is without some substantive interest. 

It is equally important ~o discuss those patterns t~at are 

consistent in the adjustment ratings of Blacks and Whites. 

-- ---- ---------------------------------------
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To get a true estimate of the adjustment of the Black 

and White populations of these institutions, a set of weights 

reflecting the racial composition of the three institutions 

under study was applied to the conditional probability of 

being rated well adjusted or less well adjusted by counselors, 

given confinement at different institutions and race. 

Table 11 shows a .5 percent difference in the ratings 

of Blacks and Whites in this sample. This seems to imply 

TABLE 11 

ADJUSTMENT BY RACE (WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Well Less Well 
Race Adjusted Adjusted N* 

Blacks 67.9% 32.1% 884.6 

Whites 68.4 31. 6 698.4 

Total 68.2 31. 8 1583.0 

*Based on the actual proportions of Blacks and Whites 
in each institution as of December 31, 1973: Rehab (N=190), 
Blacks (.54), Whites (.46); Training (N=638), Blacks (.48), 
Whites (.52); Traditional (N=756),Blacks (.63), Whites (.37). 
Cases with missing data on adjustment (n=134) were excluded 
from the analysis. 

that, in general, Blacks and Whites are rated almost identi

cally by prison counselors. Although the large amount of 

missing data raise some concern about the validity of these 

results, there is an equal amount of missing data (25 per

cent) for both races on adjustment. Moreover, it wil~ be 

shown in the analysis of parole outcomes that the majority 

of inmates (of both races) with missing data on adjustment 
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were released from prison. This suggests that these individ-

uals were probably considered well adjusted even though no 

entry to this effect was recorded in their personal files. 

Before exploring racial differences within institu-

tions, Table I? shows the overall ratings on adjustment at 

the three institutions. 

TABLE 12 

ADJUSTMENT BY INSTITUTION (WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Inst Well Adjusted Less Well Adjusted N* 
Rehab 62.5% 37.5% 189.6 
Training 78.1 21. 9 637.7 
Traditional 61.1 39.7 755.7 
Total 68.2 31. 8 1583.0 

*Excludes 68 cases at Rehab, 35 cases at Training, 
and 27 cases at Traditional with missing data on adjustment 
or institution. 

The data reveal that adjustment ratings differ b~ in-

stitution. Compared to the medium custody institution 

(Training), proportionately more inmates at the minimum (Re

hab) and maximum (Traditional) custody institutions are con

sidered less well adjusted by counselors. This is contrary 

to the assumption that inmates would become progressively 

maladjusted as one observes adjustment outcomes at institu

tions ranked on a treatment-custodial continuum. Further-

more, interviews with staff revealed no major differences in 

the philosophy and expectations of inmate adjustment among 
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counselors at the three institutions. Yet, in almost every 

analysis of this relationship, these data show that inmates 

at Rehab and Traditional are rated similarly on institutional 

adjustment. There are only two apparent similarities between 

Rehab and Traditional. First, inmates confined at these in

stitutions score lower on achievement tests than inmates at 

Tr~ning. Second, the inmate populations at Rehab and Tradi

tional are disproportionately Black. However, controls for 

these factors did nat change the pattern of average adjust

ment ratings among institutions. Organizational structure 

also must be ruled out as the primary source of variation 

here. A highly structured institution, which controls in

mates too rigidly, has about the same effect on inmate adjust

ment as an institution with less structure and fewer external 

controls. 

Furthermore, the relative deprivation of freedom for 

inmates at Rehab may approximate that experienced by inmates 

at Traditional. For example, inmates at ~ehab expressed a 

deep sense of frustration about being incarcerated, yet also 

being located very close to their home environment (the homes 

of many inmates were less than 75 miles from the institution). 

In addition, ~ehab inmates were allowed more home furloughs 

which, in effect, may have increased their dissatisfaction 

with the prisoner role, particularly upon returning to the 

institution afterhome visits. 

I 

! 
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It might be that in both the open and closed environ-

ments of minimum and maximum custody institutions, the capac-

ity of inmates to conform to institutional expectations is 

tested to a greater extent than at Training, where this pres

sure may be moderated by a correctional program which balances 

individual freedom within an environment structured for se-

cure confinement. Furthermore, expectations are clearer and 

more delineated at Training, so it is not surprising that a 

larger proportion of the inmate population is viewed as well 

adjusted. 

This phenomenon might also be explained by a combina

tion of three characteristics of the medium custody institu-

tion. First, Training is the "show place" of the Department 

of Corrections. Living conditions and the educational pro-

gram are superior at this institution compared to those at 

other institutions in the system. Interviews with various 

staff indicate that a higher status is conferred upon this 

institution (and the inmates a~signed here) by the highest 

levels of administration in the Department. In addition, in

terviews with inmates at the three institutions revealed 

that Training was by far considered the most desirable in-

stitution. 

Second, inmates who are academically qualified are 

selected for the program at Training. As noted earlier, 

~ualification is based on the results of IQ and achievement 
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tests given to all inmates at the RDC. Because inmates 

selected for Training generally score higher on these tests, 

they are considered to be intellectually superior to other 

inmates in the system. This is reflected jn the institution's 

emphasis on the student role of inmates: e.g. all inmates 

are assigned to a full (six to eight hour per day) educational 

program until requirements for the high school diploma 

are completed. Thus, there is an attempt to keep inmates 

academically productive which precludes idleness. In con-

trast, large proportions of the inmate population at Rehab 

and Traditional are engaged in unrewarding work or dual (work

school) assignments. Others have little or nothing to do for 

the better part of the day. 

Third, selectivity at Training may also result from 

a strict disciplinary transfer policy. It was noted in 

Chapter IV that misconduct is handled primarily by transfers 

at Training, while misconduct is dealt with by withdrawal of 

rewards at Rehab and by means of detention and segregation 

at Traditional. Although one might expect that there would 

b(") more or about the same l"ate of disciplinary transfers at 

Rehab and Training, transfers are, in fact, contrary to the 

ideology at the minimum custody institution. Moreover, of-

ficia1s revealed in interviews that there are more disciplinary 

transfers from T!:.ainiQ~ because rule infractions are more' 

detectable at this institution. For example, Rehab officials 
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know that inmates possess contraband (e.g. drugs, liquor) 

because the institution is open and rules are less rigid than 

at other institutions. Thus, inmates are able to conceal 

illicit items in wooded areas on the grounds or in their 

cabins without being apprehended. At Training, inmates have 

virtually no opportunity to conceal contraband in their rooms, 

nor on the well monitored grounds. Therefore, Training in-

mates are more likely to be apprehended when infractions 

occur. 

Transfers are also used as a means of social control 

at Training. Several counselors mentioned that one method 

of controlling inmate behavior was for staff to threaten to 

transfer uncooperative inmates to Traditional. Moreover, 

statements in school records suggest that teaching staff may, 

encourage the transfer of inmates who are uncooperative and 

who are also experiencing academic difficulty. The rationale 

for such transfers is that other institutions with work-re-

1ated programs would be more suitable for the inmate. This 

process may have the effect of screening out individuals who 

do not conform, while retaining those who do conform to in-

stitutiona1 expectations. 

It can be speculated that the net effect of this sec-

ondary screening process, combined with a stimulating educa-

tiona1 program and the notion of being confined at the "best" 

facility in the state, could interact to produce the compar-

ative adjustment differences shown between Training and the 

other institutions. 
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In Table 13, racial comparisons of adjustment are 

made for the populations at each institution. 

TABLE 13 

ADJUSTMENT BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Institution 

Rehab 
~2 = 1. 3 
p = .26 

Training 

X2 = .18 
p = .67 

Traditional 

X2 
= .22 

P - .64 

Race 

Black 
White 

Black 
White 

Black 
White 

Well Adjusted 

67.2% 
56.9 

76.6 
79.5 

62.5 
58.8 

Less 
Well Adjusted 

32.8% 
43.1 

23.4 
20.5 

37·5 
41.2 

N* 

64 
51 

64 
78 

88 
68 

*Exc1udes 68 cases at Rehab, 35 cases at Training 
and 27 cases at Traditional with missing data on adjustment. 

The first thing that is noticeable in this table is 

that the earlier pattern (in Table 12) is repreated in the 

differences between institutions for each race: Rehab and 

Traditional inmates are rated similarly and both are rated 

lower on adjustment than Training inmates. Second, while 

adjustment differences between races are small, at Rehab and 

Traditional proportionally more Blacks than Whites appear to 

conform to institutional expectations of adjustment. In 

contrast, at Training, both races appear to be better adjusted 

than their counterparts at the other institutions and rela

tively more Whites than Blacks are rated well adjusted. 
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Misconduct Reports 

An obvious correlate of adjustment is the number of 

misconduct reports ("write ups," "tickets") that are accrued 

by inmates during incarceration. A large number of inmates 

(141) in this sample had no reports of misconduct in their 

files. Of the 272 inmates who had accumulated disciplinary 

reports, the majority (147) had one or two "write ups" issued 

during the time they served in prison. The remaining 125 

inmates had received thr.ee or more misconduct reports. 

Table 14 shows that except for ~ehab, the number of 

misconduct reports appear to be clearly related to adjustment 

ratings within institutions. However, it is important to 

note that misconduct behavior is more than likely incorporated 

into adjustment ratings. If this is the case, then we may 

be examining a tautological relation between these variables, 

particularly at Training and Traditional. There is no rea

sonable explanation for the peculiar results at Rehab, except 

that inmates at this institution were often written up for 

trivial offenses such as "wasting food" or "in shower too 

early." lYjinor infractions of this sort were not apparent 

in the disciplinary reports at the other institutions. Since 

adjustment ratings to some extent influence parole decisions 

(see Table 42), perhaps counselors do not consider such triv

ial offenses as important to the adjustment of prisoners at 

Rehab. 



TABLE 14 

ADJUSTMENT BY NUMBER OF MISCONDUCT REPORTS, RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Less 
X2 Inst/Race/Number of Reports Well Adjusted Well Adjusted N* 2 

REHAB 
Blacks 
0 62.5% 37.5% 16 .65 >.5 
1-2 72.4 27.6 29 
3 or more 63.2 36.8 19 
Total 67.2 32.8 64 

Whites 
0 52.3 47.7 21 .51 >.5 
1-2 63.2 36.8 19 
3 or more 54.5 45.5 11 )-I 

Total 56.9 43.1 51 0 
U1 

TRAINING 
Blacks 
0 96.9 3.1 33 16.7 <.01 
1-2 61.1 38.9 18 
3 or more 46.2 53.8 13 
'J1otal 76.6 23.4 64 

Vihites 
0 90.2 9.8 41 7.19 <.05 
1-2 71.4 28.6 28 
3 or more 55.5 44.4 9 
Total 79.5 20:5 78 

------ ------ ----------------- - ------



TABLE 14--continued 

Less 
X2 Inst/Race/Number of Re20rts Well Adjusted Well Adjusted N* 2 

TRADITIONAL 
Blacks 
0 91.6% 8.4% 12 17.06 <.01 
1-2 84.6 15.4 26 
3 or more 44.0 56.0 50 
Total 62.5 37.5 88 

Whites 
-0-- 88.8 11. 2 18 10.49 <.01 
1-2 55.6 44.4 27 f-! 
3 or more 39.1 60.9 23 0 

Total 58.8 41.2 68 0\ 

*Exc1udes 134 cases with missing data on adjustment. 
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Table 15 compares the races within institutions and 

t f Table ~lLI. is merely a re-arrangemen 0 ' Again, the results 

TABLE 15 

PERCENT WELL ADJUSTED BY RACE, INSTITUTION 
AND NUMBER OF MISCONDUCT REPORTS 

Number of Misconduct Reports 

Inst/Race None 1-2 3 or more Total 

REHAB 
Black 62.5%(10) 72. LI%(21) 63.2%(21) 67.2%(43) 
\'Ihite 52.3 (11) 63.2 (12) 54.5 ( 6) 56.9 (29) 

TRAINING 
Black 96.9 (32) 61.1 (11) 46.2 ( 6) 76.6 ( 49) 
White 90.2 (37) 71. 4 (20) 55.5 ( 5) 79.5 (62) 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 91.6 (11) 84.6 (22) 44.0 (22) 62.5 (55) 
White 88.8 (16) 55.6 (15) 39.1 ( 9) 58.8 (LIO) 

N* 

64 
51 

64 
78 

88 
68 

*Excludes 134 cases with missing data on adjustment/ 
misconduct reports. 

are peculiar at ~ehab but the pattern is the same for both 

races: the difference between the proportions of Whites and 

Blacks rated well adjusted is the same at every level of mis

conduct. At the other institutions, the response of adjust

ment ratings to misconduct is monotonic: e.g. the percent 

well adjusted declines as the number of misconduct reports 

increase for both races. 

At Training, differences between the races are not con-

sistent with the expectation that more Whites than Blacks 

would be rated well adjusted at each level of misconduct, 
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since over all" more Whites are rated well at this institu-
, '~ 

tion. Instead, Blacks appear to be slightly better adjusted 

than Whites among inmates with no misconduct reports in their 

files. 

The relation between write-ups and adjustment differs 

for the races at Trad;tional. For White inmates, the first 

and second misconduct ~eports have a large effect and the 

third and subsequent r~ports have a small affect on adjust

ment. In contrast, the· fil-'st and second misconduct reports 

have a small effect on the adjustment of Blacks, while three 

or more reports have a g~eater effect on their adjustment. 

These data sugges~ that the higher rate of inmates 

rated well adjusted at Trnining compared to the other insti

tutions may be due to the lower level of misconduct reports 

accrued by inmates at this institution (see Table IV in the 

Appendix). Since, it was noted that Tra~ning transfers more 

inmates than the other facilities, the difference in the,ad

justment ratings between the races may be related to this 

screening-out process. One staff member said that the reason 

more Blacks were not confined at Training was because Blacks 

were transferred out at a higher rate than Whites on miscon

duct charges (many ''1hich were considered to be "trumped up" 

or trivial by this informant). It is not clear from these 

data whether Blacks break more rules or whether for the same 

level of misconduct, Blacks are more likely than Whites to be 

transferred out. When asked about the differential rate of 
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misconduct accrued by the two racial groups, one high level 

official at the institution stated that the rate at which 

Blacks receive misconduct reports is much higher than the 

rate for Whites. These data do not permit a resolution of 

the question of whether the higher rate of misconduct is due 

to the racism of personnel or to the assumption that Blacks 

misbehave more than Whites in prison; this is a concern for 

further research. 

Prior Juvenile History and Prior School Adjustment 

Two background characteristics are considered to be 

important in the adjustment of first offenders in adult in-

stitutions: the juvenile correctional history of inmates 

and t~eir previous adjustment in school (as determined from 

primary and secondary school record~). These variables are 

clearly more independent from adjustment than those previously 

examined, and are considered by officiais at these institu-

tions to have predictive value for the adjustment of inmates 

to prison and for their appropriate placement in programs at 

the institutions. 

Wolfgang1 reasoned that the prior experience of ad-

justing to the institutional routine of living and associ-

ating with other inmates might aid the inmates adjustment to 

a similar subsequent experience. His firidings for a small 

sample of serious offenders (4~ murderers) with prior penal 

experience confirmed this hypothesis. Wolfgang's hypothesis 
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may also apply to first offenders with prior juvenile records. 

Table 16 shows that the proportion of Whites with ju-

venile records increases with the severity of custody, as 

one would expect, however there is no relation for Blacks. 

TABLE 16 

PRIOR JUVENILE HISTORY BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Inst/Race 
REHAB 

Black 
White 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
White 

No Prior History 

64.0% 
68.8 

X2 = 45 p 

71. 8 
63.5 

X2 = 1.3p 

70.5 
56.8 

X2 = 3.6 p 

Prior History 

36.0% 
31. 2 

= .50 

28.2 
36.5 

= .25 

29.5 
43.2 

= .05 

N* 

100 
77 

78 
96 

95 
81 

*Excludes 20 cases with MD on prior Juvenile history. 

In Table 17, there is a clear relation between prior 

confinement and adjustment for White inmates: those with no 

prior record of confinement are better adjusted than those. 

with prior juvenile confinement. 

There are two patterns of effect of prior juvenile 

confinement on adjustment ratings that emerge in Table 17. 

First, there is no support for Wolfgang's conclusion that 

prior institutional experience facilitates adjustment: e.g. 



Institution and 
Juvenile History 

REHAB 
No record 
Prior history 

TRAINING 
No record 
Prior history 

TRADITIONAL 
No record 
Prior history 

TABLE 17 

PERCENT WELL-ADJUSTED BY INSTITUTION, RACE, 
AND JUVENILE HISTORY 

Percent Well-adjusted 

Blacks Whites 

65.9 68.8 
68.2 43.8 

76.2 84.3 
80.0 70.4 

66.7 71.1 
56.0 44.8 

Bases for Percentages* 

Blacks Whites 

41 32 
22 16 

42 51 
20 27 

57 38 
25 29 

*Excludes 71 cases at Rehab, 39 cases at Training 
with missing data on adjustment or juvenile history. 

and 35 ,cases at Traditional 

I-' 
I-' 
I-' 
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only among Blacl{s at Rehab and Training are those with penal 

experience as juveniles, more likely to be well adjusted 

than those without and these differences are not significant 

(one-tailed test); in the remaining intra-race, intra-insti

tutional comparisons, those without prior experience are 

significantly more likely to be rated well adjusted than those 

with experience. A plausible explanation for the difference 

2 between these results and Wolfgang's is suggested by Street 

who contends that there are basic differences between juvenile 

and adult correctional organizations. One important differ

ence relevant for this finding is that the length of stay is 

relatively shorter in juvenile institutions than in adult in

stitutions. This shorter period of confinement may preclude 

acclimation to institutional living for juveniles, thus hav

ing less effect on their later adjustment in adult correc-

tional agencies. 

Second, in every case juvenile history makes more dif

ference for the adjustment of Whites than Blacks. Therefore, 

in addition to institutional differences, there is an effect 

of prior history for Whites, but not for Blacks. The dif

ferential handling of Black and White youths may partially 

explain these results. Studies of delinqUents 3 have shown 

that Black and White youths are treated similarly for serious 

offenses, however the disposition of minor offenses is handled 

quite differently for the races. Blacks youths are more often 

stopped and questioned by police, are younger at the time of 
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their first appearance in court .and detention, and are more 

often referred to court for less serious offenses than Whites. 

This indiscriminant handling of Black youths results in larger 

proportions of the Black population who are socialized into 

institutions and who share this experience with other Blacks 

in the community. Thus, one would expect less variation among 

Blacks than Whites with different juvenile backgrounds since 

Blacks have access to a larger pool of information about how 

correctional systems operate prior to a first conviction to 

prison. 

The effect of the second background variable, prior 

school adjustment, is shown in Table 18. The data clearly 

show that prior school adjustment makes more difference for 

the adjustment ratings of Whites than for Blacks in adult 

institutions. For example, within-race comparisons show that 

differences between Blacks with varying reports of school ad

justment range from 1.4 percent at Rehab to 15.1 percent at 

Traditional. Differences between similar groups of Whites 

range from 19.7 to 42.0 percent at Training and Rehab, re-

spectively. 

When one compares Blacks and Whites (by re-arranging 

the table), there are no important differences in the adjust

ment ratings of those inmates who were previously considered 

well adjusted by school officials. Among inmates who were 

behavior problems, Blacks ~re more often rated well adjusted 
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TABLE 18 

ADJUSTMENT BY SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT, RACE, 
AND INSTITUTION 

Inst/Race/School Adj. Well Adjusted 
REHAB 

Not Well Adjusted N* 

Blacks 
School adj. good 
School adj. poor 

62.5% 
61.1 

37.5% 24 
38.9 18 

x2 
= .08 p = .92 (Fisher's Exact = 

Whites 
School adj. good 
School adj. poor 

70.6 
28.6 

29.4 
71. 4 

x2 
= 5.4 p = .02 (Fisher's Exact = 

TRAINING 
Blacks 
School 
School 

adj. good 73.3 
adj. poor 68.8 

x2 = .10 Fisher's Exact = 
Whites 
School adj. good 
School adj. poor 

83.3 
63.6 

x2 
= 2.6 Fisher's Exact = 

rrRADITIONAL 
Blacks 
School adj. good 
School adj. poor 

64.5 
69.6 

26.7 
31. 2 

.49 

16.7 
36.4 

.09 

35.5 
30.4 

x2 = 1.5 Fisher's Exact = .46 

Whites 
School adj. good 
School adj. poor 

73.9 
42.9 

26.1 
57.1 

x2 = 3.6 Fisher's Exact = .06 

.58) 

.02) 

17 
14 

30 
16 

30 
22 

31 
23 

23 
14 

*Excludes 285 cases with missing data on adjustment 
and/or school adjustment. 
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in prison than Whites. While the pattern of the relation is 

similar at Training, differences are larger at Rehab (32.5 

percent) and Traditional (26.7 percent). However, none of 

the relations are significant. 

Both "school adjustment" and "prior juvenile history" 

have revealed peculiar differences in their effect on Black 

and White adjustment. As noted earlier these variables most 

likely do not describe the behavior of Blacks and Whites in 

the same terms. One might conclude that they are not valid 

descriptions of the biographies of inmates with different 

empirical referents for the two races. Thus, White inmates 

with unfavorable records of school adjustment appear to mani-

fest similar patterns of behavior as adults, while the indis-

criminate reporting of school adjustment for Blacks is a mean-

ingless predictor for adult adjustment. 

Previous studies have considered two additional vari-

ables as important to the adjustment of inmates: time served 

in prison and family contact. 4 Because we lacked sufficient 

cases that indicated the inmate's adjustment at the time of 

entry into these institutions (and at other points in time 

during incarceration), valid inferences could not be made 

from these data about temporal shifts in adjustment. Further-

more, while both variables had large amounts of missing data, 

over fifty percent of the data are missing on the family con

tact variable at each institution (see Table III in Appendix). 

These deficiencies, in addition to the considerable amount 
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of mj,ssing data on adjustment precluded a productive analysis 

of the relation between these variables and adjustment in 

this study. 

A final examination of adjustment differences was made 

using multiple classification analysis. Tables 19 and 20 show 

that with the exception of misconduct reports, adjustment 

ratings are not strongly related to any of variables examined 

in thi~ investigation. This is true for both definitions 

of adjustment shown in the table. Moreover, we attempted 

to determine what the expected outcomes of Blacks would be if 

Black and White adjustment is assessed in exactly the same 

way. Table 21 reveals that, given the characteristics exam-

ined, we would expect more Whites than Blacks to be rated 

well adjusted--exactly 7.9 percent more Whites (51.9-44.0 per

cent). However, the effect of race on adjustment results in 

about equal proportions of both T'aces being rated well 

adjusted by counselors. Thus, there is little evidence from 

these data that counselors rate inmates differentially on 

the basis of puce. If anything, it appears that they rate 

Blacks better adjusted than Whites in prison. 

Summary 

It appears from these data that there is little support 

for the proposition that race is associated with the adjust-

ment ratings of f'J rst offenders in prison. However, there are 

differences in the average adjustment ratings at various 



TABLE 19 

PERCENT WELL ADJUSTED BY SELECTED INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES, USING MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Definition A* Definition B* 
Adjusted Adjusted 

Independent Variables Mean Mean N Mean Mean N 
Institution: Rehab. 43.4% 39.2% 143 6LI.6% 60.7% 96 

Training 62.6 59·9 139 79.8 74.7 109 
Traditional 49.3 55·7 150 57.8 65.2 128 

School Adj.: No report 50.3% 51.1% 195 68.5% 67.4% 143 
Good 54.9 53.0 142 69.0 69.6 113 
Poor 49.5 50.5 95 61. 0 60.9 77 I-l 

I-l 
~ 

Juvenile History: N.A. ** ** 6 ** ** 5 
None 54.4% 54.1% 283 71. 3% 70.8% 216 
Some 47.5 4B.4 143 60.7 62.1 112 

Type of Offense: Least serious ** ** 11 ** ** 7 
Moderate 51. 7% 52.5% 292 67.7% 68.3% 223 
Most serious 51.2 49.7 129 64.1 63.8 103 

Time Served: 1-1B Months 52.6% 54.9% 285 66.7% 69.8% 225 
19-36 Months 49.7 45.2 147 67.6 63.4 loB 

Misconduct: None 58.4% 60.9% 149 80.6% 81. 5% loB 
1-2 57.6 57·9 151 75.0 74.4 116 
3-4 50.8 51. 2 63 60.4 62.5 53 
5-6 2B.1 22.4 32 34.6 31. 7 26 
7+ 21. 6 14.6 37 26.7 24.4 30 
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TABLE 19--Continued 

De,nini tion A* 

Adjusted 
Independent Variables Mean Mean 
Race: Black 51. 3% 55.0% 

White 51. 9 48.0 

Total 51. 6% 51. 6% 

N Mean 
224 65.3% 
208 68.7 

432 67.0~~ 

Definition B* 
Ad.justed 

Mean 
70.2% 
63.4 

67.0% 

N 

176 
157 

333 

Note: This table is based on the 432 cases having data on parole outcome and total time 
in prison, but excluding 10 cases who served more than 36 months in prison. 

*Definition A: Well Adjusted is that fraction of all 432 prisoners (including 99 
who are not rated) who are rated ll well adjusted. 1t 

Definition B: Well Adjusted = well adjusted/(well adjusted + poorly adjusted). 

**Too few cases. 



TABLE 20 

PERCENT WELL ADJUSTED* BY RACE BY SELECTED INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES, USING MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Black White 
Adjusted Adjusted 

Independent Variables ~1ean Mean N Mean Mean N 
Institution: Rehab. 67.3% 63.6% 55 61.0% 57.0% 41 

Training 75.5 68.1 49 83.3 79·1 60 
Traditional 56.9 64.6 72 58.9 66.4 56 

School Adj.: No report 69.4% 71. 3% 72 67.6% 70.6% 71 
G00d 61. 7 61. 0 60 77.4 73.2 53 I-l 
Poor 63.6 61.4 44 57.6 57.8 33 I-l 

\0 

Juvenile History: N.A. ** ** 3 ** ** 2 
None 67.5% 66.3% 117 75.8% 76.0% 99 
Some 62.5 65.4 56 58.9 58.7 56 

Type of Offense: Least serious ** ** 5 ** ** 2 
Moderatp. 67.5% 68.7% 117 67.9% 66.9% 106 
Most serious 59.3 58.4 54 69.4 71. 7 49 

Time Served: 1-18 months 66.7% 71.1% 120 66.7% 68.6% 105 
19-36 months . 62.5 52.8 56 73.1 69.3 52 

Misconduct: None 84.4% 86.1% 45 77.8% 77.6% 63 
1-2 78.0 79.5 59 71. 9 70.8 57 
3-4 58.6 60.5 29 62.5 62.7 24 
5-6 33.3 26.9 18 {23. 1 28.6 13 7+ 32.0 27.7 25 



TABLE 20--Continued 

Black White 
Adjusted Adjusted 

Independent Variables Mean Mean N Mean Mean N 
Total 65.3% 65.3% 176 68.8% 68.8% 157 

Note: This table is based on the 333 cases having data on parole outcome and total time 
in prison, but excluding 10 cases who served more than 36 months in prison and 99 
cases who were not rated on institutional adjustment. 

*Definition B used; well adjusted/(well adjusted + poorly adjusted). 

**Too few cases. 
I-' 
i\) 

o 



TABLE 21 

EXPECTED VS. ACTUAL PROPORTIONS RATED vJELL ADJUSTED BY RACE, 
STANDARDIZED FOR SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF INMATES* 

Race and 
Expected vs. Actual 

Adjustment Probability 

Blacks 
Expected 
Actual 

Whites 
Expected 
Actual 

Definition A** Definition B** 

Per cent We 11~A,-"d..O;!.j...;.u.:..:s;...;;t...;.e...;.d.:....-. _____ -..:P....:e...;.r....:c:...;:e:...:.n:....:t:-....;.W;....:e:..;::;1:;.::1~A:..:d.;..!Oj...;;u:..:s:...;:t:...;;e:...;;d:-.-

44.0% 
51. 3 

51. 9 
51.9 

58.1% 
65.3 

68.8 
68.8 

Note: This table is based on the 1\32 cases having data on parole outcome and total time 
in prj.son, but excluding 10 cases who served more than 36 months in prison. 

*These proportions are based on the selected characteristics in Table 20. 

**For definition A and B see Table 19. 
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institutions and in the relation between adjustment and other 

variables for Blacks and Whites within these institutions. 

In general, inmates at the medium custody institution 

are rated well adjusted at a higher rate than inmates at the 

minimum and maximum custody institutions, but differences 

are small and not always consistent. 

There are weak tendencies in the data suggesting that 

more Blacks than Whites are rated well adjusted at the mini

mum and maximum custody institutions, while more Whites than 

Blacks are rated well adjusted at the medium custody insti

tution. These patterns must be considered with caution by 

the reader due to the large amounts of missing data on ad

justment and because for the most part, differences are non

significant. 

The study was able to shed a bit of light on the type 

of inmates that adjust to prison. For White inmates, pre

vious experiences in juvenile institutions appear to be det

rimental to adjustment to prison, while for Black inmates 

prior juvenile confinement makes little difference in adjust

ment: they are as well adjusted as Whites with no prior 

record. Similarly, Whites who are labelled poorly adjusted 

in public school are less likely to be rated well adjusted 

in prison than are Whites who are labelled well adjusted in 

school. There is no relation for Blacks, whose prison ad

justment levels decline slightly below those of Whites who 

are well adjusted in public school. 
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Whatever the social processes that subsume school 

adjustment and juvenile records, they are less discriminating 

for Blacks than they are for Whites. White inmates with un

favorable juvenile biographies (as reported in records) con

tinue as adults to display maladaptive behavior, while any 

Black is as likely to get an unfavorable juvenile record (or 

reported maladjustment in school) as any other Black, whether 

or not the individual is in fact maladjusted. Thus the 

presence of an unfavorable juvenile biographical record is 

less predictive of future behavior for Blacks in prison. It 

is very likely that these results reflect earlier socializa

tion of Blacks to institutions. 

There is a strong relation between misconduct reports 

and adjustment ratings at the medium and maximum custody in

stitutions, and it is similar for the races at each institu

tion: the more misconduct reports accrued, the less likely 

one is rated well adjusted. There is no relation between 

misconduct and adjustment for either race at the minimum 

custody institution. This may be explained by the trivial 

offenses for which misconduct reports are written at this 

institution. 

With the exception of misconduct reports, multiple 

classification analysis indicates that adjustment ratings 

are not strongly related to any of the variables examined in 

this investigation. Therefore, to the extent that further 
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decisions are based on adjustment, they will not be a reflec

tion of those variables examined in the foregoing analysis. 

Parole Recommendation Outcomes 

The recommendations of prison counselors are said to 

play an important role in the outcomes of the parole review 

process. Prior to all parole hearings, counselors in this 

state prepare a Parole Eligibility Report (PER) which sum

marizes the institution's evaluation of the correctional 

progress of each inmate from information in the inmate's 

personal record. A recommendation is generally included in 

the PER which is submitted to the parole board. Most recom

mendations fall into the following categories: highly recom

mended; recommended; and not recommended for parole. Oc

casionally, counselors do not submit a recommendation to the 

board. It is not certain whether these omissions are in

tentional or an oversight by counselors. However, it is cer

tain that these omissions are not due to clerical errors in 

the recording process. 

Because only a small proportion of the inmates in this 

sample were highly recommended for parole, these inmates 

were combined with inmates who were "recommended" into a 

single category for analysis purposes. Thus, in the fol

lowing analyses, parole recommendations are represented by 

the following categories; parole; no recommendation; and 

no parole. 
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Information from the PERs and interviews with staff 

indicated that different parole recommendations resulted 

from a combination of factors: general adjustment (to in

clude adjustment to peers, staff, and institutional regula

tions); type of offense; progress in school; work habits; 

and participation in self-help programs (e.g. Alcoholics 

Anonymous). In addition, information in the PERs indicate 

that counselors often relied on the background history re

corded in each inmate's file in order to make an overall 

judgement about the inmate's character. 

This suggests that background characteristics may also 

be important in justifying or arriving at recommendations 

that are submitted to the parole board. Unfortunately, the 

unsystematic recording and questionable validity of school, 

work, and activities data preclude the use of these factors 

in the analysis of parole recommendations. Usually, such 

factors have some influence on counselor recommendations. 

However, the counselors at these institutions indicate that 

they are aware ~hat discrepant or manipulated data can easily 

be entered into an inmate's record, and therefore, most de

cisions are based on the counselor's knowledge of an inmate's 

progress and/or staff reports in the file. Thus, it is ~ot 

believed that the exclusion of these factors ca'st dispar

agement on the findings since they apparently have little or 

no impact on counselors' decisions in this study. Further

more, consistencies in the data do support certain conclusions 
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about the relationship between race and parole recommendations. 

One of these is that differences in race produce differences 

in the parole recommendations for inmates. 

Table 22 presents the weighted distributions of parole 

recommendations for both rqces in the first Parole Eligibility 

TABLE 22 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY RACE (WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Race Not Recommended No Recommendation Recommended 
Black 
White 

Total 

22.8% 
15.6 

19.2 

10.6% 
4.9 

8.2 

66.9% 
79.5 

72.4 

N* 
884.6 
698.4 

1583.0 

*Excludes 42 cases with missing data on parole recom
mendation. 

Report (PER). These estimates are based on the actual racial 

composition of these institutions (see Table 11). 

The results show that more Blacks are recommended for 

no parole or given no recommendation, while more Whites are 

recommended for parole by counselors. However, these dif-

ferences may reflect variations in the recommendation prac-

tices of counselors or institutions. The utilization of 

sanction structures, which vary according to correctional 

ideologies, may result in different probabilities for parole 

at different institutions. Table 23 reveals counselors' rec-

ommendations at these institutions. 

The findings reveal that the greatest proportion of 

inmates are not recommended (or given no recommendation) at 
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Traditional, followed by Training and Rehab; the direction 

is reversed for inmates who are recommended. The latter find-

ing is consistent with the notion that the organizational 

respon~e to parole eligibility would follow the rehabilita

tive custodial continuum (e.g. Traditional (custodial) and 

Rehab (treatment) approximating the extreme poles on the con

tinuum). 

Inst. 

Rehab 
Training 
Traditional 

TABLE 23 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATIONS BY INSTITUTION 
(WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

No Parole No Rec. Parole 

13.9% 2.9% 83.2% 
18.5 7.6 73.9 
21.8 9.9 68.3 

N* 
189.6 

637.7 

755.7 

*Excludes 42 cases with missing data on parole recom-
mendation. 

Even though parole eligibility is, in theory, a re

habilitative decision,5 research has found that parole eli-

gibility may be manipulated by custody staff as a control 

sanction, particularly in custodial institutions. 6 

Table 24 shows how the parole recommendations of Blacks 

and Whites are distributed at the institutions. More White 

inmates are not recommended at Training than at either Rehab 

or Traditional. The same U-shaped pattern is manifested when 

Black and White recommendations are compared. More Blacks 

than Whites are recommended for no parole at Rehab and 
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Traditional, while more Whites are recommended for no parole 

at Training. However, the de.ta also show that more Whites 

are recommended for parole at all institutions, but only at 

Traditional are the differences likely not a sampling error. 

TABLE 24 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Institution 
REHAB 

TRAINING 

TRADITIONAL 

Race 
Black 
White 

Black 
White 

Black 
White 

No Recom-
No Parole mendation 
14. LI% 3.1% 
11. 8 2.6 

X2 = .29 p = .86 

17.8 11. 0 
19.1 4.5 

x2 = 2.4 p = .29 

27.2 12.0 
12.8 6. LI 

X2 
= 8.0 p = .02 

Parole 

82.5% 
85.5 

71.2 
76.4 

60.9 
80.8 

N* 

97 
76 

73 
89 

92 
78 

*Excludes 12 Rehab cases, 16 Training cases, and 14 
cases from Traditional with missing data on parole recommend
ation. 

The Effect of Adjustment 

In the preceding section, it was found that there was 

no significant difference between the adjustment ratings of 

Blacks and Whites. Since institutional adjustment ratings 

partially determine parole recommendations, differences in 

counselors' recommendations should reflect the differences 

observed in institutional adjustment. 
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Exrept for the maladjusted category, Table 25 shows 

that there is little difference in the recommendations for 

the races at Rehab. At Trail1ing, there is a T'elation between 

adjustment and recommendation for Blacks and a somewhat weaker 

relation for Whites, although the case bases makes these re

lations nonsigificant. However, the nature of the relations 

is such that while well adjusted Blacks and Whites are recom-

mended at about the same: rate, maladj usted Will tes ape more 

likely to be recommended than maladjusted Blacks. Thus, there 

is a slight overall advantage of Whites over Blacks with re-

spect to recommendations at this institution. At Traditional, 

we ~galn find a strong ~elation between adjustment and rec-

ommendatton for Blacks than for Whites. In addjtion, Whites 

are more likely to be recommended regardless of their adjust

ment. At this institution, there is a marked difference be-

tween the overall chances of Whites and Blacks to receive a 

recommendation for parole. 

These findings do not ,;oincide with the notion that 

differences in adjustment ",ould pt'oduce Rim1lar differences 

in counselors' recomnll:mdations, particularly amone; malad,i usted 

inmates. It now appears that as counselors are required to 

make important deciSions about an inmate's actual r~lease 

from custody, they are more likely to judge Blacks unfavorably 

compared to Whites. Thus, one wonders if institutional ad

justment ratings represent an objective assessment of the 

inmate's adjustment or whether they represent haphazard rec

ord keeping by counselors. Moreover, these findings raise 



TABLE 25 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY ADJUSTMENT, RACE, AND INSTITUTION 

Inst/Race/Adjustment No Parole No Recommendations Parole N* 2 
X 12 

REHAB 
Blacks 
Well Adjusted 17.1% 2.4% 80.5% 41 .32 >.05 
Less Well Adjusted 14.3 4.8 81. 0 21 
Total 16.2 3.2 80.6 62 

Whites 
Well Adjusted 14.8 85.2 27 2.5 >.05 
Less Well Adjusted 4.5 4.5 90.2 22 f-J 

Total 10.2 2.0 87.8 49 w 
0 

TRAINING 

Blacks 
Well Adjusted 10.9 8.5 80.9 47 9.9 <.01 
Less Well Adjusted 46.2 15.4 38.5 13 
Total 18.3 10.0 71.7 60 

Whites 
Well Adjusted 16.7 3.3 80.0 60 4.8 >.05 
Less Well Adjusted 41.7 8.3 50.0 12 
Total 20.5 4.5 75·0 72 

TRADITIONAL 
Blacks 
Well Adjusted 15.4 13.5 71.2 52 10.7 <.01 
Less Well Adjusted 50.0 7.1 42.9 28 
Total 30.4 11. 3 58.3 80 



Inst/Race/Adjustment 

Whites 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adjusted 
Total 

No Parole 

13.5% 
7.4 

10.9 

TABLE 25--0ontinued 

No Recommendations 

2.7% 
14.8 

7.8 

*Excludes 72 cases at Rehab, 39 cases at Training 
with missing data on adjustment/parole recommendation. 

Parole N* x2 p 

83.8% 37 3.5 >.05 
77.8 27 
81.3 64 

and 37 cases at Traditional 

~~-- ---~---

I-' 
W 
I-' 
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the question of whether certain aspects of the inmates char

acter are emphasized at "PER" time, dependi,ng on how. well 

the inmate has "shaped up" by the time his case comes up for 

parole review. Since the measure of adjustment used in this 

analysis comes primarily from the PERs submitted to the pa

role board, it seems that Blacks are more severely penalized 

than Whites who are maladjusted at Traditional. 

The complexity of the relationship between race and 

recommendations at Training appears to be related to the 

difference between the races in the "no recommendation" cat

egory as shown in Table 25. It appears that Training's 

counselors write fewer definit~ recommendations for Black 

inmates in the PERs than for White inmates. This same table 

shows that the proportions of inmates with no definite rec

ommendation for parole increases as custody increases for 

both races, although disproportionately for Black inmates. 

The differences between institutions might be ex

plained by the inmate-counselor ratios at these institutions. 

Compared to B.ehab, the inmate-counselor ratios are much 

higher at Training and Traditional. The exigencies at these 

institutions result in more paper processing activity per 

counselor, and less contact betHeen inmates and counselors. 

Consequently, counselors may often be required to write PERs for 

inmates whom they scarcely know. Statements such as "I haven't 

met this resident" or III've only seen this man once" appear 

more frequently in the PERs from Training and Traditional than 
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in reports from B.ehab. (These comments are in addition to 

the fact that the counselor may write "no recommendation" as 

his best advice to the parole board.) Furthermore, ~t Train

ing and Traditional, the data suggest that counselors are 

less familiar with Black inmates than with White inmates. 

Type of Offense 

It is asserted by Hayner 3n~ others 7 that public re

action towards paroling serious offenders (e.g. murderers, 

sex offenders) is harsh in comparison to the reaction toward 

offenders convicted of property crimes. However, there are 

indications from the literature that there may not be a mono

tonic relation between type of offense and the recommendations 

submitted by counselors. 

Counselors are aware of research findings and cor

rectional statistics which show that property offenders are 

more likely than serious offenders to violate parole. S More

over, there is evidence that therapeutic and vocational pro

grams, which are designed to prepare inmates for parole suc

cess, are more problematic to implement among property of

fenders than among serious offenders convicted of situational 

crimes (e.g. the "one-time loser"). Gibbons 9 notes that 

serious offenders convicted of situational crimes have less 

pronounced antisocial attitudes, while property offenders 

(which he calls the "semiprofessionals") exhibit more pro

nounced antisocial attitudes. Such attitudes include ... 

"hostile views of the police, anti-treatment views, antipathy 
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toward conventional work roles ... "10 all which countervail 

the treatment process and are contraindications of parole 

success. Statements in the brochures of the tnstitutions 

note that the objectives of correctional treatment is to see 

that inmates achieve some growth and leave better equipped 

to meet their responsibilities as good citizens. Counsell

ing and educational services are important components of the 

process seen as necessary for the attainment of these oh

jectives. However, Gibbons maintains that the inmate social 

system is organized in such a fashion to exert pressure on 

inmates to exhibit antisocial attitudes, particularly in 

custodial institutions. Differences by offendE;r type may 

also be due to the fact that property offenders often do not 

serve sufficient time to complete academic-vocational pro

grams before their first eligibility date. Thus, counselors 

may recommend no parole, even if they have been cooperative 

with staff. 

If Gibbons' assertions about property offenders are cor

rect, then one mi~ht expect fewer property than serious of

fenders to be among those recommended for parole on the mini

mum term of sentence. Moreover, we would expect fewer prop

erty offenders to be recommended at Traditional (the most 

custodial institution) than at Training (which has some 

treatment objectives along with custudial requirements) . 

Differences may also be related to race. Property 

offenders generally come from lower-income urban slum areas 
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which provide a crucible for attitude-formations that are 

divergent from the White middle-class norm in society. A 

higher proportion of the Black population than the White 

population in these institutions come from such areas, and 

for the most part, are the "urban inmates l1 officials label 

as recalcitrant and intractable in the institutions. In 

addition, research findings ll suggest that the unique values 

and norms of Black urban residents are more divergent from 

society's norms than tho3e of White urban residents. Par

ticularly in the realm of law enforcement and the adminis

tration of justice, discriminatory practices have resulted 

in negative attitudes among racial minorities toward such 

. t' t t· 12 lns l u lons. If these attitudes are perpetuated in the 

institutional environment, there is a probability that fewer 

Blacks than Whites will be recommended for parole by coun-

se10rs. 

Table 26 presents the distribution of counselors 

recommendations by offense category and race for each in

stitution. Although all offense categories are represented, 

the focus of the discussion which follows will be on the 

results of those convicted of property and serious crimes, 

since few least serious offenders appear in the sample. 

As expected, the results in Table 26 do not show a 

monotonic relation between the probability of being recom

mended for parole and the seriousness of the inmate's of

fense. Only at one institution and among one race are 
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TABLE 26 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATIONS BY TYPE OF 
AND INSTITUTION 

Institution 
and 

Race Offense TY2e No Parole No Rec. 
REHAB 

BLACKS Lease Ser. 40.0% -0-% 
Mod. Serious 11. 3 3.2 
Serious 16.7 3.3 
Total 14. i4 3.1 

WHITES Least Ser. 16.7 -0-
Mod. Serious 13.3 3.3 
Serious -0- -0-
Total 11. 8 2.6 

TRAINING 
BLACKS Least Ser. 16.7 -0-

Mod. Serious 25.0 12.5 
Serious 8.8 11. 8 
Total 16.7 11.1 

WHITES Least Ser. 35·7 -0-
Mod. Serious 21. 2 7.7 
Serious 4.3 -0-
Total 19.1 4.5 

TRADITIONAL 
BLACKS Least Ser. -0- 20.0 

Mod. Serious 30.2 14.0 
Serious 27.9 9.3 
Total 27.5 12.1 

WHITES Least Ser. 8.3 -0-
Mod. Serious 11. 5 8.2 
Sel'ious 8.3 -0-
Total 12.8 6. L[ 

*Excludes 41 cases with 
mendation/type of offense. 

missing 

OFFENSE, RACE, 

Parole N* x2 p 

60.0% 6 3.3 .50 
85.5 62 
80.0 30 
82.5 97 

83.3 6 2.2 . 69 
83.3 60 

100.0 10 
85.5 76 

83.3 6 4.0 .39 
62.5 32 
79.4 3LI 
72.2 72 

64.3 14 9.1 .05 
71.2 52 
95·7 23 
76. LI 89 

80.0 5 2.6 .61 
55.8 43 
62.8 43 
60.4 91 

91.7 12 4.9 .78 
80.3 61 
91.7 12 
80.8 

data on parole re·r,:om-
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property offenders more likely than serious offenders to be 

recommended for parole--Blacks at Rehab. For all other 

groups and institutions, inmates convicted of crimes against 

persons are more likely to be recommended. This appears to 

support the notion that additional time needed for treatment 

and academic-vocational training might preclude a first re-

lease for property offenders and would be reflected in coun-

selors' recommendations for parole . 

Table 27 shows that at Training and Traditional, Whites 

convicted of property crimes are more likely to be recom

mended than Blacks convicted of the same offense (p = .02 

at Traditional). Since in both cases the seriousness of the 

offense makes more difference for Whites than for Blacks, 

the advantage of Whites over Blacks convicted of serious 

crimes is greater. Moreover, since Table III (in the 

Appendix) shows that about forty percent of all Blacks in 

these institutions were convicted of serious crimes, this 

proportion of the Black inmate population experiences wh.at 

appears to be differential treatment by race among offenders 

of the same degree of seriousness. 

Whether or not this is a demonstration of racism, it 

is clearly a basis for the perception of racism to the ex

tent that these offense categories form a basis of comparison 

among racial groups that are disparate. In addition, the 

results suggest that counselors perceive a greater need for 

resocialization among Blacks at these institutions than among 
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Whites before they are returned to society. 

TABLE 27 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY RACE, INSTITUTION, 
AND TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Inst/Race 

REHAB 
-Black 

White 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 

TRADITIONAL 
Blacl{ 
White 

REHAB 
Black 
White 

TRAINING 
Black 
WhitE: 

TRADITIONAL 
-Black 

White 

No 
Parole 

16.7% 

8.8 
4.3 

27.9 
8.3 

No 
Rec. Parole 

SERIOUS OFFENDERS 

3.3% 

11. 8 

9.3 

80.0% 
100.0 

79.4 
95.7 

62.8 
91. 7 

PROPERTY OFFENDERS 

11. 3 
13.3 

25.0 
21. 2 

30.2 
11. 5 

3.2 85.5 
3.3 83.3 

12.5 
7.7 

lLI.O 
8.2 

62.5 
71. 2 

55.8 
80.3 

N* 

30 
10 

34 
23 

43 
12 

62 
60 

32 
52 

2.4 

3.5 

3.8 

.12 

.82 

7.6 

p 

.30 

.17 

.15 

.66 

.02 

*Excludes 44 least serious offenders 13 cases from 
Rehab, 15 cases from Training and 13 cases'from Traditional 
with missing data on parole r~c/type of offense. 

Juvenile History 

Prison counselors and staff are aware that about 

seventy percent of all commitments to the state correctional 

system have had a prior history of confinement in 
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institutions. 13 Because the overall character of inmates 

may be considered in the decision to recommend or not recom-

mend an inmate, it is important to account for the correc-

tional biographies of those men who were eligible for parole. 

It is expected that inmates with no previous institutional 

experiences will be recommended at a higher rate than inmates 

who have served time in juvenile correctional organizations. 

Table 28 presents the parole recommendations for in-

mates with different juvenile histories. The findings show 

that Whites with prior juvenile history are less likely to 

be recommended for parole than Whites with no prior history 

at each institution. For Blacks, there appears to be no 

relation between juvenile history and parole recommendation; 

there is even the suggestion that the relation is the inverse 

of that observed among Whites. Thus, at Training and Tradi

tional, Blacks with prior institutional experience are more 

likely to be recommended for parole than Blacks without 

juvenile correctional experience. 

In Table 29 the reader can see that at Rehab 

and Training, a higher percentage of Blacks than Whites with 

prior juvenile histories are recommended for parole. How

ever, this is not the case at Traditional where Whites are 

more often recommended than Blacks with or without a prior 

record of institutionalization (p = .02). 

Similar to its effect on adjustment, juvenile incar

ceration appears to disadvantage the recommendations for 



TABLE 28 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY PRIOR JUVENILE HISTORY, RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Institution and 
X2 Race Juvenile Histor;i No Parole No Reo. Pal"ole N* 2 

REHAB 
BLACKS No Prior History 14.8% 3.3% 82.0% 61 .18 ·99 

Prior History 14.3 2.9 82.9 35 
Total 14.6 3.1 82.3 96 

WHITES No Prior History 6.0 2.0 92.0 50 6.9 .03 
Prior History 27.3 4.5 68.2 2't to, 

':I'ota1 12.5 2.8 84.7 72 
I-' 

TRAINING .f=:" 
0 

BLACKS No Prior History 18.0 12.0 70,0 50 1.0 .60 
Prior History 9.5 9.5 81.0 21 
Total 15.5 11.3 73.2 71 

WHllf'ES No Prior History 13.8 3.4 82.8 58 3.7 .15 
Prior History 2SJ. 0 6.5 64.5 31 
Total 19.1 4.5 76.4 89 

TRADITIONAL 
BLACKS No Prior Hisr,ory 26.2 16.4 57.4 61 2·5 .29 

Prior History 28.0 4.0 68.0 25 
Total 26.7 12.8 60.0 86 

\~HITES No Prior History 11.6 4.7 83.7 43 .77 .67 
Prior History 14.7 8.8 ,.,,-: 5 34 I (l • 

Total 1,3.0 6.5 80.5 77 



TABLE 29 

PAROLE RECOMMENDATION BY RACE, INST'ITUTION, AND JUVENILE HISTORY 

No Priol'" History Prior Juvenile History 

No No No No 
Institution Race Parole Rec. Parole N* Parole Ree. Parole N* 
REHAB Black 14.8% 3.3% 82.0% 61 14.3% 2.9% 82.9% 35 

White (.0 2.0 92.0 50 27.3 4.5 68.2 22 

X2 = ;::.4 p = .30 x2 = 1.7 p = .43 

TRAINING Black 18.0 12.0 70.0 50 9.5 9.5 81. 0 21 
White 13.8 3.4 82.8 58 29.0 6.5 64.5 31 I-' 

X2 X2 .i:=' 

= 3.5 p = .17 = 2.9 p = .24 I-' 

IT'RADITIONAL Black 26.2 16.4 57.4 61 28.0 4.0 68.0 25 
White 11. 6 4.7 83.7 43 14.7 8.8 76.5 34 

X2 = 8.2 P = .02 X2 = 1.9 p = .39 

*Excludes 17 caDes at Rehab, 18 cases at Training, and 21 cases at Traditional 
. with missing data on parole recommendation/juvenile history . 
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White inmates at the minimum and medium custody. However, 

at Traditional, where the difference is about the same be

tween the raues in both biographical categories who are not 

recommended, Whites with prior records are recommended more 

often than Blacks with no history of confinement. 

These results, in addition to the other Black and 

White differences in this section begin to build a consistent 

pattern which clearly disfavors Black inmates. If one were 

to interpret these generalizations, one might conclude that 

staff discrimination of Blacks is reflected in the inconsist

ency between these results and adjustment outcomes. Parole 

recommendations are made with one realistic fact in mind -

other things being equal, the counselor's judgements may 

have important implications for freedom. More light will 

be shed on the nature Gf this relationship when parole pro

cessing results are examined. However, there is some evi

dence to support the perception of racism at the more custo

dial institutions. 

Summary 

Race has been found to be consistently related to the 

recommendations submitted by counselors to the parole board: 

White inmates are recommended more often than Blacks for 

parole. Although institutional variations are apparent, 

the extent to which these variations are related to custody 

level cannot be conclusively determined by these data. 
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These findings are primarily based on o7erall trends 

in the data. For Blacks, adjustment seems to make more of 

a difference for parole recommendations than it does for 

Whites: For example, with the exception of the minimum 

custody institution, well adjusted Blacks are significantly 

more often recommended for parole than maladjusted Blacks. 

There is a similar pattern for Whites, however, the strength 

of the relation is weak by comparison. While differences 

are small at the minimum custody institution, it appears that 

counselors at the more custodial institutions exercise more 

caution in predicting the parole success of maladjusted 

Blacks than they do White inmates with the same adjustment 

characteristic. 

There is no monotonic relation between the probability 

of being recommended and the type of offense for which the 

inmate was convicted. The recommendations of least serious 

offenders could not be usefully explored by these data, how

ever, differences are notable between offenders in the prop

erty and serious offense categories: Inmates convicted of 

serious crimes are more likely than property offenders to 

be recommended for parole. This could be due to the expec

tation of greater recidivism for property offenders. 

At the more custodial institutions, Whites convicted 

of property crimes are more often recommended than Blacks 

convicted of the same offense, and significantly so at the 

maximum custody institution. Even though this finding does 
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not provide a conclusive basis for the allegation of racism, 

it does support the perception of raeism in correctional 

processing practices. 

Prior juvenile history has a differential effect by 

race on parole recommendations: At all institutions, Whites 

with prior incarceration experiences are more likely not to 

be recommended and less likely to be recommended for parole 

than are Whites with no juvenile incarceration. For Blacks, 

there appears to be no relati)n, however, the relation that 

exists seems to be the inverse of that for Whites. 

A comparison of the races indicates that at the mini

mum and medium custody institutions. more Blacks 0ith pre

vious juvenile records of custody are recommended for parole 

than Whites with prior juvenile records. However, at the 

maximum custody institution, the relation is reversed: 

Significantly more White than Blacks are recommended for 

parole, despite juvenile history. 

The accumulated evidence, although inconclusive, sug

gests that practices at the maximum custody institution are 

such that Blacks are systematically placed at a disadvantage 

among inmates who are recommended for parole. In the next 

section, we will try to determine whether these disparities 

are influential in the processing of inmates who are eligi

ble for parole. 
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Parole Outcomes 

Perhaps the most importa~t Qutcome first offenders 

experience during incarceration is the decision made at the 

first parole board hearing. In Ohapter I, documentary evi

dence and studies of parole board actions indicate that in 

varous regions of the United States, Black inmates are pro

portionally less likely than White inmates to be paroled from 

prison. Moreover, many Blacks in prison, including Black 

inmates interviewed for this study, insist that there is 

racism in the administration of paroles from prison. Itmay 

be that the degree of discretion excercised at this point 

in the correctionaly process permits the intrusion of racial 

bias in the parole decisions made parole board officials. 

We have seen that Whites are more likely to be recom

mended for parole than Blacks, although we have been unable 

to definitely account for this different. Thus, if the 

parole board is greatly influenced in its actions by these 

recommendations, and even if the board responded to recom

mendations without regard for,color, it would be perpetuating 

the perversity of these recommendations which could have 

racial implications. Quite apart from the question of their 

possible racial implications, the use to which these recom

mendations are put is of some interest from the standpoint 

of organizational theory as well. 

Under state law, each inmate in this penal system 

must be considered for parole when he has served his minimum 
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term of sentence, less allowances for "good-time". Minimum 

terms are set by the court at the time of sentencing and are 

outside the control of the parole board. There are legal 

provisions which permit parole before the expiration of the 

minimum term. Such paroles are called "special parole con-

sideration" cases and are referred to the parole board by 

the institution on the basis of the inmate's overall record 

of conduct and self-improvement. 

To measure the extent to which race is related to 

parole outcomes, data from the first Parole Board Action 

(PBA) form were used in the following analyses. There are 

two possible outcomes of a parole board action: A parole 

may be denied (e.g. the inmate is continued in custody) or 

not denied (e.g. the inmate is given a regular parole or a 

deferred14 1 ) b th 1 d Th t paro eye paro e boar. e parole ou comes 

of Blacks and Whites are compared in Table 30. 

Race 

Black 
White 

TABLE 30 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE (WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Denied 

19.8% 
6.0 

Parole Outcome 

Not Denied 

80.2% 
93.7 

N:I. .. 
884.6 
698.4 

*Excludes 20 cases with missing data on parole out
comes out of 5LI7 actual cases in the sample. 

Table 30 shows that the majority of all inmates of 

both races are paroled by the review board at the f< !'.3t 
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hearing. However, the results also reveal that 14 percent 

more Blacks than Whites are denied parole. The following 

analyses of parole outcome are devoted to explaining this 

difference. 

It was noted in Chapter III that inmates were assigned 

to institutions according to the type of crime for which they 

were convicted and according to their need for varying levels 

of custody based on their history of juvenile escapes. While 

data for the latter are not available, data are available for 

comparing inmates on the basis of the institution to which 

they were confined and the type of offense for which they 

were convicted. The effect of type 6f offense on parole 

outcomes will be explored later in this section. Table 31 

Institution 

Rehab 
Trail1inr.; 
'l'raditional 

TABLE 3J; 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY INSTITUTION 
(WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Parole Outcome 

Denied Not .Denied 

2.2% 97.8% 
8.9 91.1 

21. 0 79.0 

N* 

189.6 
637.7 
755.7 

*Excludes 20 cases with missing data on parole out-
come. 

compares the parole outcomes of all inmates at the institu-

tions. 

The data reveal that parole outcomes parallel custody 

level: Proportionately more inmates are denied by the 
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parole board as custody becomes more restrictive. Compared 

to inmates at Rehab, inmates are eight times more likely 

to be denied at Traditional and four times more likely to be 

denied parole at Training. 

This seems to support HaynerYs contention that parole 

boards are sensitive to harsh public opinion concerning high 

risk inmates. This is suggested by the larger proportions 

denied parole among inmates at Traditional, who are consid

ered to be higher custodial risks, and perhaps, higher parole 

risks as well. 

Table 32 reveals that when the races are eompared, 

more Blacks than Whites are denied parole at all institutions. 

However, there is almost no association between race and 

the parole outcomes of inmates from Rehab, while Blacks at 

Traini~ and Traditional are dj.sproportionately denied parole 

compared to White inmates. Unlike previous findings which 

revealed that the outcomes of inmates were comparatively 

similar between Rehab and Traditional, the findings in Table 

32 indicate that the parole board's decisions parallel cus

tody level for both races. Either the parole board reacts 

dj"fferently to inmates from very distinct institutions) 

or this finding reflects the influence of the institution's 

assessment of inmates in the PERs. This influence is examined 

below, 

-- ~-- -- - - - ---------------------- ---~-- j 
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TABLE 32 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

ParolE:! Outcome 
Inst/,~R~a~c~e __________ ~D~e~n~i~e~d~ _________ N~o~t~~D~e~n~i~e_d ______ _ 
REHAB 

Black 
White 
Total 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 
Total 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
White 
Total 

3.0% 
1.3 
2.3 

15.0 
3.3 
8.6 

26.3 
11. 3 
19.6 

97.0% 
98.7 
97.7 

X2 ::: .83 p > .05 

85.0 
96.7 
91. 4 

X2 ::: 8.0 p < .05 

73.7 
88.7 
80.4 

2 X ::: 6.5 p < .05 

N* 

80 
94 

174 

99 
80 

179 

*Excludes 20 cases with missing data on parole out-
comes. 

Parole Recommendations 

Parole recommendations are assumed to carry substan

tial weight in the final outcomes of parole actions. We re

call that counselors recommended parole, recommended no 

parole, or gave no recommendation for inmates in the PERs 

that are reviewed by the board. The distribution of coun

selors' reco~nendations (the Ns) in Table 33 shows that the 

proportion of inmates who are given no definite recommenda

tions is smaller than those for whom recommendations are 

submitted. 
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TABLE 33 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY COUNSELORS' RECOMMENDATIONS: 
ALL INSTITUTIONS 

(WEIGHTED ESTIMATES) 

Parole Q;u~~t~c~om~e __________ __ 

Parole 
No Recommendation 
No Parole 

Denied 
8.8% 

15.0 
27.8 

Not Denied 

91. 2% 
85.0 
72.2 

N* 
1208. 

98.3 
276·7 

*Excludes 48 cases with missing data on parole out
come/counselor recommendations. 

The results show that the ],.larole outcomes of the "no 

recommended" category falls midway between those who are 

either recommended or not recommended. Because the number 

of cases receiving no recommendation is too small to analyze 

by institution, and counselors did not definitely recommend 

against parole, inmates who received no recommendation al'e 

combined with inmates who are recommended in the following 

analysis of parole outcomes at the institutions. The effect 

of collapsing these two categories is to make less likely 

any differences in parole outcome between those recommended 

for parole and those not recommended. 

Table 34 shows that while the relation betWeen parole 

recommendation and the parole board's action is straight

forward in the aggregate, things are much more complex when 

we look at the experience of the races within institutions. 

At Rehab and Training, nearly everyone is recommended for 

parole and the recommendation does not appear to make much 

difference. At Traditional, while, again, nearly everyone 
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rrABLE 34 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY COUNSELORS RECOMMENDATIONS, 
RACE, AND INSTITUTION 

Parole Outcome 
Inst/Race/Recommendation Denied Not Denied N* X2 

REHAB 
Black 
Recommended 2.4% 97.6% 83 .9 
Not Recommended 7.1 92.9 1LI 
Total 3.1 96.9 97 

White 
Recommended 1.5 98.5 65 .1 
Not Recommended -0- 100.0 9 
Total 1.4 98.6 7 LI 

TRA.INING 
Black 
Recommended 15.0 85.Q 60 .0 
Not Recommended 15. LI 84.6 13 
TotaJ. 15.1 84.9 73 

White 
Recommended 4.2 95.8 71 .6 
Not Recommended -0- 100.0 17 
Total 3.4 96.6 88 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
Recommended 10.6 89.4 66 30.8 
Not Recommended 68.0 32.0 25 
Total 26.4 73.6 91 

White 
Recommended 10.4 89.6 67 1.1 
Not Recommended 22.2 77.8 9 
Total 11. 8 88.2 76 

*Excludes 48 cases with missing data on parole 
come/recommendations. 

2 

<.30 

=.70 

=.95 

<.30 

<.00 

=.30 

out-
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is recommended for parole, Blacks not recommended are nbout 

five times more likely to have parole denied than are Blacks 

for whom parole is recommended. With the exception of in

mates at Traditional, the findings are contrary to the argu

ment that parole recommendations carry substantial weight 

and tend to effect the decisions of the parole board. How

ever, there is a plausible explanation for these results. 

In interviews with cor~ectional officials we were informed 

that during the period when many inmates in this sample were 

paroled (1969-71), most institutions in this state were over

crowded. 15 To relieve this situation, the majority of in

mates eligible for parole were released on their regular 

"good-time" date and a small proportion were released early 

under arrangements with the courts. 16 Thus, it may be that 

population pressures are reflected in the unusually large 

proportions released from custody, even among inmates who 

were not recommended for parole. Despite the attempt to 

relieve overcrowded conditions, the differences in Table 3LI 

suggest that ei t.he!' Tradi tional, was under less population 

pressure or that the parole board is more cautious where 

high risk inmates are concerned, as shown by the larger pro

portions denied at this institution. 

Two inversions in Table 34 reveal that among White 

inmates at Rehab and Training, a small percentage of the 

recommended and none of the non-recommended are continued 

in custody. While this is unusual, a test of significance 
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indicates that ~hese differences may have occurred by chance 

factors along (p > .05). 

If one reconstructeu the data in Table 34, it would 

be found that there are no real differences between Blacks 

and Whites at Rehab in either recommended category. However, 

at Training, Blacks are more often denied parole than Whites, 

even though the difference is only significant (p = .03) 

for those recommended for parole. Traditional shows a dif

ferent pattern. Race has no effect on the paroles of recom

mended inmates (p ~ .59), but for those not recommended, race 

has a decisive effect (p = .02) on paroles as shown by the 

larger percentage (45.8 percent) of Blacks who are denied 

compared to Whites at this institution. Eve~ though previous 

findings (Table 24) revealed that 14.4 percent more Blacks 

than Whites are not recommended by counselors at Traditional, 

the action taken on these recommend.ations increase the dif

ference in the final outcomes of Blacks and Whites by about 

32 percent (45.8-14.4 percent). 

The above findings suggest that when inmates are 

d t · lay a part in de-denied parole, race and recommen a ~ons p 

termining which prisoner are to be denied by the parole 

board; a) inmates from the more custodial institutions; and 

b) proportionally more Blacks than Whites from custodial 

institutions. 

In light of the fact that counselor recommendations 

are determined from the reports of custody and supervisory 
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staff, and TFaditional's admitlistrators contend that "uruan 

inmates" (a euphemism for Black inmates) are more difficult 

to (ontrol than previous inmates incarcerated here, these 

findings lend some support to the proposition that parole 

eligibility may be manipulated by custody st~ff as a control 

sanction over Black inmates in maximum custody institutions. 

Adjustment 

Another important factor considered at parole hear-

ings is the extent to which the inmate has adjusted to in-

stitutional living. Although the proposition is arguable, 

parole boards contend that the positive adjustment of the 

inmate in the correctional setting is a precondition to suc-

cessful rehabilitation and the subsequent return of the in-

mate to the free community. Table 35 shows how the parole 

board disposed of inmates with different adjustment ratings 

at the institutions. 

At Rehab, adjustment has no effect on the parole 

decisions of either race. Almost all irunates are paroled 

despite their adjustment in the institution. However, ad-

justment has a different effect on paroles at the other in-

stitutions. At Trqining, adjustment has a variable effect 

on the parole outcomes of Blacks and Whites. For Blacks, 

those who are maladjusted a~e about five times more likely 

than well adjusted Blacks to be denied a parole. In con-

trast, there is only a slight difference in the proportions 
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TABLE 35 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY ~DJUSTMENT, RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Adjus/Inst 
REHAB 

TRAINING 

Race 
Black 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

White 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

Black 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

White 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

TRADITIONAL Black 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

White 
Well Adjusted 
Less Well Adj. 
Total 

Denied 

4.8% 
4.8 
4.8 

3.6 
-0-

2.0 

8.2 
40.0 
15.6 

1.7 
-0-
1.3 

14.8 
45.4 
26.4 

5.0 
18.5 
10.4 

Parole Outcome 

Not Denied N* p 

95.2% 42 .0 =1. 0 
95.2 21 
95.2 63 

96. L( 

100.0 
98.0 

91.8 
60.0 
8 LI. 4 

98.3 
100.0 

98.7 

85.1 
54.4 
73.6 

9~;. 0 
81.5 
(j 9.6 

28 .09 >.70 
22 
50 

49 8.9 <.01 
15 
6 LI 

60 
16 
76 

·3 >.50 

54 9.8 <.01 
33 
87 

40 3.1 >.05 
27 
67 

*Excludes 37 cases at Training, 29 cases at Tradition
al, and 74 cases at Rehab with missing data on.parole out
come/adjustment. 

denied among well adjusted and poorly adjusted Whites at 

Training. Adjustment has an effect in the expected direc

tion on paroles for both races at Traditional, however~ the 

effect is much stronger for Blacks than for Whites. 
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Even though earlier findings indicated that propor-

tionall,y more ~~hi tes than Blacks are poorly adj usted at 

Rehab and Traditional, proportionally more poorly adjusted 

Blacks than Whites are denied parole at all institutions, 

but significantly so at Training and Traditional (in both 

cases the p < .05). This is similar to the earlier trend 

for parole recommendations among poorly adjusted inmates. 

Among well adjusted inmates, there are no important 

differences by race (p > .05) although the trend of the data 

show that more Blacks tha.n Whites are denied parole and the 

difference parallels custody. Moreover, it appears that 

when adjustment ratings are effective, i;;lI:;Y disadvantage 

intractable Blacks more than they disadvantage intractable 

Whites at these institutions. 

It was possible to discern from the data the parole 

outcomes of inmates for whom there was missing data on ad-

justment. Table 36 reports these results. 

Table 36 shows that even though the parole outcomes 

parallel custody, the majority of inmates are released by 

the parole board. Furthermore, the results reveal that there 

is almost no difference in the outcomes of Blacks and Whites 

at Rehab and Trainil}g, although racial differences continue 

to persist at Traditional. These findings support the con-

tent ion that counselors do not spend much time confirming 

the adjustment of well ad,~~'sted inmates, but possibly allude 

to theil' satisfactory adaptation in the PERs which influence 
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the actions taken on these cases. 

TABLE 36 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE, INSTITUTION, AND 
MISSING DATA ON ADJUSTMENT 

Inst/Race 

REHAB 
Black" 
White 
Total 

TRAINING 
Black 
\lJhi te 
Total 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
White 
Total 

Type of Offense 

Denied 

--% 

12.0 
11. 0 
11. 8 

25.0 
15.0 
20.0 

Parole Outcome 

Not Denied 

Missing Data on Adjustment 

100.0% 
100.0 
100.0 

88.0 
89.0 
88.2 

75.0 
85.0 
80.0 

N 

36 
35 
61 

16 
18 
34 

12 
13 
25 

The seriousness of the offense is one of the more im-

portant factors conSidered by the parole board before reach

ing a decision. Johnson et. al. 17 note that workable in-

struments have been devised which offer greater accuracy in 

predicting parole success, however, parole boards rarely 

use such techniques in arriving at parole decisions. As 

noted earlier, Hayner18 suggests that one reason behind this 

continued reluctuance to use predictive devices is the 

bnards sensitivity to public opinion. Because of the nature 

and reporting of serious crimes In the media, public reaction 
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to such crimes is said to influence greater caution in con-

sidering the release of serious offenders compared to pro-

perty offenders who are eligible for parole. 

Inmates convicted of various crimes were confined at 

all institutions. The andlysis of type of offense and parole 

outcomes for both races show a mixture of results in Table 

37. First, type of offense has almost no effect on the 

paroles of either race at Rehab (p > .80). Second, even though 

type of offense has no great effect on paroles at Training 

(p > .20) and Traditional (p = .70), the relation differs 

by race and institution. At Training, offense type has an 

inverse association with parole for Blacks: the less serious 

the offense, the more likely paroles are denied. For vfuites, 

the relation is in the expected direction, although the dif-

ference between offense categories is small. At Traditional, 

the results are reversed. Here type of offense makes no real 

difference in the parole outcomes for Blacks, but the rela-

tion is in the expected direction. On the other hand, 

White inmates appear to be denied less if they are convicted 

of property offenses and denied more if they are convicted 

of less serious and serious offenses. 

These findings may partially be explained by the dif-

ferential administration of special paroles among offender 

types. Table 38 reveals that at all institutions, Black 

serious offenders are paroled on "specials" at a higher rate 

than Black property offenders. For Whites the situation 
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TABLE 37 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY TYPE OF OFFENSE 
RACE AND INSTITUTION ' 

Parole Outcome 
Type of Off/Inst/Race Denied Not Denied N* X2 

REHAB 
Black 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serious 
Total 

White 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serious 
Total 

TRAINING 
Black 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serious 
Total 

White 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serj)us 
Total 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serious 
Total 

White 
Least Serious 
Property 
Serious 
Total 

-0-
4.7% 

-0-
3.0 

-0-
1.7 

-0-
1.3 

33.3 
15.0 
11:8 
15.2 

-0-
1.8 
8.3 
3.2 

20.0 
24.5 
29·5 
26.5 

16.7 
9.8 

15.4 
11. 3 

100.0% 5 .10 
95.3 64 

100.0 30 
97.0 99 

100.0 6 .4 , 
98.3 59 

100.0 10 
98.7 75 

66.7 6 1.9 
85.0 39 
88.2 34 
84.8 79 

100.0 15 2.7 
98.2 55 
91.6 24 
96.8 94 

8{).0 5 .32 
75.5 49 
70.5 44 
7'3.5 98 

83.3 6 ·71 
90.2 61 
83.6 13 
88.7 80 

p 

= ·95 

>.80 

>.30 

>.20 

>.80 

= .70 

*Excludes 22 cases with missing data on 1 /t of offense. paro e ype 



TABLE 38 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY TYPE OF OFFENSE, RACE, AND INSTITUTION: 
DISCRETE PAROLE CATBGORIES 

Parole Outcome 
Type of 

X2 
Inst/~ace Offense S2ecial Regular Defer Denied N* p 

REHAB 
Blacks Least -0-% 60.0% '40.0% -0-% 5 6.7 .34 

Property 6.3 57.8 31.3 4.7 64 
Serious 16.7 40.0 43.3 -0- 30 
Total 9.1 52.5 35.4 3.0 99 I--' 

0\ 
0 

Whites Least 16.7 50.0 33.3 -0- 6 3.2 .78 
Property 6.8 57.6 33.9 1.7 59 
Serious -0- 80.0 20.0 -0- 10 
Total 6.7 60.0 32.0 1.3 75 

THAINING 
Blacks Least 16.7 -0- 50.0 33.3 6 8.5 .20 

Property 12.8 35.9 35.9 15.4 39 
Serious 32.4 20.6 35.3 11.8 34 
Total 21. 5 26.6 36.7 15.2 79 

Whites Least 33.3 40.0 26.7 -0- 15 14.8 .02 
Property 9.1 40.0 49.1 1.8 55 
Serious 37.5 20.8 33.3 8.3 24 
Total 20.2 35.1 ' 41. 5 3·2 94 

TRADITIONAL 
Blacks Least -0- 40.0 40.0 20.0 5 6.5 .37 

Property 2.0 28 .. 6 44.9 24.5 49 
Serious 13.6 20.5 36.4 29.5 44 
Total 7.1 25.5 40.8 26.5 98 



TABLE 38--0ontinued 

Parole Outc.ome 
Type of 

X2 Inst/Race Offense Special Regular Defer Denied N* 12 
Whites Least -0- 33.3 50.0 16.7 6 3.2 .78 

Property 8.2 37·7 44.3 9.8 61 
Serious 7.7 15.4 61. 5 15.4 13 
Total 7.5 33.8 47.5 11.3 80 

*Exc1udes 20 cases with missing data on parole outcome/type of offense. 
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varies by institution: At ~~ning, White serious offenders 

are "specialed" more often than White property offenders. 

At Re haJ2. , no serious offenders are "specialed" among Whites, 

although all are given regular or deferred paroles. At 

Traditional, White offenderR in the property and serious 

crime categories are "specialed" at about the same rate, 

although property offend~rs are given regular paroles at 

twice the rate of serious offenders. One might conclude two 

things from the data in Table 38: First, offense type is 

not important for the parole outcomes of Blacks; either ser-

ious offenders of this race have exceptional institutional 

records or they are given prison terms considered excessive 

by staff. 

Second, while the same explanation can be offered for 

White offenders at Training, there is no plausible explana

tion for the parole outcomes of White offclnders at Rehab and 

Traditional. Type of offense just doesn't appear to dif

ferentiate the parole outcomes of White offenders at these 

institutions. 

Table 39 reveals that race bears a relation to parole 

outcomes at all institutions (except Rehab) among inmates 

convicted of similar crimes. However, the results are only 

significant for property offenders. Black property offenders 

are denied parole more often than White property offenders 

at Training (p < .02) and Traditional (p < .05). This sug-

~ests that while differences occur more often among serious 
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TABLE 39 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE, INSTITUTION, AND 
TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Instj.tution 

REHAB 

TRAINING 

TRADI':rIONAL 

REHAB 

TRAINING 

TRADITIONAL 

Parole Outcome 
Race Denied Not Denied N* X2 

Black ---% 
White 

Black 11. 8 
ltlhi te 8.3 

Black 29.5 
Hhite 15.4 

Black 4.7 
White 1. 7 

Black 15.0 
White 1. 8 

Black 2LI.5 
White 9.8 

SERIOUS OFFENDERS 

100.0% 30 
100.0 10 

813.2 34 
91. 6 2 LI 

70.5 LILI 
83.6 13 

PROPERTY OFFENDERS 

95.3 
98.3 

85.0 
98.3 

75.5 
90.2 

64 
59 

39 
55 

49 
61 

.0 

.19 

1.0 

.91 

5.7 

4.1 

p 

>.05 

>.05 

>.05 

>.05 

<.02 

<.05 

*Excludes 32 cases in the least serious category and 
9 cases at Training, 6 cases at Traditional and 18 cases 
at Rehab with missing data on parole outcom~./type of offense. 

offenders due to chance factors, variations in parole can 

partially be traced to the race of inmates at the more cus

todial institutions. This further supports the perception 

of racism in the administration of parole decisions. 

Time Served in Prison 

Differential parole outcomes have frequently been 

measured in terms of the amount of time served in prison. 

Wright 19 found in his analysis of California parole data for 
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1976-1968 that there was evidence to support the prisoners' 

changes of racism within prison - Blacks frequently served 

an average of five months longer in prisnn than Whites ~on

victed of the same offense. The present study attempts to 

look at the same question, but from a slightly di~ferent 

perspective. The attempt here will be to determine the dif-

ference in the percentage denied a first parole, given con

finement at different institutions, serving similar periods 

of time, and race. 

Time served in prison is measured by two categories: 

Inmates serving 1 to 18 months in pJ:'is.QQ and those serving 

19 to 36 months in prison. All inmates in this sample (N=lO) 

serving over 36 months in prison were paroled at the first 

hearing and, are excluded in the analysis. Also, since it 

has already been determined that type of offense has no ef-

fect on parole decisions, this factor is not controlled for 

in the analysis presented in Table 40. 

The results in Table 40 show that except for Blacks 

at Rehab, the amount of time served in prison h~s no great 

effect on parole outcomcJ. However, the trend reveals that 

more inmates serving shorter terms are denied at a slightly 

higher rate than those serving longer terms for both races. 

Table 41 compares parole outcome by race, and again, 

the results vary according to institutional type. For any 

given category of time served at Rehab, race bears almost no 

effe\~t on parole decisions (p > .05). However, at Training, 
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TABLE 40 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY TOTAL TIME SERVED, 
RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Tot". Time/Ins t/Race 

REHAB 
Black 
I::J:lrmonths 
19-.36 
Total 

White 
1-18 months 
19-36 
Total 

TRAINING 
Black 
I=-ITmonths 
19-j6 
Total 

White 
I::-r8months 
19-36 
Total 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
1-18 mO:1ths 

.19-36 
Total 

White 
1-18 months 
19-36 
Total 

Denied 

6.8% 
-0-

3.6 

2.2 
-0-
1.6 

20.0 
19.0 
19.6 

4.8 
2.8 
3.8 

33.9 
25.0 
31. 7 

13.7 
11. 8 
13.0 

Not Denied N* 

93.2% 44 
100.0 37 

96.4 81 

97.8 46 
100.0 16 

98.4 62 

80.0 40 
81. 0 21 
80.4 61 

95.2 42 
97.2 36 
96.2 78 

66.1 62 
75.0 20 
68.3 82 

86.3 51 
88.2 17 
87.0 68 

X2 
P 

2.6 >.10 

• LI =.50 

.0 =.90 

.17 =.70 

.50 >.50 

.04 >.80 

*Excludes 105 cases with missing data on parole out
come/total time in prison. Also excludes 10 cases with over 
36 months in prison. 

Institution 

REHAB 

TRAINING 

TRADITIONAL 

REHAB 

TRAINING 

TRADITIONAL 
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TABLE 41 

PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE, TOTAL TIME 
SERVED AND INSTITUTION 

Parole Outcome 
Race Denied Not Denied N* 

1-18 MONTHS 

Black 6 .. 8% 93.2% 44 
White 2.2 97.8 46 

Black 20.0 80.0 40 
White 4.8 95.2 42 

Black 33.9 66.1 62 
White 13.7 86.3 51 

19-36 MONTHS 

Black 100.0 37 
White 100.0 16 

Black 19.0 80.9 21 
White 2.8 97.2 36 

Black 25.0 75.0 20 
White 11. 8 88.2 17 

X2 
P 

1.6 >.05 

4.3 <.05 

6.0 <.02 

.0 >.05 

4.1 <.05 

1.0 >.30 

. *Excludes 39 cases at Training, 34 cases at Tradi-
tional, and 42 cases at Rehab with missing data on time 
served in prison/parole outcome. 

race bears a significant relation to parole decisions: for 

both periods of time served, Blacks are denied parole sig-

nii'icantly more often than Whites (p < .05). The same pat-

tern exists for both periods of time served at Traditional, 

but is only significant for inmates serving shorter terms: 

Here, Blacks are denied parole almost two and a half times 

more often than Whites who served 1 to 18 months in prison 

(p < ,05). 

Overall, these findings suggest that by comparing the 

races on the basis of time served in prison, one is better 
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able to ferret out the extant disparities between Black 

and White offenders. Even though differences at the minimum 

custody institution are miniscule, the data for the more cus-

20 todial institutions are consistent with Wolfgang's study 

of national parole statistics which found that, annually, 

Whites were 10 to 14 percent more likely to be paroled than 

Blacks from state correctional institutions. Whereas Wolf-

gang's study does not consider institutional differences, 

these results suggest that the degree of difference between 

the races may vary according to institutional type. In ad

dition, it may be that the variability of prison terms (e.g. 

2 to 5 years) provides parole boards with the jurisdiction 

and the discretion to determine parole outcomes which, in-

tentionally or unintentionally, bias the outcomes for Black 

inmates in the more custodial institutions (where prison 

terms generally have a wider range between the minimum and 

maximum term of sentence). 

Using multiple classification analysis, Tables 42 

and 43 account for the effect or all variables on paroles. 

Table 42 reveals that parole is primarily a function of mis-

conduct and to some extent, institutional adjustment. How-

ever, the net effect of being Black decreases an inmate's 

chances for parole since twelve percent more Whites than 

Blacks are paroled (93.8-81.7). Of this twelve percent dif

ference, about eight percent (91.4-83.8) cannot be explained 

by differences in the non-racial characteristics of inmates 

in the tab le . 
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TABLE 42 

PERCENT OF PRISONERS PAROLED BY SELECTED 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, USING MULTIPLE 

CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Independent Variables 

Institution: 

School Adj.: 

Juvenile History: 

Type of Offense: 

Time Served: 

Misconduct: 

Institutional Adj.: 

Rehab. 
Training 
Traditional 

No report 
Good 
Poor 

N.A. 
None 
Some 

Least serious 
Moderate 
Most serious 

1-18 Months 
19-36 'Months 

None 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7+ 

N.A. 
Well adj. 
Poorly adj. 

Parole Recommendation: No recom. 

Race: 

Total 

Recommended 
Not recom. 

Black 
White 

Adjusted 
Mean l\1ean 

97.2% 94.5% 
89.2 85.5 
76.7 82.6 

88.2 88.7 
84.5 82.9 
90.5 92.0 

** ** 
88.3 87.7 
86.0 87.3 

** ** 
87.3 87.8 
86.8 86.5 

85.3 86.7 
91. 8 89.1 

98.0 95.4 
92.1 91. 2 
84.1 85.7 
68.8 7 L~ • 2 
48.6 55.3 

90.9 87.5 
91.9 89.9 
75.5 82.7 

90.0 85.2 
87.7 88.4 
84.1 85.0 

81. 7 83.8 
93.8 91.4 

87.5 87.5 

N 

143 
139 
150 

195 
142 

95 

6 
283 
143 

11 
292 
129 

285 
147 

149 
151 

63 
32 
37 

99 
223 
110 

60 
309 

63 

224 
208 

432 

Note: This table is based on the 432 cases having data on 
parole outcome and total time in prison, but excluding 
10 cases who served more than 36 months in prison. 

**Too few cases. 



TABLE 43 

PERCENT PAROLED BY RACE BY SELECTED INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES, USING MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS 

Black White 
Adjusted Adjusted 

Independent Variables Mean Mean N Mean Mean N 

Institution: Rehab. 96.3% 91.5% 81 98.4% 97.7% 62 
Training 80.3 76.6 61 96.2 97·0 78 
Traditional 68.3 75.8 82 86.8 88.8 68 

School Adj.: No report 81.2 80.9 101 95.7 96.1 94 
Good 77.8 77.7 72 91.4 90.5 70 
Poor 88.2 89.0 51 93.2 94.1 44 I-' 

CJ\ 

Juvenile History: N.A. ** ** 3 ** *.lI. .. 3 
\0 

None 85.0 84.7 153 92.3 91.3 130 
Some 75.0 75.2 68 96.0 97·9 75 

Type of Offense: Lease !3E;'rious ** ** 5 ** ** 6 
Moderate 81.6 81. 4 152 93.6 94.6 140 
Most ser'cous 80.6 81.8 67 93.5 91.6 62 

Time Served: I-IS Months 78.1 SO.3 146 92.S 93.8 139 
19-36 Months 88.5 84.3 78 95.7 93.8 69 

Misconduct: None 98.4 95.2 62 97.7 96.7 87 
1-2 88.3 85.0 77 95.9 96.3 74 
3-4 79.4 82.0 34 89.7 90.5 29 
5-6 61.9 69.1 21 72.2 74.6 18 7+ 46.7 53.7 30 



TABLE 43--Continued. 

Black White 
Adjusted Adjusted 

Independent Variables Mean Mean N Mean Mean N 

Institutional Adj.: N.J!.. 89.6% 83.9% 48 92.2% 90.8% 51 
Well adj. 87.8 85.0 115 96.3 95.5 108 
Poorly adj. 63.9 73.7 61 89.8 93.2 49 

Parole Recommendation: No recom. 85.2 75.7 27 93.9 95.2 33 
Recommended 83.3 84.1 162 92.5 92.7 147 
Not recom. 71.4 75.4 35 100.0 98.1 28 

Total 81.7 81.7 224 93.8 93.8 208 
f-J 

Note: This table is based on the 432 cases having data on parole outcome and total time --.l 
0 

in prison, but excluding 10 cases who served more than 36 months in prison. 

**Too few cases. 
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Furthermore, in Table 43 we see that, except for 

misconduct reports, Blacks and Whites who are paroled are 

quite similar on all characteristics. Thus, it appears that 

the difference in misconduct accounts for the reduction of 

the original twelve percent difference shown in Table 42. 

However, if more misconduct reports are unjustifiably filed 

for Blacks, one could interpret the eight percent net dif-

ference between the races as representing an underestimate 

of racism. This interpretations finds some support from 

staff and inmates who state the records do not reflect ~ctual 

misconduct, but reflect the perception of misconduct by 

staff. For example, more Blacks than Whites are written 

up for the offense of 11 ta lking or singing too loud. 11 Fur-

thermore, charges that have no empirical basis (those that 

fall into the categry of suspicion) remain on the inmates' 

record even when the charge is clearly disproved. Several 

informants said that Blacks are more liable for this kind of 

action than Whites and some evidence in disciplinary records 

tend to support this contention. This could account for 

more misconducts reported for Blacks than for Whites. 

A counter argument that can be advanced is that Black 

inmates are more serious offenders than Whites (as indicated 

by the offense category). Thus, Blacks may be a more dif

ficult type of prisoner than Whites. If this is true, then 

the eight percent difference is an overestimate of racism. 

However, the data reveal that type of offense has no effect 
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on recommendations and no net effect on parole outcomes in 

Tables 42 and 43. This supports an earlier contention that 

serious offenders have exceptional records and/or are given 

prison terms considered excessive by staff which would ob

viate differences between offender types. 

To explore the differences further, we asked one 

final question: What proportion of Blacks would we expect 

to be paroled if parole decisions for Blacks were made ex-

actly the same as they were made for Whites? Table 44 

shows the expected vs. the actual proportions of inmates 

paroled by race. 

EXPECTED VS. ACTUAL PROPURTIONS PAROLED BY RACE, 
STANDARDIZED FOR SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS* 

Race and Expected vs. 
Actual Parole Probability 

Black 
Expected 
Actual 

White 
Expected 
Actu:.11 

Proportions Paroled 

89.2% 
81.7 

93.8 
93.8 

Note: This table is based on the LI32 cases having date on 
parole outcome and total time in prison, excluding 
10 cases serving over 36 months in prison. 

*Using the MCA equation shown in Table 43 for Whites, 
the expected parole outcome for a Black would be: .938 + 
.039 (if Rehab) + .033 (if poor school adj.) - .025 (if no 
juvenile record) - .022 (if serious offense) + .000 (if 
served 19-36 months) - .033 (if 3-4 misconducts) - .066 
(if poorly adjusted) - .011 (if recommended) = .883 = the 
probability a given Black should be paroled if White cri
teria were used. 
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~he findings reveal that, given the characteristics 

of Blacks and Whites, we expect 4.6 percent (93.8-89.2) more 

Whites than Blacks to be paroled. However, 12.1 percent 

(93.8-81.7) more Whites were paroled, indicating that the 

7.5 percent difference (12.1-4.6) is the net effect of race. 

Table VI in the Appendix shows that the unexplained race 

residual is primarily among those Blacks denied parole 

who had characteristics considered essential for parole 

eligibility (.90+). 

Several things must be considered in the interpre

tation of these results. On the basis of these data (in 

Tables 42 and 43), parole is determined by the accumulated 

number of misconduct reports, institutional type, and to 

some extent, institutional adjustment. However, in addi

tion to the fact that differences are consistent when the 

races are similar on these characteristics, we cannot rule 

out the notion that racism may be perpetuated by the deci

sions that form the empirical referents from which these 

characteristics are derived. Thus, the findings do not re

fute the idea that correctional systems work to the dis

advantage of Black prisoners. Differences that are not 

large numerically are still important if they are perceived 

by those who suffer the disadvantage of disparat~ treatment. 

More importantly, the fact that this study has found dif

ferences at all from data said to be altered and misrepre

sented in rec~rds is, in itself, important and should be of 
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concern to those responsible at every stage in the correc

tional process. 

Summary 

The findings of the foregoing analysis revealed 

consistent differences between tile parole outcomes of Black 

and White first offenders. Although Blacks are denied pa

role more ofteil than Whites, the degree of difference tends 

to vary according to institutional type. There are only 

minor differences between the parole decisions for Blacks 

and Whites at the minimum cu~tody institution, regardless 

of the factors controlled. At the more custodial institu

tions there are significant differences between the races 

and these are summarized below. 

Parole recommendations do not appear to carry the 

weight one might expect in the decisions arrived at by the 

parole board, except at the maximum custody institution. 

Here, nonrecommended Blacks are denied about five times more 

often than recommended Blacks. At the minimum and medium 

custody institutions, nearly all inmates are recommended 

for parole and recommendations do not appear to make much 

difference in parole outcomes. 

On the other hand, race is significantly related to 

the parole outcomes of inmates with the same counselor rec

ommendation. At the medium custody institution, Blacks who 

are recommended are significantly more likely to be denied 

parole than Whites who are recommended. At the maximum 
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custody institution the trend is the same, however it is 

stronger for non-recommended inmates: non-recommended 

Blacks are significantly denied parole compared to non

recommended Whites. These results suggest that when inmates 

are d0nied parole, recommendation appears to interact with 

race to determine those inmates who are denied e.g. inmates 

from custodial institutions and proportionally more Blacks 

than Whites from these institutions. 

The relation between adjustment and parole outcome 

varies according to the institution of confinement and race. 

At the minimum custody institution, adjustment had no effect 

on p~role for either race. At the medium custody institu

tion, the results differs for the races: maladjusted 

Blacks are five ti~es more likely to be denied parole than 

well adjusted Blacks. For Whites, there is little differ

ence in the proportions denied parole between the two ad

justment categories. At the maximum custody institution, 

adjustment has an effect on the parole outcomes in the ex~ 

f both r 'aces, btlt the effect is much pected direction . or 

stronger for Blacks. 

There is a significant difference between the parole 

decisions of Blacks and Whites, given their adjustment in 

custodial institutions. Blacks are denied more than Whites 

despite adjustment, although the differences are most 

s~gnificant among maladjusted inmates. This suggests that 

the intractable Black will be disadvantaged most be adjust-

ment ratings in prison. 
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There is no significant relation between type of cf

fense and parole outcome among first offenders. However, 

there are indications that property offendel's may be de>nied 

parole more often than serious offenders. 

Race bears a significant relation to oarole outcomes 

for inmates convicted of property crimes: Blacks are more 

often denied parole than Whites at the more custodial instit

utions and the difference between the races is about the 

same at each institution. Since property offenders are con

sidered to exhibit antisocial and anti work attitudes and 

behaviors, these findings may reflect the perceived need 

for more time to render resocialization services for this 

hard-core group. Whatever the bases for their recommenda

tions, they result in a disporportionate number of Blacks 

who are denied at the custodial institutions. 

Time served in prison has no important relation to 

the parole outcomes of either race at the institutions. How

ever, there is a slight trend which suggests that inmates 

serving shorter terms are denied more than those servirg 

longer terms. When Blacks and Whites serving the same time 

periods are compared, striking differences occur at the more 

custodial institutions. At the medium custody institution, 

significantly more Blacks than Whites are denied parole 

despite the Jpngth of time served. The same pattern exists 

for the races at the maximum custody institution) however, 

the differences are only significant for inmates serving 

shorter prison terms. 
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Multiple classification analysis reveals that parole 

is primarily a function of misconduct, type of offense, and 

to some extent, institutional adjustment. However, being 

Black d8creases an inmate's chances of being paroled. Of 

the twelve percent difference found between the races on 

par-ole outcome, eight percent of the difference cannot be 

accounted for by the nonracial characteristics of inmates. 

The same difference occurs when the expected vs. the actual 

outcomes of Blacks and Whites are compared. It cannot be 

conclusively determined from the data whether this eight per-

cent difference represents an underestimation or an over-

estimation of racism. However, evidence from records and 

interviews suggest that the extent of racism may be under-

estimated by these data. 

The results suggest the need for more research on 

the relation between race and parole outcomes in order to 

ferret out the precise causes of these differences. Al-

though it is important to "determine wh~ther differential 

outcomes are the result of int~ntional racial bias or in-

stitutionalized practices, it is more irJlportant to pinpoint 

the mechanisms that produce this phenomdnon. When the nature 

of this relationship is ascertained, then specific strat-

egies for change can be devised to reduce the incidence 

of parole inequities between racial groups. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Intraprison outcome was defined in this study as the 

documented judgement of an offender's behavior or character, 

and the recorded administrative actions which determine the 

probability of success and alternative processing of inmates 

for parole. Primarily, the foregoing analysis has focused 

on the extent to which intraprison outcomes vary according 

to the racial characteristics of young first offenders dur-

ing their first experience in three adult correctional in-

stitutions. The institutions, characterized as more or less 

custodial, provided a crucible in which to further explore 

characteristics which might be an additional source of vari-

ation in the outcomes of Black and White offenders. The 

original sample consisted of 547 first offenders who were 

incarcerated between 1969 and 1972. This number was re-

duced as additional variables were introduced for analysis, 

since complete data were not available for .each case. 

The findings are presented with the reservation that, 

since they are based on large amounts of missing data on 

some variables and represent the outcome experiences of a 

select group of offenders in one state, generalization to 
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other types of offenders in other localities may not be 

justified. 

The two questions which were considered throughout 

this analysis are: Does race, as a measurable factor, dif-

ferentiate ~he outcomes of first offenders in prison? Is 

there evidence that institutional differences influence the 

degree of variation in the outcomes of Black and White of-

fenders? The following findings provide partial answers to 

these questions. 

Overview of the Findings 

I. There is no significant association between race and the 

adjustment outcomes of first offenders. However, there 

are differences in the average adjustment ratings at 

various institutions and in the outcomes of BlackB and 

Whites at these institutions. 

A. Inmates at the medium custody institution were 

more often rated well adjusted compared to inmates 

at the minimum and maximum custody institutions. 

There are weak tendencies suggesting that more 

Blacks than Whites are rated well adjusted at the 

minimum and maximum custody institutions, while 

more Whites than Blacks are rated well adjusted at 

the medium custody institution. 

B. The findings suggest that there is a differential 

perception of the institutional adjustment of Black 

and White first offenders with similar background 
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characteristics. 

For White inmates, juvenile incarceration and 
poor school adjustment appear to be detrimental 
to perceived adjustment in prison. For Black 
inmates, these characteristics make little dif
ference in prison adjustment. The biographies 
of Blacks appear to be meaningless predictors 
for adult behavior, while for Whites they 
provide a basis for predicting future behavior. 

C. There is a strong relation between misconduct in 

prison and adjustment ratings for both races at the 

more custodial institutions. There is no extent 

relation at the minimum custody institution. 

D. To some extent and other things being equal, Blacks 

are more likely to be well adjusted than Whites in 

prison. 

II. There is a consistent relationship between counselors' 

recommendations and race at the institutions. 

A. White inmates are more often recommended than Blacks 

who are eligible for parole. Although the degree 

of difference between recommendations for the races 

appear to vary according to custody level, the rela

tion cannot be conclusively determined by these 

data. 

B. The relation between counselors' recommendations 

and adjustmellt appear to vary according to race and 

institution. 

1. For Black inmates, adjustment seems to make 
more of a difference for parole than for White 
inmates: Well adjusted Blacks are significantly 
more often recommended than maladjusted Blacks. 



The trend is similar for White inmates, however, 
the relation is weak by comparison. 

2. Differences are slight at the minimum eustody 
institution, however, at the more custodial 
institutions, there is apparently more caution 
exercised by counselors in predicting the parole 
success of maladjusted Blacks than maladjusted 
Whites. 

C. The relation between parole recommendations and type 

of offense is not monotonic. Although the recom-

mendations of least serious offenders could not be 

usefully explored with these data, differences were 

notable between the property and serious offense 

categories. 

1. First offenders convicted of serious crimes 
were more often recommended for parole than first 
offenders convicted of property crimes. This 
may be related to the more antisocial attitudes 
exhibited among property offenders compared to 
serious offenders. 

2. At the more custodial institutions, Whites con
victed of property crimes were more often 
recommended than Blacks convicted of the same 
offense, and significantly so at the maximum 
custody institution. Since the seriousness of 
the offense is more related to recommendations 
for Whites than for Blacks, the differential 
treatment of the races in this offense category 
provides a basis for the perception of racism. 

D. Prior juvenile history has a differential effect on 

parole recommendations for the races. 

1. At all institutions, Whites with prior juvenile 
incarceration experiences were more often not 
recommended and less likely to be recommended 
than Whites with no juvenile incarceration ex
periences. 

2. For Blacks, there appears to be no relation, 
and the relation that exists seems to be the 
inverse of that for Whites. 

3. 
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Racial comparisons show that more Blacks than 
Whites with prior juvenile correctional experi
ences were recommended at the minimum and medium 
custody institutions. At the maximum custody 
institution, more Whites than Blacks are recom
mended, despite juvenile correctional history. 

III. There is a differential processing of Blacks and Whites 

for parole. 

A. Overall, Black offenders are denied parole more often 

than White offenders at all institutions, however, 

differences are statistically significant only at 

the medium and maximum custody institutions. 

B. With the exception of one race and one institution, 

parole recommendations do not appear to be strongly 

related to parole outcomes: 

1. At the maximum custody institution, non-recom
mended Blacks are denied parole about five times 
more often than Blacks who are recommended for 
parole. At the other institutions, at nearly 
all inmates are recommended for parole and rec~ 
ommendations do not appear to make much differ
ence in parole outcomes. 

2. Race appears to be related to the parole out
comes of inmates with the same counselor recom
mendation: At the medium custody institution, 
recommended Blacks are Significantly more likely 
to be denied parole than recommended Whites, 
The same pattern appears at the maximum custody 
institution, however, the relation is stronger 
among non-recommended inmates: Here non-recom
mended Blacks are significantly denied parole 
more often than non-recommended Whites. 

C. The i'elation between adjustment and parole outcomes 

varies' according to the institution of confinement 

and race. 

1. There is no relation between adjustment and parole 
for either race at the minimum custody institu
tion. 
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At the medium custody institution, tIlere are 
racial differences between adjustment and parole 
outcomes: maladjusted Blacks are five times 
more often denied parole than well adjusted 
Blacks. For Whites, there is little difference 
in the proportions denied parole between malad
justed and well adjusted inmates. 

At the maximum custody institution, adjustment 
has an effect in the expecte~ direction for both 
races, but the effect is stronger for Blacks. 

D. There is no relation between type of offense and 

parole outcomes for first offenders. However, 

there are indications that property offenders may 

be denied more often than serious offenders. 

Race is significantly related to the parole 
decisions of property offenders: Blacks are 
more often denied parole than Whites in this 
crime category. Since property offenders are 
more often denied parole than serious offenders, 
there appears to be a perceived need to retain 
these inmates for more resocialization services 
than the latter inmates. Thus, more Black than 
White property offenders appear to be singled 
out for this process before actual release from 
custody. 

E. Time served in prison has no significant relation to 

the paTole outcomes of either race. However, there 

is a trend suggesting that inmates serving shorter 

terms are denied more than inmates serving longer 

terms. 

At the more custodial institutions, striking 
differences occur between Blacks and Whites 
serving similar terms: At the medium custody 
institution, significantly more Blacks than 
Whites are denied parole despite the length 
of time served. At the maximum custody insti
tution a similar pattern exists, but is sig
nificant only for inmates serving shorter 
sentences. 
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The interpretations drawn from these findings are, 

at bestj only suggestive. From the statistical evidence 

presented, race appears to be less important than is commonly 

assumed by observers of correctional pratices. However, as 

Jones l candidly states, one of the many pitsfalls that sab

otage the efforts of social science is that "statistics 

lie." During this investigation, reports of data forgery 

at the institutions were frequently alleged by prison of

ficials and inmates alike, and was said to be common in 

prisons where many individuals have access to records (and, 

perhaps, reasons to alter them). Thus, reliance on quali

tative data, as well as quantitative data, must be equally 

if not more important in the broader interpretation of these 

findings. 

Moreover, there is evidence revealing that as the 

prucessing moves from value judgements about adjustment to 

administrative decisions about release, the outcomes become 

progressively disparate between the races. Institutional 

variations revealed a similar shift in the evaluation and 

processing of the races. For example, even though the mini

mum and maximum custody institutions are more positive in 

their judgements about Black adjustment than White adjust

ment in prison, their, .,~.~isions are reversed at the point 

of recommending inmates for parole. A't tpis~ pOin.t,. t1)e pat-
.. ,.... :" .. 

tern reveals that: a) Blacks are more often placed at a 

disadvantage than Whites in the assessments made about parole 

..' 
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success in the PERs submitted to the parole board; b) Al

though differences are slight at the minimum custody in

stitution, they become increasingly important as institu

tional custody increases from medium to maximum custody 

status. 
Finally, the analysis of the parole administration 

proQess reveals that race becomes more prominent in decisions 

made by the parole board. Other things being equal, the net 

effect of being Black reduces an inmate's chances for parole. 

Although the difference is partially explained by the fact 

that more misconduct is reported for Blacks than for Whites, 

there is still the question of whether these reports repre

sent the actual or the perceived behavior of inmates by 

staff. Furthermore, when the expected and actual probabil

~ties for parole are computed for the races, Blacks are 

still denied more often than Whites. Whether or not this 

represents racism is open for question. However, it is 

clear that these data do not refute the idea that Blacks 

are more disadvantaged for parole than Whites. It is at this 

stage in the prouessing of inmates that considerable doubt 

can be cast on the proposition that there is no racism with-

in the corre~tional system. 

Discussion 

The quality and quantity of data available for this 

study do not permit a more refined analysis, but on the basis 

of the data available, it appears that the lack of coherence 
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in the judgements of counselors, and in the decisions of the 

parole board reflect institutional practices which result 

in differential processing of first offenders in prison. 

As noted above, prison officials indicate that mani

pulation or misrepresentation of some data by staff and in

mates tends to distort the valid~ty of the ~ data that is 

recorded in institutional files. These disclosures ac-

companied indications that there is a history of institu

tionalized racism in the system that was studied which can 

only be detected by staff who have had a long work associa-

tion in the institutions. 

~ ou ~n interviews as Racism was most often po~nted t' 

re ations and in the being a dynamic in the interpersonal 1 

operations of the medium and maximum t d cus 0 y institutions. 

Although the findings of this study are inconclusive, they 

suggest that factors other than objective criteria enter 

into judgements and decisions made by prison officials. 

This is best illustrated by the analyses of the more objec-

tive data ln this study, parole recommendations and parole 

outcomes. 

There may be many factors obscured by the data, in 

the aggregate, however, there are both substantive and sta

tistically significant evidence to support the speculation 

that Black and White offenders d o not receive equal treat-

ment in adult institutions. A case in point is the lack 

~ and recommendations of consistency in the adJ'ustment rat~ngs 

of inmates at the open and close custody institutions. More 
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Whites tend to be rated less well adjusted than Blacks at 

both the minimum and maximum custody institutions, however, 

White inmates are more often recommended for parole" To 

carry this a step further, we find that while the majority 

of both races at the minimum custody institution are re

leased by the parole board, more Whites than Blacks are 

paroled at the maximum custody institution among inmates 

who are less well adjusted and who are not recommended for 

parole. 

These findings beg the question of how equity operates 

in the p~ocessing structures of the adult correctional sys

tem? Furthermore, are we to assume that Black inmates ad

just better to institutional living yet are comparatively 

less eligible for parole than White inmates? How important 

is adjustment to the recommendations that are submitted to 

the parole board, and in turn, how important are these rec

ommendatio113 for parole? The present study shows that those 

factors (e.g. adjustment, recommendations) that are believed 

to be integrally related to a conditional parole from prison 

do not necessarily operate in the same way for Black and 

White inmates. Are there factors that haven't been ac

counted for in this analysIs or is this fil1ding a reflec

tion of the discretionary abuse that is attributed to cor

rectional staff and parole boards in the American correc

tional system? These questions have the following implica

tions for research and correctional policy. 
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Implications for Research 

These finJings have several implioations for future 

research in the ~;xplora tion of differential treatl'lent in 

correctional systems. First, there is a need for studies 

specifically focusing on the more objective data to determine 

the nature of the linkage between race and the differential 

outcomes for inmates. Whether racism is intentional or un-

intential, the differential selection of inmates for alterna-

tive experiences requires more understanding about how and 

under what conditions these processing disparities occur. 

It is difficult to conclude from documentary evidence 

that individuul racism is the key factor in the disparities 

observed in various outcomes. However, for organizations 

such as correctional institutions, systematic explorations 

of the fairly stable social arrangements and practices often 

reflect the collective actjons of institutional staff. 

Prewitt and Knowles 2 nete that these actions underscore the 

institution's power to reward and punish those members over 

which it has cont!'ol ... ,II Thp.y reward by providing opportuni

ties for some people and foreclosing them for others. 1I3 

More research may be able to determine precisely how the 

mechanisms thlt differentiate the distribution of benefits 

operate in correctional institutions. 

Second, continued research should be undert~ken to 

determine the effect of race on outcomes in institutions 

\'lith varying compliance structul:'es. These findings indicate 
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that, depending on custody level, a more complex relation 

between race and outcomes can be anticipated from future 

research. Moreover, outcomes that are influenced by extra

mural units, such as the parole board, should be investi

gated thoroughly to determine the crucial role they play in 

the differences found between the races in the final outcomes 

observed prior to release from custody. 

Third, future researchers should be acutely aware of 

the problems they face in trying to analyze racial differ

ences from data in correctional records. Missing data and 

misrepresented information in these files present numerous 

diEficulties in trying to rationally interpret the results 

of these data. Given these problems, generalizations may 

be highly suspect from such evidence. However, it might be 

that the analysis of the relation between race dnd these 

problems (missing data etc.), along with the more official 

outcome data, could reveal important insights into the dif

ferences observed in the processing of racial groups in 

prison. 

Finally, the focus of future investigations should 

be narrow in scope. A mDre thorough analysis of anyone 

of these outcomes might have produced more evidence pre

cisely specifying the nature of how race is actually re

lated to the outcomes that were observed. 

-
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Implications for Oorrectional Policy and P~actice 

The findings indicate that there are several areas 

of concern that should be seriously addressed by those in 

the position to make and change correctional policy and 

practice. 

First, a periodic audit focusing on the equity of 

processing practices and procedures should be undertaken 

by audit units that are internal and external to the system. 

External auditors should be responsible to the governor of 

the state or an agency designated by the governor. This 

practice would ensure that the integrity of nondiscrimina

tory policies are in fact preserved. 

Second, similar to the Race Relations Education and 

Training Branch of the U.S. military, a mandatory race re

lations training program st~uld be established and conducted 

annually as a refresher course for all correctional employees 

who have direct contract with inmates. This would rein

force the Departmental policy of nondiscrimination between 

inmate groups, and would also permit the introduction of 

new ideas and strategies for handling race relations, par

ticularly in prison environments. 

Third, since institutional assessments have some in

fluence on decisions rendered by the board, the entire 

Olassification Oommittee should review and endorse judge

ments and recommendations that are submitted to the parole 

board. This policy should be mandatory, since presently 

many Olassification Oommittees abrogate responsibility for 
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these decisions to one individual - the counselor - who 

neither has the time nor the objective facts to make adjust

ment and parole eligibility decisions that are important to 

parole cons ideration. These committees must inc lude lninor

ity group personnel to increase the likelihood that deci

sions have the highest degree of credibility among inmate, 

as well as public, observers of the crucial stages of cor

rectional processing (e.g. recommendations and parole de

cisions). 

Fourth, each facility should be required to report 

to the Department statistics by race on certain decision 

data (e.g. number of misconduct reports per month; type of 

parole recommendation) that are often left to the discre

tion of individual staff members. Furthermore, staff should 

be required to report misconduct in behaviorally specific 

terms in records. The practice of reporting misconduct in 

terms such as "insolence" and "insubordination ll should be 

discontinued. This would facilitate (and make staff more 

accountable) the thorough investigation of disciplinary re

porting practices if statistics reveal an overrepresenta

tion of one race in monthly reports. 

Fifth, it should be the policy of correctional depart

ments to investigate and reduce disproportionate interracial 

differences in parole-related decisions. A careful review 

of the entire parole board structure and its practices is 

strongly indicated by the findings of this study. The 

greater use of objective predictive measures appear to be 
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in order. More importantly, the impannelin~ of a board 

with professional expertise in the area of parole behavior 

and one that is racially representative of the inmmate 

population may reduce the influence of criteria such as 

race on parole decisions. 

Finally, correctional systems should consider the 

effects of different compliance structures on the adjust

ment of young offenders. In addition to equalizing the 

dispersion of races within institutions, a closer look 

should be directed towards the effects of open and closed 

vs. the more moderate compliance structure of prisons. It 

may be that the younger offender requires a structure mid

way between excessive control and individual freedom which 

complements the needs of this more reactive stage of adalt 

maturation. 
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NOTES 

IJames M. Jones, Prejudice and Racism, Menlo Park, 
California: Addison-Wesley PUb. Co., 1972. 

2Louis Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt (Eds), Institu
tional Racism in America, Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
1969. 

3Ibid ., p. 5. 
TABLE I: 

Inst/Race 
REHAB 

Black 
White 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
White 

APPENDIX: TABLES 

PRIOR SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Well Adjusted 

56.3% 
5LI .2 

64.8 
56.9 

58.3 
62.2 

X2 = 

X2 = 

X2 = 

Less Well 

43.8% 
45.8 

.05 p = .82 

35.2 
43.1 

.76 p = .38 

41. 7 
37.8 

.16 p = .68 

Adj. N* 

64 
48 

54 
65 

60 
45 

*Excludes 211 cases with MD on prior school adjustment. 
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TABLE II: 

Inst/Race 
REHAB 

Black 
White 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 
White 
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FREQUENCY OF FAMILY CONTACT BY RACE AND 
INSTITUTION 

Frequent Visits Infrequent Visits 

71.0% 29.0% 
91.3 

87.5 
87.5 

61. 7 
79.5 

X2 = 3.4 p = 

.- 8.7 

.06 

12·5 
12.5 

X2 = .77-30 p == 1.0 

38.3 
20.5 

X2 = 3.8 p = .05 

*Excludes 308 cases with MD on family contact. 

TABLE III: TYPE OF OFFENSE BY RACE AND INSTITUTION 

Inst/Race Serious Moderate Least Ser. 

REHAB 
Black 30.4% 64.7% 4.9% 
White 14.8 76.5 8.6 

X2 
== 6.5 p = .04 

TRAINING 
Black 43.0 49.4 7.6 
White 24.7 59.8 15.5 

X2 = 7.5 p = .02 

TRADITIONAL 
Black 45.0 50.0 5.0 
White 15·9 76.8 7.3 

X2 = 17.6 p = .001 

*Excludes 6 cases with MD on type of offense. 

N* 

N* 

31 
23 

32 
48 

60 
44 

102 
81 

79 
97 

100 
82 

TABLE IV: 

Inst/Race 
REHAB 

Black 
White 

TRAINING 
Black 
White 

TRADTIONAL 
Black 
White 

------
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INMATE PROPORTIONS WITH MISCONDUCT REPORTS BY 
RACE AND INSTITUTION 

None 1-2 3 or mor'e N* 

43% 23% 102 3LI % 
47 37 16 81 

24 80 47 29 
54 35 11 97 

56 101 14 30 
26 38 36 82 

*Exc1udes 4 cases with MD on misconduct. 

TABLE V: TOTAL TIME SERVED IN PRISON BY RACE AND INSTITU-
TION 

Inst/Race 1-18 mos. 19-36 mos. 37+ mos. N* 

REHAB 
44.0% 2.4% 84 Black 53.6% 

White 73.5 23.5 2.9 68 

x2 
== 6.9 p = .03 

TRAINING 
3.2 63 Black 63.5 33.3 

White 5L\ .3 44.4 1.2 81 

X2 == 2.2 P == 3.2 

TRADITIONAL 
23.3 2.3 86 Black 74.3 

White 74.4 24.3 1.4 70 

X2 == .18 p = .91 

*Excludes 95 cases with MD on time served in prison. 
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TABLE VI: PAROLE OUTCOME BY RACE AND EXPECTED PAROLE 
PROBABILITY* 

Parole Outcome 
Race and 

"Ex2ected Parole Probabilit;y" Paroled Denied 
Black: 

1.00t 43 2 
.90 - .99 88 9 
.80 - .89 30 10 

<.80 22 20 
Total 183 41 

White: 
1. 00+ 42 

·90 - .99 114 1 
.80 - .89 32 7 

<.80 7 5 
Total 195 13 

Total 

45 
97 
LIO 
42 

224 

42 
115 

39 
12 

208 

Note: This table is baed on 43i cases with data on type of 
offense and parole outcome and excludes 10 cases 
serving over 36 months in prison. 

*The expected parole probability is based on MCA of 
white inmates (Table 43). 
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